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FUEL SUBSIDY

FG Makes U-Turn
Says proposed removal ‘problematic’
There is need to do away with subsidy – Lawan
APC lauds Buhari over suspension of proposed removal
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CSOs Write APC, PDP, Others, Demand Power Shift To South
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Ahead of 2023 presidential
election, a Civil Society
Organisations, CSOs, under
the auspices of Coalition of
Civil Society Groups, CCSGs,
Monday, demanded that the
two major political parties in
the country including the ruling

All Progressive Congress, APC,
and its opposition Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP, zone
presidency to the South.
They made the demand
through separate letters
submitted at the national
secretariats of both parties in
Abuja.
The letters addressed to

the National Chairmen of the
APC and the PDP, signed by
the groups’ President, Bassey
Etuk Williams, and Secretary
General, CCGS, Abubakar
Ibrahim, were submitted to the
two political parties’ chairmen.
They also called on other
political parties in the country
to zone their presidential

tickets to the South in the
2023 general elections in the
interest of peace, unity, equity
and justice.
The coalition is the umbrella
body of some Civil Society
Groups in Nigeria. They are
apolitical as an organization
and its members spread across
the length and breadth of the

country.
According to the Coalition,
they are working towards
promoting interventions
intended to uplift and
sustain democracy, good
governance and national
unity in Nigeria.
CONTINUE ON PAGE 28

EDITORIAL
Why APC Factions Must Find Common Ground

A

lmost nine years after the All Progressives
Congress, APC, was formed in a merger with the
Action Congress of Nigeria, ACN; the Congress
for Progressive Change, CPC; and the All Nigeria
People’s Party, ANPP; the union is increasingly
becoming somewhat like a marriage of strange bedfellows. This
is instead of consolidating on packaging to right the perceived
wrongs of the Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, it took power
from in the 2015 general elections.
Prior to the APC’s rise to stardom, it often accused the
ruling PDP of maladministration godfatherism as well as other
sundry anomalies. The APC’s slogan was one that heralded
true democracy, as government for the people with President

Muhammadu Buhari leading the vanguard for a better Nigeria.
The return to civil rule in the country was 16 years old
when power changed hands. Sadly after six years of APC in
government, many are forced to wonder if the change was just
between two different political parties with different ideologies
or two parties differentiated only in their name.
To many, it feels too much like all talk no action in the sense
that most of the perceived ills of the PDP are regular features
in today’s APC. In recent times, the country’s media outlets
have been dominated with unpalatable news of power tussle
within the ruling power.
CONTINUE ON PAGE 3

CBN Releases E-invoicing Guidelines For Import, Exports

NEWS
Attack On Emirs:
Bauchi Emirate
Suspends Jakandan
Title Bestowed On
Dogara
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Irate Youths Razed
School Owned By
Hanifa Abubakar’s
Killer In Kano

authenticated by the authorised dealer
banks on the Nigeria single-window
portal – Trade Monitoring System.
“This new regulation is primarily
aimed at achieving accurate value from
import and export items in and out of
Nigeria.

2023: Ndigbo
Rejects VP Slot, Says
It’s Presidency Or
Nothing
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Atiku Presidency
Will Pave Way For
South In 2027
– Dokpesi
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banks.
This was disclosed in a circular signed
by the Director, Trade and Exchange
Department, Dr. O. S. Nnaji, and
addressed to authorised dealers and the
general public.
“Effective February 1, 2022, all import
and export operations will require the
submission of an electronic invoice
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Central Bank of Nigeria , CBN, has
released guidelines for the newlyintroduced
electronic
invoicing
,e-invoicing, and evaluator for exporters
and importers, saying the process
commences on February 1, 2022.
The new regulation, it stated, is aimed

at determining the accurate value for
goods leaving the country or otherwise.
The migration was announced in August,
last year.
At the weekend, the apex bank said
the electronic process, which replaces the
hard copy, would commence on February
1. It added that the invoice must be
authenticated by the authorised dealer
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Coalition of Civil Societies, CSOs, at a rally outside PDP national headquarters to clamour for power shift to the South, in Abuja yesterday. PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

Adequate Funding Can Transform
Nigeria’s Education System – UNICEF
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

As the world celebrates
the International Day of
Education, UNICEF said that
Nigeria’s education system
can be transformed through
adequate funding.
UNICEF in a press
release, commended the
federal
government’s
pledge to increase Nigeria’s
annual domestic education
expenditure by 50% over the
next two years, and by 100%
by 2025.
The statement recalled
that in Nigeria’s N17 trillion
2022 budget signed into law
at the end of 2021, 7.2% was

allocated to the education
sector.
This, the statement
added, was a step forward; an
increase from 5.7% allocated
for 2021 and added that
there was still a long way to go
to reach the internationally
recommended benchmark
that countries spend 15-20%
of their national budgets on
education.
“The
Nigerian
Government has committed
to increasing funding for
education, which is a very
important step far too many
Nigerian children today are
not in the classroom and

for those who are, far too
many are not getting a solid
education that can translate
into good prospects for their
futures”, said Peter Hawkins,
UNICEF Representative in
Nigeria.
“At least 10.5 million
children are out of school in
Nigeria the highest rate in
the world. A full one-third
of Nigerian children are not
in school, and one in five
out-of-school children in the
world is Nigerian.
While the education
crisis in Nigeria is affecting
children across the country,
some children are more

likely to be affected than
others: girls, children with
disabilities, children from
the poorest households,
in street situations, or
affected by displacement or
emergencies, and children in
geographically distant areas
are all disproportionately
affected by the education
crisis, according to UNICEF”,
the statement said.
Speaking further on
the issue, Hawkins said,
“Millions
of
Nigerian
children have never set foot
in a classroom and this is a
travesty. “Perhaps equally
tragic is the high number of

children who make it into a
classroom, but never make
the transition from primary
school to secondary school;
thereby cutting off their
chances for a secure future”.
It is estimated that 35% of
Nigerian children who attend
primary school do not go on
to attend secondary school.
Half of all Nigerian children
did not attend secondary
school in 2021.
“As we celebrate the
International
Day
of
Education today amid
concerns in much of the
world about the impact of
COVID-19 on education,

Attack On Emirs: Bauchi Emirate Suspends Jakandan Title Bestowed On Dogara
BY JOEL AJAYI

Bauchi Emirate Council has
suspended the immediate
past Speaker, House of
Representatives,
Yakubu
Dogara, as Jakadan Bauchi,
following the 31st of
December, 2021 attack on
the Emirs of Bauchi and Dass.
It would be recalled that,
the Emirs of Bauchi and Dass,
Rilwanu Sulaimanu Adamu

and Usman Bilyaminu
Othman were allegedly
attacked by hoodlums while
on their way to Bogoro to
grace the 21st memorial
anniversary of the late
Sayawa, Baba Peter Gonto.
In a letter signed by
the Galadiman Bauchi
District Head of Zungur,
Surv. Ibrahim Saidu Jahun
and Council Secretary
Shehu Mudi Muhammad

on Monday says that the
suspension is with immediate
effect.
According
to
the
statement, you may be
reminded that on 4th
January 2022 we met with
you here and expressed our
stand on the incident of
Borogo and Tafawa Balewa on
the 30th and 31st December
2021.
“Surely, we condemned

the incident, described it
as barbaric , provocative
and misleading and Called
government to investigate ,
fish out the perpetrators and
bring them to book.
“At the recent council
meeting, we reviewed the
case again and expressed our
dismay that one of the sons
of the area, a stakeholder and
our traditional titleholder,
was mentioned as one of

those misleading the people.
“More surprisingly, he
did not sympathize or show
any sign of remorse towards
what happened to their Royal
Highnesses, the Emirs of
Bauchi and Dass.
“The Emirate Council,
therefore, decided to suspend
his title of Jakadan Bauchi
until the determination of
the case by the court,” the
statement said.

we must take a close look
at what is happening to our
children in Nigeria, and
the opportunities they are
missing out on when they
lack education. We need to
look towards communities –
leaders, parents, teachers and
caregivers – and together,
find the best strategies to
ensure that all children enroll
into school, have access to
continuous learning and
ensure they emerge with
quality skills that equip them
for a prosperous future.
“We need to especially
ensure that girls have access
to learning – so they can
receive an education that
will begin to address issues
of gender inequality. All
girls have much to offer to
find solutions to Nigeria’s
challenges – and we have to
nurture their creativity and
innovation.
“We also need to ensure
that children are safe when
they are in school – no child
should be afraid to enter
a classroom – afraid their
school might be attacked or
that they will be kidnapped.
And no parent should fear
sending their children to
school,” Hawkins said.
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Our mission is to create hard-breaking national
and international news, as it unfolds. We deliver
unparalleled perspectives across multiple
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Why APC Factions Must Find Common Ground
FROM COVER

As a result of spiraling acrimony
in the APC crisis, it has been
having a hectic time as time ticks
ahead of its National Convention
slated for February which seems
to be hanging in the balance.
From the national, states, local
governments, wards and units
levels, the APC members are
engulfed in rancorous pursuit
for power.
It would be recalled that the
chairman of the All Progressives
Congress,
APC,
Caretaker
Extraordinary
Convention
Planning Committee, CECPC,
and Yobe State Governor, Mai
Mala Buni, leadership of the
party came to being as a stop gap
approach by the leaders following
the removal of the party’s
erstwhile national chairman and
one time Governor of Edo State
and former super president of the
Nigerian Labour Congress, NLC,
Comrade Adams Oshiomhole.
It is pertinent to note that
since the Buni led CECPC came

Who
SAID
What?
IN THE NEWS

“Though, I have
retired from partisan
politics, but I cannot
retire from the welfare
and wellbeing of the
people, in my own
country, anywhere
in Africa or indeed
anywhere in the
world”
– Former President
Olusegun Obasanjo

on board it has been enmeshed
in an array of crises. But like the
proverbial cat with nine lives it is
surviving the odds against it.
However, daily occurrences
in the APC can be described
as a reflection of the systemic
problem of Nigeria’s political
system as what the public are
made to understand does not
reflect the position of things as
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It seems the
problem might
truly not be either
one of ideologies of
the party but one
of gross systemic
disorder regardless
of who is at the
helm of affairs.
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events unfold.
It seems the problem might
truly not be either one of
ideologies of the party but
one of gross systemic disorder
regardless of who is at the helm
of affairs.

At this juncture, we as a matter
of patriotism and the need to
contribute our quota towards
deepening democratic values in
the country, we call on warring
factions in the party to seek
redress with a view to reexamining
what brought them together at
first, and then carry out genuine
reconciliation in the interest of the
nation. Because any democratic
gain achieved by the party will
invariably have a multiplier effect
on future generations and on
Nigerians.
Furthermore, we urge the
warring factions in the APC and
other political parties alike to as
matter of utmost importance,
sheath their swords and toe the
line of building a strong democratic
culture that can be leveraged on to
attain the goals of the nation’s

founding fathers.
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‘Mutinous’ Soldiers Arrest, Detain Burkina
Faso President Roch Kabore
BY AMEH GEORGE, WITH AGENCY REPORT

Burkina Faso President Roch
Kabore has been detained at
a military camp by mutinying
soldiers.
Reports of his detention
yesterday came a day after
soldiers staged mutinies at
several army barracks, prompting
fears of a coup in the conflict-hit
country. Later on Sunday, heavy
gunfire was also heard near
Kabore’s residence in the capital,

PHOTO
OF THE
DAY

“

Auto accident at the fountain
in front of Government House
entrance in Port Harcourt, Rivers
State capital, yesterday.
Photo: Chidi OhaleteJAU/NAN

Ouagadougou.
It was gathered that the
soldiers have been demanding
for more support in their fight
against Islamist militants.
Aljazeera reported that
several armoured vehicles of
the presidential fleet, riddled
with bullets, were seen near
the President’s residence on
Monday morning. One was
spattered with blood. Residents
of the president’s neighbourhood
reported heavy gunfire overnight.

Three armoured vehicles and
soldiers wearing balaclavas
were stationed outside the
headquarters of the state
broadcaster. Government sources

could not immediately be reached
on Monday.
Two security sources and
a West African diplomat told
Reuter’s news agency that

Kabore was detained at a military
camp. There was no immediate
comment by the government,
which on Sunday had denied that
a coup was under way.

Igbinedion Varsity Appoints Deputy VC
BY IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

The management of Igbinedion
University, Okada, Edo State,
has announced Professor
Raphael Igbinosa Adeghe as its
Deputy Vice-Chancellor.
Adeghe is a renowned
professor of Finance and
Accounting, in the Igbinedion
University College of Business
and Management Studies, with
over 35 years post graduation
experiences in both public and
private sectors of Nigerian
economy.
He is an external Assessor
and visiting Professor to
numerous Universities, a
former Auditor of the Defunct
Bendel state, a recipient of the
University of Pittsburgh USA
postgraduate Certificate in
Leadership, a distinguished
Fellow of several fellowships
such Association of National
Accountant, CNA, Chartered
Institute of Taxation of
Nigeria, CTI, and a member
of the Institute of Cost
Management, ICM.

Prof. Adeghe has established
research linkages with firms
and universities across subSaharan Africa.
Adeghe, who delivered the
17th inaugural lecture of
Igbinedion University, Okada,
IUO, with the topic,” Financial
Inclusion and Sustainable
Development,” is currently
a member of Governing
Council of ED-JOHN School
of Management, Lagos.
A scholar in the Department
of Banking and Finance at
Igbinedion University, Okada
,Adeghe exploits in the
academic community saw him
proffer solutions to address
issues bothering on financial
inclusion
In his presentation titled,
“Financial Inclusion and
Sustainable Development,”
the erudite scholar said that
financial inclusion remains a
potent tool to tackle the rising
poverty, insecurity and other
socio-economic challenges in
the country.
Adeghe,
who
further

Adeghe

described insecurity as a major
factor responsible for financial
exclusion in the country,
maintained that it not only
affects the local economy and
breeds poverty but diminishes
the quality of life.
He said that the booming
roadside businesses on many
highways in the country
had vanished as a result
of insecurity, calling for
concerted efforts by all and
sundry to review the security
architecture of the country.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Omo- Agege Calls For Prayers
BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Deputy Senate President in Nigeria, Ovie Omo-Agege, has
called on the Urhobo Christians Ministers Association
International to continue to pray for him and other Urhobo
leaders in positions of authority.
Omo-Agege stated this during the Urhobo Prayer
Day /Inauguration of the 3rd Regime Exco of Urhobo
Christian Ministers Association International at the Christ
Missionaries Crusaders Church, Ekpan in Uvwie Local
Government Area of Delta State on Sunday.
According to him, “we all know that the people rejoice
when the righteous are in power; hence, we should pray for
the will of God to prevail in the next gubernatorial elections
in the state.”

DTSG Decries Estimated Billings,
Tasks BEDC On Bulk Metering
BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Delta State Government has deplored the continued rip off
of communities through estimated billings by the Benin
Electricity Distribution Company, BEDC.
Speaking to journalists in Asaba yesterday, the State
Commissioner for Energy, Engr. Jonathan Ukodhiko,
said most rural communities were groaning under huge
electricity bills as a result of estimated billings.
He said that many of them were in darkness because they
were unable to pay the high bills unilaterally allocated to
them by BEDC.

ALABI
TEMITAYO
FASHION DESIGNER

Spare Parts Dealer, Cyber
Fraudster Jailed In Ilorin

Phone Number:
08075981417

Facebook
Temi Tayo

Instagram:
Alabi Temitayo

Office Address:

Street 14, Mosque Area, Anagada,
Zuba Road, Abuja.

Alabi Temitayo is a professional
and creative fashion designer,
that has continued to expand her
brand, giving customers their
desired fashion appeal.
As the CEO of Gloria stitches,
she left the search for whitecollar jobs and decided to
be self-employed. Gloria’s
entrepreneurship was borne- out
of passion and drive to satisfy her
customer needs.
She hopes to train youths
who are willing and ready to
become their own bosses as well
as contribute her quota in nationbuilding.

BY ABDUL SALAUDEEN, ILORIN

Justice Adenike Akinpelu of the Kwara State High Court, in
Ilorin yeterday, convicted a spare parts dealer based in Ilorin,
Tiamiyu Hammed and one Kamarudeen Olarewaju Ibrahim,
over offences bordering on cybercrime and possession of
fraudulent funds.
The Ilorin Zonal Command of the Economic and Financial
Crimes Commission, EFCC, arraigned the duo of Tiamiyu
and Kamarudeen on separate charge of one and two counts,
respectively before the court.

TODAY’S WEATHER
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2 Killed, 11 Injured
In Anambra
Multiple Accident
–FRSC

SSANU Wants
Lalong To Release
N310m Arrears

Two
persons
were
confirmed dead on Sunday
in an accident involving five
vehicles at Upper Iweka by
Awka-Onitsha Expressway,
Anambra State.
The Sector Commander,
Federal Road Safety Corps,
FRSC, Mr Adeoye Irelewuyi,
who confirmed the incident,
said it occurred at about
2pm.
The FRSC boss said 22
people were involved in the
accident which was caused by
brake failure.
“The crash involved two
Daf trucks with registration
numbers XC 416 PK and
DTF 249 XA, two Toyota
Hiace buses with registration
numbers FGG 929 ZD
and XB 994 GBK and a
Lincoln Navigator jeep with
registration number RSH
450 BM.
“An eyewitness report
indicates that the driver of
one of the trucks lost control
as a result of brake failure,
rammed into vehicles in
his front and crashed into a
gutter.
“The driver of the truck
took to his heels after the
crash.
“A total of 22 persons,
including 13 male adults,
seven female adults, a male
child, and a female child were
involved in the crash.
“11 persons were injured
and the victims were
rushed to Toronto Hospital,
Boromeo, by FRSC rescue
team, where two male adults
were confirmed dead by the
doctor on duty”, he said.
Irelewuyi said the bodies
of the victims were deposited
at the hospital’s mortuary.
While
commiserating
with the families of the dead
victims, he urged motorists
to service their vehicles and
ensure that they comply with
minimal safety standard
before plying the road.

National
Executive
Council, NEC, Senior
Staff Association of
Nigerian Universities,
SSANU, has called on
Governor Simon Lalong
of Plateau State to as
a matter of urgency,
release N310 million for
the payment of earned
allowances owed its
members in Plateau
State University, PSU,
from 2010 to 2020.
In a communique that
NEC issued in Jos at the
end of its 41st regular
meeting, it called on
the Vice Chancellor,
PSU, Professor Yohanna
Izam, to mainstream
hazard
allowances
into SSANU members’
salaries at the Governing
Council’s approved rate
of N30,000 since the
state government has
released funds for the
full implementation of
the allowance.
The
communique
which was signed by
the National President
of SSANU, Comrade
Mohammed
Ibrahim
said, “NEC is aware that
Plateau State University,
Bokkos is on strike.
NEC therefore calls on
the Governor Lalongled administration to
release N310 million for
the payment of arrears
of earned allowances to
SSANU members in PSU.
The communique urged
the state government to
address other issues that
led to the declaration of
the indefinite strike,
as well as called on the
management to comply
with the decision of
SSANU NEC on the
correct payment of
check off dues to the
union without imposing
conditions that are alien
to the Trade Union Act.
SSANU,
Plateau
State
University
branch had declared
an indefinite strike on
December 21, 2021
following the failure of
the state government
and the university
administration
to
address some of their
grievances as contained
in the 21 days and four
weeks ultimatum letters
dated July 2 and August
3, 2021 respectively.

BY UKANDI ODEY, JOS

Hon Mike Egilamatics Egila National Speaker Nigeria House of Dream Parliament, NHODP, right presenting giving a
certificate of the Most Impactful Man of the year from Buruku Local Government of Benue State to Hon. Oscar Apesough
during the award ceremony at the National Assembly yesterday.
PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

2023: Ndigbo Rejects VP Slot,
Says It’s Presidency Or Nothing
BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Plan to zone the vice
presidential slot to the
South-East by major
political parties in 2023
has been rejected.
This is even as agitation
for a president of Igbo
extraction continues to
gather momentum.
Most notable leaders
and pressure groups
from the region have
on several occasions,
urged Nigerians to
allow the Igbo speaking
tribe produce the next
president.
A former Deputy
National
Publicity
Secretary of Ohanaeze
Ndigbo, Chuks Ibegbu,
said the Igbos are insisting
on the presidency and
not ready to take the vice

presidential slot.
Ibegbu insisted that it
is either the presidency
or nothing for the Igbos
in 2023.
He urged the likes of
Atiku Abubakar, Aminu
Tambuwal, Yahaya Bello,
Bala Mohammed, Bukola
Saraki to shelve their
presidential aspirations
and support the Igbos.
Also, a First Republic
Aviation Minister, Chief
Mbazulike Amaechi, has
warned that Nigeria may
disintegrate if the north
retains the presidency.
Amaechi warned that
Nigeria may explode if
the two leading political
parties decide to field
candidates from the
north.
“No way, it is presidency
or nothing. We are not

second class citizens in
Nigeria and will never
be. We would rather
watch Nigeria unfold an
unjust political ‘higgery
pokkery’ than accept vice
president. Are we only
good for VP or what?
“What is wrong if we
become president? Look,
if nobody in Igbo land
is ready to battle for the
presidency till the end, I
Chuks Ibegbu will come
out and I will win. After
all, I am better than most
people that have been at
Aso Rock since 1999”.
On his part, the Deputy
President-General
of
Ohanaeze Ndigbo, Dim
Uche Okwukwu, said
Igbos will not be happy
if the slot of the vice
president is zoned to
them.

Okwukwu said: “If you
want the presidency,
you must prepare for
it, be diplomatic and
negotiate for it. I support
a Nigerian president of
Igbo extraction, it can
come from any part of
Igbo land.
“They would be happier
and feel more dignified
if they are allowed to
produce the president
instead of the vice
president.
“You will agree with
me that they produced
the vice president in the
person of Alex Ekwueme
in 1979, which is 43 years
ago, so why would they be
going to the same class
they have already passed?
I think it is not dignifying.
‘‘The Igbos will be sad,
they will not be happy”.

Jigawa: Gunmen Kill 2 Policemen, Abduct 1

Irelewuyi

Jigawa State Police
Command said unknown
gunmen had killed two
policemen and abducted
one person in Taura Local
Government Area.
The Police Public
Relations Officer, PPRO,
Mr Shiisu confirmed
the incident in Dutse,
yesterday.
Shiisu
said
the

incident occurred after
the gunmen invaded
the residence of one
Alhaji Ma’aru Abubakar
at Kawalam town and
abducted him.
“On January 23 at
about 0130hrs, a distress
call was received that
unknown gunmen had
invaded Kwalam town.
“Upon receipt of the

report, we mobilized a
team of policemen and
headed to the scene. On
arrival, we engaged them
in a gun duel and they
fled.
“ASP Anas Usaini and
Sunusi Alhassan were
shot dead close to an
improvised patrol vehicle
which was set ablaze by
the gunmen.

“Preliminary
investigation revealed
that the hoodlums
invaded the residence of
Alhaji Abubakar, 60, and
abducted him”, Shiisu
said.
He explained that
efforts
were
being
intensified to free the
victim, as well as arrest
the fleeing suspects.
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Fuel Subsidy: FG Makes U-Turn
Says proposed removal ‘problematic’
There is need to do away with subsidy – Lawan
APC lauds Buhari over suspension of proposed removal

BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Federal Government yesterday rescinded its
proposed fuel subsidy removal saying its timing
is “problematic”, and will worsen the prevailing
suffering of the masses.
The Nigerian government says it will retain fuel
subsidy indefinitely and will work on amending the
2022 budget to provide funds for that purpose, the
finance minister has said.
The Minister of Finance, Zainab Ahmed, said the
government has realised the timing of its planned
removal of petrol subsidy is “problematic”, and will
worsen the suffering of Nigerians.
The minister said the government will not
remove subsidy in July as it earlier planned.
At a meeting with the President of the Senate
Ahmad Lawan, yesterday, the minister said the
government is counting on the upcoming Dangote
refinery to increase the country’s refining capacity.
You would recall that the President of the
Senate Mr Lawan recently faulted the timing of
the planned removal of fuel subsidy and stated
categorically that President Buhari did not approve
the removal of fuel subsidy.
He urged the Nigerian Labour Congress and
the Trade Union Congress to abort the planned
protests against the Federal government’s
proposed removal of fuel subsidy, saying the move
is “totally unnecessary”.
Mr Lawan made the appeal when he met with
the Minister of Finance, Budget and National
Planning, Zainab Ahmed, and the Minister of State
for Petroleum Resources, Timipre Sylva over the
planned removal of subsidy on petroleum products
by the Federal Government.
Those at the meeting include the Senate Leader,
Yahaya Abdullahi, and the Deputy Whip, Aliyu
Abdullahi.
Also present were the Chief Executive Officer
of the Nigerian Midstream and Downstream
Regulatory Authority, Farouk Ahmed, Managing
Director of the Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation, Mele Kyari, and Commissioned
Chief Executive Officer of the Nigerian Upstream
Regulatory Commission, Gbenga Komolafe.
Others are the Special Assistant to the President
on Natural Resources, Habib Nuhu, Permanent
Secretary, Federal Ministry of Finance, Aliyu
Shinkafi, and Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Petroleum Resources, Nasir Sani-Gwarzo.
Lawan, in his opening remarks at the meeting,
faulted the timing for the planned removal of
subsidy on petroleum products.
He stated that in as much as the administration
and management of subsidy on petroleum
products are flawed, the President Muhammadu
Buhari-led government believes that sufficient
planning must be carried out before its eventual
removal.
Mr Lawan, therefore, called on Labour unions
such as the Nigerian Labour Congress and Trade
Union to shelve the planned protest rallies, adding

that the Federal Government has no plan of
removing the petroleum subsidy now.
According to a statement by his media aide,
Ezrel Tabiowo, he said, “The position of everyone
in government today is that admittedly, subsidy
administration and management are flawed
because of so many reasons.
“Admittedly, the burden is huge and massive
and there is a need at one point to do away with
the subsidy.
“Even though our economy is growing, we still
have the challenge of getting things to be better
for our people.
“A lot of us in this administration believe that
the issue of removal of subsidy should be handled
with utmost care, especially that sufficient
planning needs to be done.
“Significant arrangements for absorbing the
shocks that will come with the removal should
be done, that the timing should be such that the
impact and consequences will not add to hardship.
We all believe in this and Mr. President leads us in

this feeling.
“What we are saying is that this is not the time.
All of us are of the same opinion and, therefore, there
is nothing like confusion or lack of understanding
within the government circle.
“We all agree that the subsidy is abused and,
therefore, it is a challenge to us as an administration
to deal with the abuse, to find appropriate means of
stopping it.
“After this meeting, there will be other ones, all
in search of ways and means of ensuring that the
ordinary Nigerian does not suffer any hardship,
that when the subsidy will be removed eventually, it
would be at such a point that the hardship will be very
minimal and taken care of by several programmes.
“It is not about NLC, we are talking about every
Nigerian. We are concerned beyond the Nigerian

“

The GMD of NNPC
Ltd, Melee Kyari
simply said the
company which has
the responsibility
to fill the gap in oil
prices for the nation
will do just that at all
times.

Labour Congress.
“I am taking this opportunity to appeal to the
TUC and NLC to shelve this plan to go on strike or
demonstration, it is totally unnecessary.
FG Suspends Fuel Subsidy Removal,
APC hails decision
Minister of State for Petroleum, Timipre Sylva, has
distanced President Muhammadu Buhari from the
speculations surrounding the removal of fuel subsidy.
This is as he also ruled out the possibility of
removing fuel subsidies now.
Sylva made these known at two different for a in
Abuja yesterday.
Speaking at a meeting of stakeholders in the oil
and gas sector at the instance of the Senate President
Ahmad Lawan, yesterday at the National Assembly,
Sylva said it is clear to the blind and audible to the
deaf that the timing for removal of fuel subsidy is
wrong.
The Senate President, Ahmad Lawan, earlier laid
the foundation for the meeting when he recalled his
meeting with President Muhammadu Buhari on the
possible removal of petroleum subsidy.
However, Sylva said the issue of fuel subsidy is
a legislative one since the 2022 Appropriation Act
provides for subsidy up to June this year, implying
that there won’t be subsidy from July.
The only option according to him is for the
National Assembly to revisit the Appropriation Act
with the view to amending it to provide for subsidy
beyond June 2022, adding that “law is no cast in
iron”.
The GMD of NNPC Ltd, Melee Kyari simply said
the company which has the responsibility to fill the
gap in oil prices for the nation will do just that at
all times.
The meeting which was attended by the ministers
of Finance and Petroleum (State), GMD, NNPC Ltd,
top officials in the oil and gas was chaired by the
Senate President and attended by the Senate Leader,
later went into closed session.
Featuring on one of the Television stations
programmes, the minister said the Federal
Government planned to complete consultations
before coming out with a clear policy direction on
fuel subsidy removal.
Sylva said. “I will tell you categorically that at this
moment, the complete removal of subsidy is not on
our plate at all.
“The President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria
is not in support of removing subsidies at this time”.
Recall that the Minister of Finance, Budget, and
National Planning, Zainab Ahmed, had last year
hinted at the Federal Government removing the
subsidy on fuel.
Ahmad had said the government would commence
the complete removal of fuel subsidy in June 2022
and replace the same with a N5000 per month
transportation grant to the poorest Nigerians.
However, the Senate President, Ahmad Lawan,
last week said Buhari had not directed relevant
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authorities to remove fuel subsidy.
The ruling party, the All Progressives Congress,
APC, has thrown its weight behind the decision of
the Federal Government to suspend the removal of
subsidy on petroleum products.
The APC in a statement issued yesterday
and signed by its National Secretary, Sen. John
Akpanudoedehe, said the Buhari administration
in taking the decision took into cognizance the fact
that removing subsidy at this time would heighten
inflation and cause undue hardship on Nigerians.
“Programmes and policies of the government are
meant to benefit the people. So if the timing of the
planned subsidy removal would cause hardship on
citizens, then a review was necessary. We commend
President Muhammadu Buhari for always putting
the welfare and well being of Nigerians first as he
has serially displayed in the implementation of
programmes and policies of this administration”,
the APC said in the statement.
The party said that in line with the new Petroleum
Industry Act ,PIA, the Federal Government is already
putting in place measures, particularly those boosting
local refining capacities to reduce the country’s
reliance on expensive imports of refined petroleum
products. It said this would in due course usher in
the eventual and full deregulation of the country’s
petroleum sector.
The APC commended what it said was the cordial
and healthy relations between the Executive and the
9th National Assembly, which it said has ensured
good governance.
He noted that Nigerians have been the ultimate
beneficiaries as displayed in the positive outcomes
of the meeting between Minister of Finance, Budget
and National Planning, Dr. Zainab Ahmed and the
Senate President, Ahmad Lawan on the suspension
of the planned subsidy removal.
Recall that the Nigeria Labour Congress has
threatened to embark on industrial action if the
government goes ahead to implement an increase
in the price of Premium Motor Spirit.
The Congress said this in a petition to the
governors of the 36 states ahead of the planned
nationwide protest scheduled for Thursday this week .
The petition which was signed by the President,
Comrade Ayuba Wabba, and the General Secretary
Emanuel Ugboaja, seen by our reporter yesterday in
Abuja.
In the petition, Labour called on the federal
government to announce the withdrawal of its plans
to increase the pump price of petrol.
It said, “The federal government should re-engage
Organized Labour in Nigeria in discussions in order
to find mutually acceptable solutions to the current
quagmire in Nigeria’s downstream petroleum subsector.
“The federal government should demonstrate
seriousness and commitment to overhauling our local
refineries as a lasting panacea to mass importation
of refined petroleum products, Importation Pricing
Model, and a host of lost opportunities, official
corruption and self-inflicted dislocations occasioned
by mass importation of refined petroleum products
into Nigeria; and “Governments at all levels in
Nigeria should take immediate steps to improve
governance and public accountability in order to
regain the confidence of Nigerians that the cardinal
constitutional mandate of guaranteeing the welfare
and security of Nigerians has not been traded off.
“Organized Labour in Nigeria as a responsible
social partner is willing and ready to work with the
government to find enduring solutions to the crisis
in Nigeria’s downstream petroleum sector and other
areas of challenge in governance.

“It would be a great relief for Organized Labour
if the government meets us halfway in this regard.
The current protest slated nationwide January
27, is only geared at alerting the government on
the sufferings that Nigerians are going through
and the additional insufferable trauma that
Nigerians would be subjected to if the government
goes ahead with the hike in the price of refined
petroleum products.
“We plead that Your Excellency should use your
position as a member of the National Economic
Council to convey our foregoing persuasions and
demands to the Federal Government.
Consequently, it is obvious that the Federal
Government has heed to the call by the Organised
Labour and other well meaning Nigerians as
reasonable owing to the economic reality thereby
suspending the fuel subsidy removal indefinitely
so as to enable the FG fulfill the APC promise of
providing functional refineries to cushion the
effect of rising price of crude which happens to
be unfavourable to Nigerians because of the high
cost of shipment to the country.
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The project is set to provide 210 job opportunities, as the road serves several economic and educational sectors

SDRPY Signs Contract To Rehabilitate
Yemeni Heijat Al-Abed Road
Saudi
Development
and
Reconstruction Programme for
Yemen, SDRPY, has signed a
contract to rehabilitate the Heijat
Al-Abed Road that connects Taiz
governorate with other Yemeni
provinces.

SDRPY said the road, which is
3,000 sq m above sea level and
extends 8.7 km, has a “vital”
importance to nearly 4,000,000
beneficiaries.
With the road lacking basic traffic
safety elements such as Jersey

barriers, the project aims to repair
damages and partial collapses to
increase traffic safety and reduce
accidents.
The project is set to provide 210
job opportunities, as the road serves
several economic and educational

sectors.
SDRPY has executed a total of
204 development projects and
initiatives in Yemeni governorates
in seven basic sectors, including
education and health.

King Salman Park Foundation Announces Visitor Pavilion Construction
King Salman Park Foundation on
Sunday announced the start of the
visitor pavilion’s construction.
The 90,000-square meter public
space will include a plant nursery,
a multi-use hall, meeting rooms,
exhibition areas, restaurants, and
cafes.
The main auditorium, which can
accommodate up to 230 guests with
VIP and tiered seating, can be used
for events, entertainment shows,
and business meetings. Interactive
garden exhibits will introduce
the park’s natural, cultural, and
recreational aspects to visitors,

while the pavilion will have a large
terrace with 360-degree views of the
landscape.
The pavilion’s design concept
is based on Salmani architecture
principles, which honor the beauty
of traditional materials and showcase
them through modern design and
construction. The design maximizes
the use of natural light during
seasonal fluctuations, with an
emphasis on sustainability and the
environment.
King Salman Park is distinguished
by its location in the Saudi capital,
which is connected to several major
roads as well as the public transport

project, which includes Riyadh’s train
and bus networks, making it easily
accessible to the city’s residents and
visitors.
British architect David Adjaye
designed the pavilion. In 2017, he
was knighted by Queen Elizabeth II
and won the Royal Gold Medal for
Architecture by RIBA in Sept. 2021.
Contracts worth SR3.847 billion,
$1.02 billion, were awarded by the
foundation to a group of national
companies to start implementing
parts of the park project.
In addition to infrastructure and
preparation works in the Royal Arts
Complex, these contracts include

site preparation work and the
construction of tunnels and bridges.
It also signed an agreement with
the Saudi Electricity Company to set
up five power stations to supply the
park with energy at a capacity of 580
megawatts.
The park will provide a holistic
experience that includes a variety
of environmental, cultural, sports,
artistic, and entertainment options
to improve the city’s quality of life,
implementing the goal of Saudi
Vision 2030 to create a vibrant and
healthy society and raise Riyadh’s
global ranking among the world’s
top livable cities.

Kingdom Extends Residencies, Exit-Entry Visas
An extension issued by the minister
of finance is part of the Kingdom’s
efforts to address the repercussions
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
It will be carried out automatically
in collaboration with the National

Information Center, without
the need to visit the passports
directorate.
The passport authorities started
automatically extending the validity
of residency permits, Iqama and exit

and re-entry visas without charges
until March 31, the Saudi Press
Agency reported on Monday.
The validity of residency and exit
re-entry return visas will be extended
for residents who are outside the

Kingdom in countries from which
travel was suspended due to a
COVID-19 outbreak until March 31,
except for those who have already
received one dose of the vaccine inside
the Kingdom before they departed.

Validity Of Iqama,
Re-Entry And Visit
Visas Extended
Till March 31
General
Directorate
of
Passports, Jawazat, has started
automatically extending the
validity of residency permit,
iqama, and exit and re-entry
visa without charging expatriate
fee or any other fees until March
31.
This was in line with the
directives of Custodian of
the Two Holy Mosques, King
Salman, the Saudi Press Agency
reported on Monday.
Expatriates who are from
countries facing travel bans due
to the outbreak of coronavirus
and who are now outside
the Kingdom will be the
beneficiaries of this initiative.
Minister
of
Finance
Mohammed Al-Jadaan issued an
order in this regard. The Jawazat
stated that the extension will
be carried out automatically in
cooperation with the National
Information Centre without
the need to personally visit any
Jawazat departments.
The extension will not be
applicable to those expatriates
who took one dose of
coronavirus vaccine within the
Kingdom before their departure
on exit and reentry visa.
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The deals are being implemented as part of the Yemen Humanitarian Response Plan.

Approval Of 3
Ministries Required
To Obtain Rural
Tourism License
Director-General of the Ministry
of Environment, Water and
Agriculture, MEWA, in the Eastern
Province, Amer Al-Mutairi said the
approval of three ministries are
required to get licenses issued to
operate rural tourism projects.
The application for the license
to practice the activity shall be
submitted through the website
of the Ministry of Tourism. Then,
the rest of the procedures will be
completed through the Ministry
of Environment, Water and
Agriculture, and the Ministry of
Municipal and Rural Affairs and
Housing, Al-Watan newspaper
reported quoting him as saying.
Al-Mutairi said that there are
seven requirements from MEWA
to obtain a license. The approval
of three ministries is one of
them. Other requirements are the
following: the farm is owned by the
license holder through a legal title
deed and the farm shall be lively and
productive and the tourism activity
should be an additional element.
In addition, the percentage of
buildings in the farm should not be
more than 30 percent; each unit in
the facility must include at least one
bedroom with other amenities; the
height of the units shall not be more
than two floors; and the building
must be under a license from the
competent municipality.

KSrelief, WHO Sign $15m Agreements
To Support Yemeni Health Sector
King Salman Humanitarian Aid and
Relief Center has inked deals worth
$15 million with the World Health
Organisation, WHO, to support
Yemen’s health sector.
The agreements were signed
on Sunday by KSrelief General
Supervisor Dr. Abdullah Al-Rabeeah
and WHO’s Regional Director for
the Eastern Mediterranean, Dr.
Ahmed Al-Mandhari.
The deals are being implemented
as part of the Yemen Humanitarian
Response Plan.
Under the first agreement,
the Yemeni health sector will be
strengthened with basic and lifesaving health equipment. This
includes new laboratory tools
and medicines to treat infectious
diseases, KSrelief said.
That agreement will benefit
1.27 million individuals in several
Yemeni governorates, with a total
value of $11.2 million.
The first agreement signed by

#KSrelief and @WHO aims to
strengthen health systems in
#Yemen and provide essential and
life-saving medical equipment.
The second agreement includes
the provision of five oxygen stations
and the logistical means to transport
gas, train hospital workers, and
for station maintenance, with the
aim of “increasing the readiness
of health facilities, and, sustaining
health services” in the governorates
of Shabwa, Marib, Abyan and
Hadramout.
It will benefit 41,738 people at a
cost of $1 million.
The second agreement signed
by #KSrelief and @WHO seeks to
provide five oxygen stations, phase
II, support logistics, and train
hospital staff.
The third agreement will support
the logistics services linked to the
COVID-19 vaccine for 10 percent
of the Yemeni population, with the
aim of increasing awareness about

the vaccine and boosting uptake.
With a total value of $2.8
million, the final agreement is
expected to support 886,341
people in Yemen’s governorates,
the Saudi Press Agency reported.
The third agreement signed by
#KSrelief and @WHO focuses on
supporting COVID-19 vaccine
logistics for 10% of the population
of #Yemen.
Al-Rabeeah
praised
the
partnership between Saudi Arabia
and WHO to address human
suffering wherever it occurred.
He said KSrelief has carried
out several initiatives with the
UN body in the past few years
for the benefit of Yemenis. These
programs have had a great impact
in addressing many diseases and
pandemics, he said, the latest
of which was COVID-19. He
also praised the joint work in
addressing the cholera epidemic
in the country.

KSA Team Wins Bronze At Cryptography Olympiad In Russia
Saudi Arabia finished third in
an international cryptographic
Olympiad held in Russia last
year after the results were
confirmed earlier this week,
Saudi Press Agency, SPA,
reported.
The Kingdom was the only
Arab country participating in

NSUCRYPTO
International
Cryptographic Olympiad event,
which saw 85 teams take part,
representing several countries.
The three-man Saudi team,
affiliated with the Center of
Excellence for Information
Security
at
King
Saud
University, was Ahmed Al-Harbi,

Muhammad Al-Rabiah, and
Muhammad Al-Ammar.
The three participants thanked
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman for his support in the
Kingdom’s development of
technical excellence, which helps
raise the efficiency of national
capabilities in the digital sector.

Arab Parliament
Warns Of Houthi
Terror Escalation
Against SA, UAE
Arab Parliament has strongly
condemned Houthi militia’s launch
of two ballistic missiles towards the
UAE yesterday which were intercepted
and destroyed successfully by the UAE
Ministry of Defense, in addition to the
brutal attack on Jazan, Saudi Arabia,
through launching a ballistic missile
that fell over the industrial area.
The Arab Parliament, in a
statement, warned against the
dangerous escalation of the terrorist
Houthi militia towards the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia and the UAE, stressing
that this escalation does not only
threaten the security and stability of
these two countries, but is a threat
to the Arab national security in
general and the Gulf in particular,
and it threatens the regional peace
and security, undermines the Arab
national security and damages the
international peace and security.
The parliament expressed its full
solidarity with Saudi Arabia and
the UAE in whatever they take of
procedures to maintain their security
and the safety of their citizens and
residents, and through cooperation
with them against any threat to their
security and stability, considering
terrorist Houthi militia’s acts that
target the stability of countries and
their citizens as a flagrant challenge
to the international community
especially after the UN Security
Council and Arab League Council
resolutions.
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Tinubu
Reconciled Us,
He’ll Care For Us
As President
–Miyetti Allah
BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Miyetti Allah Cattle
Breeders
Association,
MACBAN, said a 2023
presidential aspirant, Bola
Tinubu, would improve the
welfare of its members if he
becomes president.
MACBAN made the
remark while recounting
how he intervened in their
crisis in Benue State when
he was governor of Lagos
State.
The group stated this
during a meeting held at
the Agricultural and Rural
Management
Training
Institute, Abuja, on Sunday.
Fulani leaders from all
states of the federation
attended the meeting.
Ya’u
Haruna,
the
convener of the meeting
and a former chairman
of the Jigawa chapter
of MACBAN, said, “We
are also scanning the
people showing interest
in the presidential seat
with Tinubu. He was the
one who intervened in
our matter while he was
governor of Lagos and we
had a crisis in Benue.

Man Sues In-Law
For Abducting
Wife, Baby
A 40-year-old man, Ismail
Bello, yesterday, dragged
his wife’s aunt, Hafsat
Auwal, before a Shari’a
Court sitting in Kaduna for
allegedly abducting his wife
and child.
Bello told the court
that Auwal, in company
of another woman, took
away his wife and his oneday-old baby wife without
permission.
He prayed the court to
compel them to return her
and his baby.
“I also pray that the
court order them to pay
me damages for making
me worry”.
On her part, Auwal said
she took the wife to her
parent’s house as requested
by them to take care of her
properly for a while before
she returns home.
The judge, Malam Salisu
Abubakar-Tureta, directed
that the matter should not
be entertained in the court
because it was a family
matter.
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Money Laundering: Court Orders Arrest
Of Ex-Petroleum Minister, Diezani
BY JOEL AJAYI, ABUJA

Federal High Court sitting
in Abuja, yesterday, issued
a warrant for the arrest of a
former Minister of Petroleum
Resources, Diezani AlisonMadueke, in the United
Kingdom.
Justice Bolaji Olajuwon
issued the order after he
heard an oral application that
the Economic and Financial
Crimes Commission, EFCC,
made through its lawyer,
Farouk Abdullah.
EFCC said its investigations

revealed that the ex-minister,
who is facing several moneylaundering allegations, has
remained in her hideout in the
UK and refused to return to
the country to enter her plea
to charges against her.
Abdullah told the court that
all efforts by the agency to get
the ex-minister extradited
back to the country proved
abortive.
He stressed that the
warrant
would
enable
the EFCC to persuade
the International Police,
INTERPOL, to arrest Diezani

and also help the office of
the Attorney-General of the
Federation, AGF, and Minister
of Justice to facilitate her
extradition.
“We urge My Lord to issue
an arrest warrant against
Alison-Madueke, who is
believed to be in the UK to
enable all law enforcement
agencies and INTERPOL to
arrest her anywhere she is
sighted and be brought before
this court to answer to the
allegation made against her”,
EFCC’s lawyer added.
EFCC
anchored
the

application on Section 83(1b)
of the Administration of
Criminal Justice Act, ACJA,
2015.
Meanwhile, after he had
listened to the application,
Justice Olajuwon granted it as
prayed, even as he adjourned
the case sine die (indefinitely)
to await the arrest and
extradition of the defendant.
It would be recalled that the
court had on July 24, 2020,
ordered the former minister
to appear before it to answer
to the money laundering
charge pending against her.

From left: In-coming National President, Soroptimist International Nigeria, Mrs Gloria Iveren Bai, BOT Chairman, Mrs
Josephine Nwokedi, Mrs Bunmi Akpata and Mrs Philomina Ofuafo at the installation of Bai in Abuja. PHOTO: SNI.

Union Urges Improved Welfare For FCT Water Board Workers
BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Nigeria
Civil
Service
Union has called on the
management of the Federal
Capital Territory, FCT,
Water Board to improve the
welfare of its staff to ensure
maximum service delivery.
Chairman
of
the
union, Comrade Timothy
Odebunmi, who made this
call after inaugurating new
members and executive of
the FCT Water Board unit
of the union, said it is out
to ensure that staff are well

taken care of by government
and the management of their
organization.
Odebunmi, who was
represented by Comrade
Usman Isah, Vice Chairman
of the union, advised the
management of the FCT
Water Board to work together
with the new executive so
as to have a good working
relationship.
“Unions are not rivalry
to the management of any
agency, rather they are
partners in progress. As a
management, there is a level

to which you can reach your

workers, where your hands
end, that is where the union
executives take over to interact
with them.
“If
management
takes
good care of the staff, they are
automatically weakening the
union, because they will have
nothing to complain about. But
when it wants to treat workers
the way they like, without
thinking of their welfare, then
we will say no to that”, he said.

The Deputy Director
of Administration and
Finance, Mr Usman Momoh,

who spoke on behalf of the
management, commended the
Nigeria Civil Service Union for
inaugurating members of the
water board unit, saying they
will continue to do their best
to improve the welfare of the
staff. “I believe a union is the
main purpose for solving staff
problems. That is the major
reason why it was formed. When
a staff has a problem, he cannot
confront the management, he
does it through the union, to
dialogue with management
and find a common ground
to solve his problem.

Kwara CoE To Commence Degree Programmes
BY ABDUL SALAUDEEN, ILORIN

Kwara State College of
Education, Ilorin, will soon
commence full time degree
programmes in different
disciplines.
Established in 1974, the
institution has been running
part-time degree programmes
in affiliation with the Ekiti
State University, Ado-Ekiti.

As part of efforts to stand
on its own and run full time
degree programmes, an
accreditation team from
the Nigeria Universities
Commission, NUC, yesterday,
began the collation of data
towards accreditation of
seven degree programmes
for the college.
The programmes are
Biology, Chemistry, English,

French, Economics, Social
Studies and Early Childhood
care.
One of the leaders of the
NUC team, Professor Oyaziwo
Aluede, said they were at the
institution for inspection
and collation of data towards
the accreditation of seven
courses.
Acting Provost of the
College, Dr Jimoh Ayinla,

said the institution has all
it takes to scale through the
accreditation exercise.
‘‘As a teacher training
institution of long standing,
I am proud to inform you that
our college is blessed with
learned and ever-learning
scholars in various fields.
Our teaching staff are research
inclined and ever ready to do
more to ensure standard.

No Ransom
For Kidnapped
Commissioner’s
Release – Diri
BY AKAM JAMES, YENAGOA

Bayelsa State Governor,
Douye Diri, has ruled out
the payment of ransom
to secure the release of
the Commissioner for
Trade and Investment,
Mr Federal Otokito.
Otokito was kidnapped
last
Thursday
at
his
country
home,
Otuokpoti in Ogbia Local
Government Area.
A statement by Diri’s
Chief Press Secretary,
Mr Daniel Alabrah,
yesterday, urged youths
to shun kidnapping,
which the governor
described as counterproductive.
Diri
called
for
the immediate and
unconditional release
of the commissioner,
vowing that the state’s
laws against kidnapping
would be followed to the
letter.
He said, “I left Yenagoa
for Abuja and within the
period, one of my cabinet
members was kidnapped.
A lot of people expected
me to make statements
but I am not a man of too
many words.
“I
advise
those
who
settle
scores
by kidnapping and
criminality that there
are laws of Bayelsa State
against kidnapping.
“Let me call on those
that kidnapped my
commissioner of trade
and investment to
immediately release him
without any conditions.
“I have been on it from
the beginning till now
and I will ensure that he
is released unhurt.
“I
advise
others
involved in that criminal,
ungodly and inhumane
act to have a change
of mind and leave that
illegitimate business’’.
It was gathered that the
gunmen who abducted
the commissioner had
demanded the release of
the father of their leader,
who is in police custody
as a condition to free
him.
They were said to have
contacted the paramount
ruler of Otuokpoti to
demand the swap of the
father of their leader with
the commissioner.
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16 Bishops, 176
Priests, Others
Attend Ex-CAN
Chairman’s Funeral
BY ABDUL SALAUDEEN, ILORIN

Sixteen bishops, 176 priests
and hundreds of Christians
gathered at St Joseph
Catholic Cathedral, Ilorin,
Kwara State for the funeral
mass of the late Bishop
of Ilorin Diocese, Most
Reverend Paul Olawoore.
Until his death on
January 1, Olawoore was the
Chairman of the Christian
Association of Nigeria, CAN,
in the state.
The funeral mass concluded
the three-day burial rites for
the late bishop.
The
bishops,
which
included
archbishops,
bishops and emeritus
bishops, were co-celebrants
of the mass, while Archbishop
Gabriel ‘Leke Abegunrin
of Ibadan Archdiocese was
chief celebrant. The priests
and other Christian faithful
were from different parts of
Nigeria.
The funeral mass was
also graced by state
government officials led
by the Deputy Governor,
Kayode Alabi, Knights of
St. John International and
St. Mulumba, various lay
organizations and groups
in the Catholic Church from
Ilorin and Oyo Dioceses.

3 Die In Benue Cult Clash
No fewer than three persons
have been killed in a renewed
rival cult war at Gyado Villa
in Makurdi, the Benue State
capital.
When contacted, the
State Police Public Relations
Officer, ASP Catherine
Anene, who confirmed the
incident, explained that some
young men sat at a spot and
others came and attacked
them around 8pm last night
(Sunday), killing two of them
on the spot and injuring
others.
She said, “Two persons
were
confirmed
dead
and another one who
was seriously injured is
currently on admission at
an undisclosed hospital in
Makurdi”.
Anene also informed that
the remains of the dead
victims have been deposited
at the mortuary while
investigation into the matter
is already ongoing.
It was gathered that the
incident occurred yesterday
at about 8:40pm at Gyado
Villa area close to the
second gate of Benue State
University.
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Irate Youths Razed School Owned
By Hanifa Abubakar’s Killer In Kano
BY ISMAIL IBRAHIM, KANO

Angry
youths
have
burnt down the school
owned by the suspected
kidnapper and killer
of Hanifa Abubakar, a
five-year-old pupil of
Noble Kids Academy in
Kawaji, Nasarawa Local
Government Area of Kano

State.
The school was razed
yesterday morning by
some irate youths.
ALJAZIRAH reports
that the victim was
abducted and killed by her
proprietor, Abdulmalik
Tanko.
The
victim
was

kidnapped in December
2021.
Tanko allegedly killed
his victim with rat poison
when he realized that she
had recognized him and
later began to demand a N6
million ransom from the
parents.
It was while he was trying

to get part of the ransom
that he was nabbed by
security forces.
He later confessed to
killing her with rat poison.
Reactions have continued
to trail Tanko’s dastardly
act with many Nigerians
trending #JusticeForHanifa
on social media.

Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation, Dr Ogbonnaya Onu (L) with Gov. Darius Ishaku of Taraba, during the
Governor’s visit to the Minister’s Office in Abuja on Monday..
PHOTO: HOGAN BASSEY/NAN

Bandits Kill 1, Abduct 15 Others In Niger
BY SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

Bandits have attacked
another village in Niger
State killing a person and
abducting 15 people as
they also dispossessed
villagers of their food stuff
and other valuables.
It
was
gathered
yesterday that the bandits,
shooting
randomly,

attacked Batagari Village
in Maikujeri District of
Rafi Local Government
Area.
It was learnt that they
came on motorcycles
shooting into the air to
scare away the villagers
who were scampering for
safety.
Sources said after

causing panic that made
the villagers to run away,
they started moving from
house to house ransacking
buildings and taking away
their valuables.
The sources also indicated
that those kidnapped
were mostly women, who
could not escape while the
vigilantes are on their trail.

It was gathered that the
bandits left through Birni
Gwari axis and might
move into Kamuku or
Allawa Forest where they
have their camps.
The State Police Public
Relations Officer, Wasiu
Abiodun did not pick calls
to his mobile phone for
confirmation.

Police Arrest 32 For Killing Cop, Trader
BY SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

Niger
State
Police
Command has arrested
32 suspects in connection
with the youth restiveness
in Minna which led to the
death of a policeman and
a trader.
The
Police
Public
Relations Officer, Wasiu
Abiodun
disclosed
yesterday that information
was received that thugs
popularly known as “Yan
Sara Suka” of Ogbomosho
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and Limawa area of
Minna were engaged in a
fight at Lagos Street and
Unguwar-Daji areas using
machetes, sticks, stones
and other dangerous
weapons.
He said “Police patrol
teams were immediately
drafted to the area to
forestall the breakdown
of law and order and the
thugs were dispersed,
unfortunately, a shop
owner at Ogbomosho

Road, one Ifeanyi Patrick
aged 39, was stabbed to
death while a police officer
also lost his life in the
process.
“However, 14 suspects
were arrested at the
scene and normalcy was
restored while a follow-up
raid led to the arrest of 18
other suspects at Limawa,
Unguwar-Daji, UnguwarSarki, Abayi Close and
Kongila”, he said.
He said exhibits recovered

from the suspects include
two saw blades, two
cutlasses, two scissors, one
knife, two catapults, 12
handsets, two sticks and a
cash sum of N77,560.
The police spokesman,
however, said all suspects
are under investigation
at the State Criminal
Investigation Department,
SCID, Minna and will
be arraigned in court as
soon as investigation is
concluded.

NDLEA Set-up Task
Force To Tackle
‘Mkpuru Mmiri’
BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Chairman/Chief Executive
of the National Drug Law
Enforcement
Agency,
NDLEA, Brigadier-General
Mohammed Buba Marwa
(retd), said a special task
force is currently working
to track and dismantle
drug cartels behind the
production and distribution
of
methamphetamine,
popularly called Mkpuru
Mmiri, being abused by
youths in some parts of the
country.
While
answering
questions from journalists
at a press briefing at
the agency’s national
headquarters in Abuja
yesterday to mark his first
anniversary as chairman/
chief executive of NDLEA,
Marwa
challenged
communities to take
ownership of the war
against drug abuse as those
in South-East states are
doing by standing up to
those engaging in abuse and
trafficking of illicit drugs.
“If you look at the
preponderance of the
dealers in drugs, I am
not saying anything new
but the South- East has
predominance and that is
a fact. Who are the Boko
Haram people? I know they
are not Yoruba and I know
they are not people from
Edo, but if you go to the
North-West and ask who
the bandits are, I know they
are not from Cross River or
from Lagos. If you ask the
people doing the human
trafficking, the women, you
know from where.
“So definitely, we have
the preponderance of drug
dealers from the SouthEast, but what more do
you have; the greatest
efforts by communities to
rid the country and their
communities of drug use
is from the South-East.
Clearly, in the same region,
they are doing two things;
first, they are telling their
fellow travelers who are not
decent, that look you are the
very few who are spoiling
our names here. Stop it!
“And more importantly,
they are riding their
communities of drug
abuse, they have taken
the ownership of the
war against drug abuse,
especially ‘Mkpuru-Mmiri’.
By the way, we have set up
a special task force to face
that challenge and very
soon you will hear and see
the results of our efforts.
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37 Model Smart
Schools, Fallout Of
COVID-19 Pandemic
– Boboyi
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

Kogi Workers
Give 14-Day
Ultimatum Over
Minimum Wage

Executive
Secretary,
Universal Basic Education
Commission, UBEC, Dr
Hamid Boboyi disclosed
that the emergence of
Universal Basic Education
Commission, UBEC, Smart
School Program was driven
by the fallout from the
impact of the COVID-19
pandemic which lead to the
lockdown of the country
and closure of schools for
nearly one year.
Boboyi disclosed this
at the ground breaking
ceremony of the UBEC
Modern Smart School
Programme in Hadeja,
Jigawa State over the
weekend.
A press release signed by
UBEC Head of Public
R e l a t i o n s / P ro t o c o l ,
David Apeh revealed
that the Smart Schools
were
designed
in
categories
to
boost
the use of Information
Communication
Technology, ICT, for
teaching and learning with
an estimated cost of N350
million per school for the
state model while the Zonal
model with more capacity
and ICT infrastructure
would cost 600 million
to serve each of the six
geopolitical zones in the
country.
Bobboyi
explained
that during the period
of COVID-19 lockdown,
learners all over the
country were at home
and not learning because
the face to face learning
approach is the primary
mode of delivering content
to learners.
He added that the
nation’s educational system
must prepare for any
situation that could arise
to disrupt the teaching and
learning process.
He stressed that digital
and e- learning platforms
provide opportunities for
both teachers and learners
without the constraint of
time and space.
He explained that it is
expected that deployment
of
technology
for
instructional
delivery
would
significantly
increase the quality of
basic education, indeed
the Nation’s learning
outcomes.

Aggrieved workers in Kogi
State under the aegis of
Organised Labour has
issued a 14-day ultimatum
to the state government to
implement the N30,000
new minimum wage or face
an indefinite strike action.
Addressing journalists
in Lokoja, the state capital,
shortly after a meeting
of labour leaders, Kogi
State Chairman of Nigeria
Labour Congress, Onuh
Edoka, lamented that the
current administration in
the state led by Governor
Yahaya Bello had not added
any value to workers since
it came on board in 2016.
The NLC chairman
noted that the committee
on a minimum wage set up
on February 14, 2020 by
Governor Bello had refused
to submit its report for the
implementation of the new
minimum wage and its
consequential adjustment
of 23 per cent.
Edoka added that the
present administration
had refused to cashback
promotion arrears for
workers and has continued
to pay percentage salaries
to local government
workers and pensioners
in the state without
considering the present
economic hardship.
He explained that the
strike action will take effect
after the expiration of the
two-week
ultimatum,
which begins from January
25, 2022.
Edoka said, “The house
has resolved that all
workers of Kogi State
should note that an
ultimatum will be served
on the state government
as from 25th January
2022. And to this end,
the ultimatum served on
the government will be 14
days ultimatum. And after
the 14 days’ ultimatum, all
workers of the state will
proceed on indefinite strike
action.
“It was equally resolved
that this government has
not added any value to
workers since the inception
of this administration on
the following grounds.
This government has not
implemented promotion
with cash backing for Kogi
workers since its inception.
The last promotion that
was implemented in Kogi
State was in 2013.

From Left: Project Director, eHealth Africa Accelerating Nutrition Results in Nigeria (ANRiN) Project, Dr Aminu Abubakar;
Project Coordinator, ANRiN in Kaduna State, Dr Zainab Muhammad-Idris; Director Public Health, Kaduna State Ministry
of Health Dr Hajara Kera; and Project Director, Society for Family Health ANRiN Project, Mr Ibrahim Mohammed, during
the Quarterly Stakeholders meeting on ANRiN Project, in Kaduna, recently.
PHOTO: PHILIP YATAI/HB/NAN

Rochas Foundation Colleges Support
Over 25, 000 Since Inception
BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

In its efforts towards
ensuring growth and
development of the less
privileged in the society
through the provision of
free education, Rochas
Foundation has so far
torch the lives of over
25.000 children since
inception in 1998.
This was what formed
part of the press briefing
by
the
Foundation
to mark this year’s
International Day of
Education in Abuja,

yesterday.
According
to
the
Director General, Rochas
Foundation,
Uchechi
Rochas while addressing
the newsmen, she said the
Foundation will not relent
in providing qualitative
and
comprehensive
education for the less
privileged ones as it has
done in the last 24 years.
“Since
inception,
in 1998, the Rochas
Foundation has been
committed to the growth
and development of the
less privileged in society

through education.
“Over the past 24
years, we have provided
free qualitative and
comprehensive education
to over 25.000 children,
and
still
counting,
through our colleges
in Jos, Ibadan, Sokoto,
Kano, Enugu, Owerri,
Yola, Zaria, Ogboko and
Bauchi.
She used the occasion
to also announce the
commencement of college
in Cross Rivers State in
which according to her
200 less privileged will

begin their classes for a
better future.
Uchechi who is the
daughter of the Former
Imo State governor and
now Senator, Rochas
Okorocha
enjoined
the society to embrace
education, saying that it
is a wholesome enterprise
with the power to change
and grow every facet of a
nation.
“We
at
Rochas
Foundation have always
considered
education
as a tool for unity and
development”, she stated

UTME/DE Registration Begins Next Month -JAMB
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

Joint
Admission
and
Matriculations
Board has revealed
that the registration
for
the
Unified
Tertiary Matriculation
Examination, UTME, and
Direct Entry examination
would commence from
February 12, and end on
March19, 2022.
The Board in its Weekly
Bulletin also revealed
that it has set aside April
20 to 30, 2022, for the
commencement of the
examination.
It added that the mock
examination is expected to

be held on April 2, 2022.
The Board has also
resolved to refund N4,000
which many candidates
paid but were unsuccessful
in
completing
the
registration
process
for the 2021 Unified
Tertiary Matriculation
Examination including
the
Direct
Entry
Examinations.
“This is to notify all
2021 candidates who had
deposited a draft of four
thousand naira (N4,000)
for late registration
for the 2021 Unified
Tertiary Matriculation
Examination and Direct

Entry but were unable to
complete the registration
process owing to no fault
of the Board, even after
the Board had extended
the registration period
twice, to visit the
Board’s Website https://
www.jamb.gov.ng, and
complete a form for the
refund of the value of the
draft they submitted to
the Board.
“The above candidates
are to click on the
link 2021 UTME/DE
Unregistered Candidates
Bank Draft Recapture
and fill the spaces after
which they would key

in the token sent to the
phone numbers they had
submitted during the
submission of their drafts.
It is this ‘token’ that would
be used to access a form
on which they will fill in
their account details for
the refund of the value of
the draft. Candidates are
to provide these details
within the next two
weeks from the date of
this publication.
“A
text
message
containing OTP has
been sent to the affected
candidates besides this
notification”, the bulletin
added.
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EbubeAgu:
Protesters Raze
LG Boss House,
Filling Station,
Cars

Protesters numbering over
50 protesting the alleged
torture and death of one
Nnaogo Anyim in the hands
of opratives of Ebube Agu
Security Network has
razed down Houses, filling
stations, vehicles and
other valuable properties
belonging to the council
boss, Hon Onyebuchi
Ogbadu and other residents
of the area.
olent
protest
took
place in Akaeze, Ivo Local
Government Area of the
state.
It was reported that
Anyim was arrested by the
men of Ebubeagu Security
Network attached to Ivo
local government for a
alleged robbery but was
tortured by the operatives.
He was said to have died
in the hospital following the
alleged torture.
The protesters who
included men, women and
youths took to the streets
of Akaeze to protest against
his torture and unfortunate
death.
It was gathered that the
protest turned violent and
the protesters were seen
destroying and burning
properties of operatives
of Ebube Agu who are
from the area and other
properties belonging to
some prominent persons
from the area.
A source from the
community who spoke to
newsmen on grounds of
anonymity said that apart
from the houses, a court
and police post in the
community were also burnt
down by the irate mob.
An unconfirmed report
said that about 4 persons
were reportedly killed
during the violent protest.
When contacted, the
council chairman, Hon
Onyebuchi Ogbadu, said
his house and property
were the fifth in the series of
what the protesters burnt,
adding that they started the
arson with the house of the
commander of Ebube Agu in
the area.
He said, “From there,
they went to the Deputy,
went to another person.
They said they are burning
houses because of a person
they said died when he
was arrested by Ebube Agu
people, he was an armed
robber and he died in the
hospital”.
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Revenue Generation: CITN Passes
Vote Of Confidence On FCT-IRS

BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Chartered Institute of
Taxation of Nigeria, CITN,
has
commended
the
leadership of the Federal
Capital Territory Internal
Revenue Service, FCT-IRS,
over what it generated as
revenue last year, 2021.
President of the Institute,
Mr Adesina Adedayo made
the commendation when
he led a team of tax experts
consisting of two former
presidents of the institute,
executives and members for
a courtesy visit to the Ag
Executive Chairman of FCTIRS, Mr Haruna Abdullahi
recently.
Adedayo who expressed
joy on the achievement
recorded by FCT-IRS said it
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was commendable that the
Service surpassed its target
of N109bn by 108% as at
the end of November 2021,
which according to him, is a
laudable feat to attain in spite
the COVID-19 and economic
challenges posed on business
and revenue generation in the
country.
He said the visit is to
formally inform and seek
for support of the Service
on the forthcoming 40th
anniversary of the institute
as well as the 24th annual
Tax Conference scheduled to
take place in Abuja and Lagos,
on 1st and 5th of February,
2022.
In his remark, former
President of the Institute
and also the former Executive
Chairman of Federal Inland

Revenue Service, Dr. JK
Naiyeju also commended the
leadership of the FCT-IRS
for providing a conducive
environment
for
the
taxpayers adding that such
environment would excite
those coming around to pay
their taxes.
“I was excited when I came
into the premises because
of how beautiful and well
organised it is. Every taxpayer
that walks into this building
will be happy to have business
with FCT-IRS”
Responding, the Ag
Executive Chairman, FCTIRS, Mr. Haruna Abullahi
reiterated the service’
commitment in partnering
with CITN and other relevant
organisations to empower the
personnel for effective service

delivery.
Abdullahi added that he
would always welcome any
form of partnership that
would help to build the
capacity of his staff with
a view to attain improved
performance in the Service.
According to him, FCT-IRS
gives much priority to training
and he is always willing to
welcome any organisation,
institute or individual that
will collaborate in building
the skills and capacities of
his personnel.
On the institute’s 40th
anniversary
and
Tax
Conference,
Abdullahi
pledged to give necessary
support and also mobilise
the staff of the Service to
participate in the historical
events.

From left: Programmes Manager, Skuul To Net Technology (STNT), Mrs Ngozi Ogbutie; Executive Director of STNT, Chief
Ifeanyi Urakpa and Company Secretary, Mr Chimdike Offonabo, during a news conference on soon to be launched ‘ The
Revolution Africa ‘ ICT Skills internet based reality show in Enugu on Monday.
PHOTO: MIKE AGADA/JAU/NAN

CONFIRMATION OF NAME

This is to inform the general public that JIBRIN KAFI
MUHAMMED MALLAM, JIBRIN MOHAMMED and JIBRIN
MUHAMMAD KAFI belong to the same person; but now wish
to be known and addressed as JIBRIN MUHAMMAD KAFI and
my correct DoB is 14/1/1953. All former documents remain
valid. The general public should please take note.

CHANGE OF NAME
YAHAYA

I, formerly known and addressed as ABBAS YAHAYA
UMAR, now wish to be known and addressed as
ABBAS YAHAYA. All former documents remain valid.
The general public should please take note.
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Court Nullifies
Sack Of Edo
Workers
BY EBALU EKHIL, BENIN CITY

Benin Division of the
National Industrial Court
of Nigeria yesterday
nullified the sack of
workers of the Edo State
College of Agriculture,
Iguoriakhi and ordered a
compensation of N4m each
for all the affected workers
and a general damage of
N500,000 to the claimants.
Delivering the judgment
in the suit no NICN/
BEN/25/2018 between
Mr Imhenrion O. Martin,
Mr Adorolo O. Michael,
Mr Osayande Clifford,
Mrs. Mercy Ozabor,
Mr Eikhor Nosakhare
Abel as claimants and
Edo State Government,
Commissioner
for
Agriculture and Natural
Resources, the Attorney
General and Commissioner
of Justice, Provost of the
College of Agriculture,
Iguoriakhi
and
the
Governing Council of the
College as defendants,
Justice Abiola A.
Adewemimo said the
compensation
should
be paid to the almost 90
workers within 30 days
and failure to do the same,
the amount will attract an
annual interest of ten per
cent.
She said the state
government was wrong
to have claimed that the
workers were temporary
workers as according
to her their letters of
employment indicated a
period of probation which
she said does not translate
to temporary workers.
“This court is to check
labour practice and for
the defendant to say
their employment was
temporary
connotes
unfair labour practices”
She said even though an
employer has the right to
terminate employment,
such actions must be
done in accordance with
established conditions of
service and she said the
Edo State Government
did not do that in this case.
Justice Adewemimo
said
though
the
government did not
show any evidence that
the school was no longer
in existence but that it
was being restructured
and therefore it would be
difficult to reinstate the
workers as demanded.
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N/Delta: No
More Violence,
Please Return,
Ex-agitators
Beg Coys

Katsina: C’ttee Set
For Turbaning Of
Talban Musawa
KATSINA
BY MARIAM SANNI, ABUJA

NIGER
BY ANIEFIOK OBONG, YENAGOA

Ex-agitators have begged
companies that left the Niger
Delta following militancy to
return to the region promising
uninterrupted peace.
The former warlords also
called on interventionist
agencies to work together to
sustain the peace and ensure
development of the region.
They made the call in
Yenagoa, the Bayelsa State
capital, during a regional
peace summit to sensitize the
people on the need to advance
the peace currently enjoyed in
the region.
The ex-agitators also
condemned the proliferation
of illegal refineries and
lamented its adverse effects
on development.
One of the participants at
the summit and ex-freedom
fighter, Pastor Nature Kieghe
said as ex-agitators, who keyed
into the vision of the Interim
Administrator, Presidential
Amnesty
Programme,
Colonel Milland Dixon Dikio
(rtd), they had resolved to
work for a new and better
Niger Delta.
He said: “It is important to
sensitize our people towards
a peaceful Niger Delta and
create a friendly environment
that will attract development,
multinational companies and
other foreign investors to the
region.
“We, who once carried
guns, are now here to preach
the message of peace to our
people. Peace is the only way
we can have the developed
environment that we dream
of. Peace is the only way to
attract the multinationals,
investors and also be gainfully
employed”.
Kieghe maintained that
peace remains a vital tool
to attract investors to the
region which would in turn
create business and job
opportunities for the people.
“Companies that have left
the Niger Delta because of
insecurity need to return,
this is the purpose for
sensitization. We are blessed
with an environment that is
supposed to prosper us, we
can only enjoy our natural
resources if there is a peaceful
environment”.
He noted that a major
setback to the development
of the region is the absence of
proper coordination among
key stakeholders.
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A cross section of the audience at the International Day of Education by Faculty of Education University of Ibadan on Monday.
PHOTO: OLAYINKA BODE-ARE/JAU/NAN

Benue School Owner Laments Multiple Taxation
BENUE
BY HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

School owners across the
country particularly in
Benue State have been
encouraged to promote
academic
excellence,
especially at the foundation
level to enable children excel
in their future academic
endeavors.
The
Proprietress,
Cambridge College Makurdi,
Mrs Stella Ofukwu, who
gave the charge while
reacting to the performance
of students in NECO and
WAEC final examinations,
said the result of her school
is 90 percent.
In an exclusive interview
with Aljazirah Nigeria at
the weekend, in Makurdi,
she said insisting on quality
education at the basic level
instead of encouraging

students to patronize
miracle centres is the only
way to improve education
in the country.
According to her, the
development would equally
discourage students from
acquiring fantastic final
year results that they cannot
defend in their future
academic pursuits.
Ofukwu,
also
the
proprietress of New Age
Nursery and Primary School
in Makurdi, denied the
allegation that high fees is
responsible for the low
number of NECO/WAEC
candidates, insisting that
some parents and their
children rather go to where
they could access leakages
or copy to pass.
She pointed out that
at Cambridge College,
authorities only allow their
candidates to put down

what they have learnt and
results gotten would be
based on their ability.
She expressed displeasure
that in the present
dispensation, some parents
are in the habit of looking
for an easy ride and the
children instead of reading
hard to pass their exams,
prefer to look for miracle
centres where they can pay
to cheat.
The education expert,
who lamented that proceeds
from multiple taxation from
the Ministry of Education
in Benue State has not
been judiciously applied
to improve the standard
and quality of education,
arguing that institutions
paying taxes either in
Benue or elsewhere must be
made to feel government’s
impact.
She noted that in the

case of Cambridge College,
government could intervene
in the flooding that has
become a yearly occurrence
to justify the tax it pays and
other interventions.
Ofukwu also suggested
that the Benue State
Government
could
harmonize the taxes by
bringing them under one
sub heading instead of
splitting a particular tax
into different sub headings,
adding that it could equally
make payment of taxes
more friendly by allowing
organizations pay in bit.
She assured parents
that the school would
continue to maintain the
standard it is known for by
constantly improving on
its standard to ensure 100
percent performance of
candidates in subsequent
examinations.

Edo: NEWMAP Sets June Target For Completion Of Projects
KWARA
BY IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

Nigeria Erosion Watershed
Management
Project,
NEWMAP, in Edo State said
the project has the capacity
to complete all interventions
before June.
The Project Coordinator,
Edo State NEWMAP, Dr
Tom Obaseki disclosed this
during an assessment and
monitoring tour of projects
by the Director, International

Economic Relations in the
Federal Ministry of Finance,
Hajia Aisha Umar.
Hajia Umar, during a tour
across project sites, visited
the Gapiona flood control
project at the Government
Reservation Area, GRA,
Benin City.
The Edo State project
coordinator said NEWMAP
had made much impact in the
lives of residents, assuring
that all ongoing projects will
be completed.

Conducting Hajia Umar
around the Gapiona erosion
site, Obaseki said the Edo
State Project Management
Unit, having contributed
about 17 percent to the
overall success of NEWMAP
in Nigeria out of the 23
participating states, has
the capacity to complete all
projects before June.
On her part, the director,
who led the federal
government’s delegation,
hailed NEWMAP for the

impressive impact that its
projects have on communities
benefiting
from
its
interventions.
She noted that the projects
have greatly eased flooding in
the affected communities.
Umar called on the
management of Edo State
NEWMAP to accelerate
work on Gapiona Project and
other sites so that they can be
completed before the end of
the programme in the next
few months.

All is now set for the official
turbaning of Alhaji Abdullahi
Aliyu Ahmed as the Talban
Musawa on January 29.
The turbaning will be
performed by the Sarkin
Musawan Katsina and
District Head of Musawa,
Alhaji Sagir Abdullahi Inde.
A statement from the
publicity sub-committee
stated that the ceremony
will take place at the district
head’s palace in Musawa and
will attract very important
dignitaries from across
the country and abroad
considering his vast network
of friends and well-wishers.
It would be recalled that
Ahmed was conferred with
the title of Talban Musawa
by the Hakimim Musawa
and District Head of Musawa
in March last year.
In a letter to the Talbadesignate
which
he
personally signed, Alhaji
Inde stated that he conferred
the title based on his
monumental contribution
to the socio-economic
development of not only the
district, but the entire local
government area.
Inde wished Ahmed
success in his new position
and
expressed
hope
and confidence that he
would consolidate on his
contribution towards the
development of the district.
Reacting
to
the
development,
Alhaji
Ahmed, who is also the
Personal Assistant to the
Director-General of Small
and Medium Enterprises
Development
Agency
of Nigeria, SMEDAN,
expressed gratitude to God
and the district head for
deeming him fit for this
great and historic title.
Alhaji Ahmed promised
to justify the confidence
reposed on him and assured
that he will continue to
contribute his quota to the
development of not only
Musawa District but the
state as a whole.
Born in Musawa in
1975, he attended Yero
Primary School from 19801987 before proceeding to
Government
Secondary
School Musawa. He later
transferred to Government
Science and Technical
College Funtua where he
completed his secondary
education.
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Goru Elected
Old Boys
Association
President
DELTA

BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Frontline
filmmaker,
photography exponent and
Chief Executive Officer of
ACLAN Studios, Wilson
Goru, has been elected
the National President of
Boys Model Secondary
School Patani Old Boys
Association, BMSSPOBA.
He scored 63 votes
to beat his closest rival,
Sagboje Odiri, who polled
53 votes and Kingsley
Okotie who got 12 votes to
place third at the election
that took place online on
January 23.
Osoru Boubai Jenkins
was elected Vice President
while
Adika
Felix
Fungeowei and Tosan
Boyo were elected General
Secretary and Assistant
General
Secretary
respectively.
Other elected officers
include Onos Akpomuode
Treasurer;
Moses
Ohwofasa
Financial
Secretary; James Egube
Publicity/Social Secretary;
Mudiaga Precious Irivwegu
Provost/Welfare Secretary
and Tare Ojukonsin as
Legal Adviser.
In his acceptance speech,
Goru pledged to run an
inclusive administration
and raise the bar for
the alma mater and the
fellowship of the old boys
nationwide.
“I would like to
thank you, members of
BMSSPOBA for placing
your confidence and trust
in me to serve as your
president. I accept this
important role of president
of this noble association for
the next two years.
“This is a responsibility
that I do not take lightly
and I will endeavor to
represent BMSSPOBA’s
best interest.
“My main goal is to
encourage
members
to make a difference. I
want to be someone who
gives back, someone who
inspires our members to
be more involved with the
association.
“I want to reach out,
encourage and mentor
those who have a passion to
move forward. Everyone,
no matter who you are or
where you are from has
the power to do something
that improves their lives.
We can only achieve this
through unity.

Terrorists Bomb Catholic Church In Taraba
TARABA

BY BEN ADAJI, JALINGO

Explosive suspected to
have been planted by
terrorists blew up at the
Catholic Chapel of St.
John’s College, MutumBiyu, headquarters of
Gassol Local Government
Area of Taraba State.
Principal
of
the
College, Reverend Father
Emmanuel Ikyaan told
journalists that the
explosion blew up at
about 7:20pm on Sunday.
“We thank God that
no life was lost, but

the church has been
destroyed. About 10
minutes
after
the
explosion, we started
hearing gunshots in the
town.
“The youths and some
students were holding a
programme in the Cchapel
which doubles as the
school hall and left the
premises shortly before
the explosion.
“This is a religious
premises and if attacks
like these are happening
to the church, where will
people run to?
“I want to call for a

thorough investigation
to unravel those behind
the attack and the
perpetrators brought to
book”, he said.
The
State
Police
Public Relations Officer,
DSP Abdullahi Usman
confirmed the attack to
Aljazirah Nigeria.
“What happened was
that some kidnappers
came to abduct the owner
of one filling station in
the town, unfortunately
for them, they could not
achieve their mission.
“In the process of
running to escape, they

got trapped, they started
shooting sporadically to
scare people away.
“It was in the process
that they threw an
explosive into the church
to cause fear to enable
them escape.
“The explosion blew up
and caused some damages
to the building but luckily
nobody was hurt”.
AljazirahNigeria had
reported how fleeing
terrorists from Zamfara
State have been trooping
into Gasol and Bali Local
Government Areas.

From left: Director of Special Duties, Federal Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (FMSTI), Mr Welebe Lawrence;
Director Information Communication Technology Department, FMSTI, Mr Idowu Afe; Minister of Science, Technology and
Innovation Dr. Ogbonnaya Onu; Gov. Darius Ishaku of Taraba; and Director Bio-Resources Technology, FMSTI, Mr Isaac
Anum, during the Governor’s visit to the Minister’s Office in Abuja on Monday.
PHOTO: HOGAN BASSEY/NAN

Goru Elected Old Boys Association President

KOGI

BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Frontline
filmmaker,
photography exponent
and Chief Executive
Officer of ACLAN Studios,
Wilson Goru, has been
elected the National
President of Boys Model
Secondary School Patani
Old Boys Association,
BMSSPOBA.
He scored 63 votes
to beat his closest rival,
Sagboje Odiri, who polled
53 votes and Kingsley
Okotie who got 12 votes
to place third at the
election that took place
online on January 23.
Osoru Boubai Jenkins
was elected Vice President
while
Adika
Felix
Fungeowei and Tosan
Boyo were elected General
Secretary and Assistant

General
Secretary
respectively.
Other elected officers
include Onos Akpomuode
Treasurer;
Moses
Ohwofasa
Financial
Secretary; James Egube
Publicity/Social Secretary;
Mudiaga
Precious
Irivwegu
Provost/
Welfare Secretary and
Tare Ojukonsin as Legal
Adviser.
In his acceptance
speech, Goru pledged
to run an inclusive
administration and raise
the bar for the alma mater
and the fellowship of the
old boys nationwide.
“I would like to
thank you, members of
BMSSPOBA for placing
your confidence and
trust in me to serve as
your president. I accept
this important role of

president of this noble
association for the next
two years.
“This is a responsibility
that I do not take lightly
and I will endeavor to
represent BMSSPOBA’s
best interest.
“My main goal is to
encourage
members
to make a difference. I
want to be someone who
gives back, someone who
inspires our members to
be more involved with the
association.
“I want to reach out,
encourage and mentor
those who have a
passion to move forward.
Everyone, no matter who
you are or where you are
from has the power to do
something that improves
their lives. We can only
achieve this through
unity.

“I will be working
closely with my elected
team and everyone to
deliver on the promises
made in my manifesto.
The manifesto is a policy
document and appraisal
benchmark for this
administration. I kindly
seek the support of
everyone and all hands
must be on deck.
“I thank my opponent
and brother, Comrade
Sagboje Odiri, who has
reached out to me and
promised to work with me
to move the association
forward”.
He pledged to serve
the association at all
times with fidelity and
commitment to the
common good, always
in accordance with the
purposes and principles
of the association.

Delta
Empowers 593
Youths On ICT
BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Delta State Government
yesterday
presented
starter packs to 593
youths trained on
its Information and
Communications
Te c h n o l o g y - Yo u t h
Empowerment
Programme,
ICTYEP, with a call on the
beneficiaries to launch
themselves into the
technology world.
Speaking during the
closing ceremony of
the first phase of ICTYEP for Delta North
graduands
at
the
Government
House,
Asaba,
Governor
Ifeanyi Okowa urged
the beneficiaries to
make good use of
the opportunity to
become self-sufficient
in
business
and
entrepreneurship.
Represented by the
Commissioner for Youth
Development, Comrade
Ifeanyi Egwunyenga,
the governor said there
are lots of opportunities
in the ICT world and
urged the beneficiaries
to
maximize
the
potentials therein.
According to the
governor,
‘‘I
am
happy to be among
our youths who have
successfully undergone
ICT based training to
equip themselves with
relevant
knowledge
in information and
communication
technology capable of
providing employment,
not only for themselves,
but also for others.
“I congratulate you
for successfully going
through the programme,
in spite of the hitches.
ICT has become the
fulcrum around which
economies of local,
international agencies
and even government
at all levels revolve.
“It has permeated
lives and livelihoods,
opening
vast
opportunities
for
newer, faster, better
and more reliable ways
for people to interact,
do business and seek
help in various ways,
including developing
ideas on how set goals
can be achieved’’.
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I don’t really believe in bogey teams. The
results might just be a coincidence, but we
need to make sure the same thing doesn’t
happen at Wembley. – James Milner

One
Goal, No Wins: What Next For Arsenal...?
Sunday’s goalless draw with Burnley further dented the
They were shocked by champion side Nottingham Forest

Volleyball: Nigeria Moves
To Top 10 U18/19 World
Rankings

Gunners’ top-four hopes, but all is not lost if Mikel Arteta
can turn his side’s form around
Five games, three defeats, two draws, and no wins.
Arsenal fans around the world breathed a huge sigh
of relief when November - usually the Gunners’ hoodoo
month - passed by without any real damage.
It turns out, however, that their suffering was only on
hold for the opening month of 2022.
Mikel Arteta’s side kicked off January full of hope after
a thrilling end to December saw them win five games in
a row in all competitions, scoring 19 goals in the process.

BY JOEL AJAYI

Nigeria Junior Teams, Male and Female,
have broken into the Top 10 ranked teams
in the world, according to Fédération
Internationale de Volleyball.
In the latest ranking, Nigeria U19 Boys
are currently ranked 9th in the world and
number 1 in Africa while the Nigeria U18
Girls are ranked 10th in the World and
number 2 in Africa behind Cameroon.
The head coach of Nigeria U19 Boys
team, Mohammed Sani said the ranking is
a testimony to the consistency of the team
as well as continuous attendance of the age
grade World Championship.
He noted that 90% of the U19 players are
playing in the Nigeria Volleyball Premier
League and they are instrumental to their
respective teams.
According to him, the latest world
ranking is not shocking to some of us. In
the last four years, Nigeria has attended
two FIVB U19 Boys World Championship
and is back to back African U19 Boys
Champions. The current Nigeria Volleyball
Federation led by Engineer Musa Nimrod
believes in consistency; that is why it is
reflected in the world rankings.
“If you take a look at the current U19
team, you will find out that 90% of them
are in the Nigeria Volleyball Premier
League. Two of the players won the 2021
Nigeria Premier League with Kano Pillars,
the second Libero of Nigeria Customs
Service, the middle blockers of NSCDC, the
hit men of the following clubs; OFFA VC,
Nigeria Correctional Service and Nigeria
Police Force are all products of the U19
programs.”
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the FA cup and were knocked out of Carabaro cup by Liverpo
at the semi-final stage following a 2-0 defeat in the second le
on Thursday night.
But from the moment Granit Xhaka tripped Bernardo Silv
to give away the penalty sparked Manchester city’s comebac
victory on New Year’s Day things have started to go wrong.
They had their chances, but an open-goal miss from Alexandr
Lacazette following some superb approach play from Emi
Smith Rowe summed up how things had gone for the Gunne
in January.

Australi

AFCON 2021: Depleted Super Eagles Returns To Abuja
Okoye, Iwobi disabled comment section on social media accounts
NFF shifts focus on FIFA World Cup play-off

BY JOEL AJAYI

After Nigeria was bundled out of the ongoing
African Cup of Nations in Cameroon following
a 1-0 loss to Tunisia, the Players and officials of
Super Eagles of Nigeria returned to the country
yesterday.
The team leave Garoua airport at 7:30pm
aboard a chartered Air Peace airline for an hour
flight to the Nnamdi Azikiwe Stadium, Abuja
where the players departed to their different
destinations.
Meanwhile, President of the Nigeria
Football Federation, Mr Amaju Melvin Pinnick
commended the efforts of the Super Eagles
despite a 0-1 loss to Tunisia saying losing at this

Greek fourth s
to a thrilling fi
Taylor Fritz t
quarter-finals.
The 23-year
record a 4-6 6midnight in M
It will be a th
for 2021 Frenc
continues his b

stage was painful.
According to him, we are proud of the efforts
of the players. They gave their all and tried very
hard to win even when they had numerical
disadvantage. It was just not our day.
“I want to thank His Excellency, President
Muhammadu Buhari for his love, support and
encouragement to the team while they were in
the championship. I also praise the Honourable
Minister of Youth and Sports, Mr. Sunday Dare
for his interest and attention in the progress of
the team. Losing at this stage is painful but we
take solace in the Great Spirit with which the
team approached its four matches in Cameroon,
out of which it won three.
“The focus and attention will now shift to
the FIFA World Cup qualifying play-off against
Ghana in March. We want to assure Nigerians
that we will prepare even harder for those two
matches to get the job done.”
Also, the Super Eagles goalkeeper, Maduka
Okoye, and Everton striker Alex Iwobi has
deactivated the comment section of their
Instagram page following the death threats he
received after Nigeria’s ouster from the 2021
AFCON.

Congress The Way Out To NBBF Crisis – Players
Call for immediate suspension of Jan 31st elective congress

BY JOEL AJAYI

Nimrod

Sports Quiz
Test yourself with ALJAZIRAH
easy sports quiz questions
Two English players have won the
World Cup Golden Boot. Who are they?
Who is the Champions League’s top
goalscorer of all time?

The Basketball players across the country have
identified an inclusive congress that will allow
all stakeholders to sit on the round table and
discuss ways forward to the lingering crisis in
the Nigerian Basketball Federation NBBF.
While addressing journalists when the group
of players stormed the sports ministry on
Monday in Abuja to seek an explanation on the
January 31st elective position, the newly elected
player Representative Stanley Gumut revealed
that conducting elections without inclusive
congress will not be in the interest of Basketball.
Part of the Letter read: “We the basketball
players home and abroad, being the critical
stakeholders in Nigerian Basketball have
observed with indignation and abhorable
dismay, the inglorious events, particularly the
leadership crisis that has trailed basketball
development in Nigeria and the attendant shame
these issues have plunged us in, especially at the
international scene.
“The Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports is
the custodian of sporting activities in Nigeria
and has a mandate to ensure the sustainability
of all sports, especially basketball. For long,
we have remained too ambivalent about these
brewing issues and we are afraid that basketball
in Nigeria may be heading for the rocks in no
distant time if the situation at hand is not
salvaged appropriately.
Hon. Minister Sir, you may recall that, owing

to this protracted leadership crisis within the
Basketball Community, you constituted a
Reconciliation Committee to reach out to the
various factions with the view of seeking and
achieving an amicable resolution forthwith.
Regrettably, since it’s inauguration, the
reconciliation committee has not in any way
delivered on its mandate so as to warrant the
hurried chase towards the Basketball Federation
elections which we are informed will be holding
on the 31st.
“Sir, we have it on good authority and beyond
shadows of doubt that the players who are the
main stakeholders of this game have not been
consulted, contacted or no meeting has been held
with the reconciliation committee. There is no
publication of a report from the reconciliation
committee on their efforts, findings and
prescriptions. The implication being that, the
crisis that led to the formation of the committee
is far from being resolved.

Enraged Akwa Fans Call For Bo
BY INIOBONG SUNDAY, UYO

Angry fans of Akwa United Football Club of Uyo, Akwa
Ibom state, were at the weekend were restrained by security
officials from attacking the Head Coach, Kennedy Boboye,
soon after the centre referee, Ahmed Rabiu, from Kano state
blew the final whistle, signalling the end of the week eight
encounter with Sunshine Stars of Akure, which ended in a
barren draw at the Godswill Akpabio International Stadium
,Nest of Champions, on Sunday.
With only 11 points from eight matches, the reigning
Nigeria Professional Football League ,NPFL, champions
failed to give the anxious fans something to cheer for, as
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We can not love everyone and be
loved by everyone. It would be
perfection, and nothing is perfect in
this world. – Paul Pogba
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side Nottingham Forest in
Carabaro cup by Liverpool
-0 defeat in the second leg
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I Did Not Signs £15m Contract To Step Aside From Usyk Rematch – Joshua
Nigerian-born British, Anthony Joshua said he has not
signed a £15m contract to step aside from his rematch with
Oleksandr Usyk so the Ukrainian can fight Tyson Fury in
an undisputed heavyweight bout.
Fury’s promoters Bob Arum and Frank Warren have
been pushing for Dillian Whyte to agree terms while also
speaking to Joshua’s team.
But Joshua, who lost to Usyk on points in September,
took to social media to say he is yet to see a contract about
such an arrangement and added: “I’m the man who handles
my business”.

ka tripped Bernardo Silva
anchester city’s comeback
ve started to go wrong.
n-goal miss from Alexandre
pproach play from Emile
had gone for the Gunners

According to Joshua “You know what’s bad about all
these interviews I see?
“I see certain interviews that quote what I said, and I
think to myself: I ain’t done any interviews. Where did
this person get this information from?’
“I’m hearing people saying, ‘AJ accepts £15m to step
aside’. I ain’t signed no contract, I ain’t seen no contract.
“I’m the man in control of my destiny, I’m a smart
individual and I make calculated decisions every step of
the way”.

Australian Open: 4th Seed Tsitsipas Battles To Five-set Win Over Fritz
Greek fourth seed Stefanos Tsitsipas battled
to a thrilling five-set victory over American
Taylor Fritz to reach the Australian Open
quarter-finals.
The 23-year-old twice came from behind to
record a 4-6 6-4 4-6 6-3 6-4 win shortly after
midnight in Melbourne.
It will be a third Australian Open quarter-final
for 2021 French Open finalist Tsitsipas as he
continues his bid for a first major title.

He will meet Italian 11th seed Jannik Sinner
in the last eight.
Sinner, who is through to the Australian
Open quarter-finals for the first time, defeated
Australian 32nd seed Alex de Minaur 7-6 (73) 6-3 6-4.
World number four Tsitsipas, who had
surgery on his right elbow in November, had
to show fight and resilience to overcome Fritz
in the American’s first major fourth-round

appearance.
The 20th seed was not short on confidence
following a five-set victory over Spanish 15th
seed Roberto Bautista Agut in the previous
round and brought up the first break points of the
contest on Rod Laver Arena in the fifth game.
Though unable to take that early chance, he
clinched his third break point in the seventh
game and went on to calmly seal the set with
a love hold.

Tuesday 25th January
Senegal 16:00 Cape Verde
Morocco 19:00 Malawi
Wednesday 26th January
Ivory Coast 16:00 Egypt
Mali 19:00 E-Guinea

AFCON RESULTS
Round of 16

GUINEA 0 -1 GAMBIA
CAMEROON 2 -1 COMOROS

s Call For Boboye’s Head After Draw With Sunshine Stars
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the Akure Stars punctured all attempts at goal, forcing angry
verbal missiles against Boboye.
“It is time for Boboye to go”, Effiong Bassey, who was
prevented from invading the pitch to attack the coach, roared.
“We will beat him today”, “Boboye must go”, “It is time for
him to leave Akwa United”, and several other fans, restrained
by security officials, thundered from the terrace.
“How can a coach desirous of winning a crucial home game
fail to show any sort of enthusiasm by fingering the players
and dishing out instructions from the sideline?
“But in this case, Boboye just sat down and was fiddling
his phone as the game was still on, while his opponent, the
Head Coach of Sunshine Stars, Deji Ayeni, was running and

dishing out instructions, motivating his players to do more; I
thinks it is time for him to go”, a senior management official
of Akwa United, who would not want his name in print told
Newsmen”.
However, at the post-match interview, Boboye escaped,
leaving his assistant, Abdullahi Umar, to address Journalists,
who pleaded with the home fans to suppress their emotions
as the coaching crew was still trying to re-jig the squad with
the arrival of new players.
The highly elated Ayeni, was full of praise for his boys for
what he called proper interpretation and implementation of
his tactical approach to the game on the field of play.

Boboye
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Daga Hagu: Darakta, Sashen Rage Bukatun Muggan Kwayoyi, Hukumar Yaki da Sha da Fataucin Muggan Kwayoyi (NDLEA), Dokta Ngozi Madubuike; Darakta, Binciken Tsare-tsare
da Kididdiga, NDLEA, Misis Victoria Unsona Egbase; Sakataren hukumar ta NDLEA, Shedrach Haruna kuma shugaban hukumar, Brig.-Gen. Mohammed Marwa, yayin wani taron
manema labarai na cika shekara guda da shugaban hukumar, a Abuja, jiya.
PHOTO: JOHNSON UDEANI/NAN

Babu Abin Da Zai Sa Na Koma
Siyasar Jam’iyyu – Obasanjo
A ranar Asabar xin da ta gabata
ne Tsohon Shugaban Qasa Cif
Olusegun Obasanjo ya sake nanata
qudurinsa na ficewa daga harkokin
siyasar vangaranci, inda ya ce babu
abin da zai sa ya koma siyasar
vangaranci. Obasanjo ya bayyana
matsayarsa ne, yayin da yake
zantawa da manema labarai jim
kaxan bayan wata ganawar sirri da
mambobin kwamitin gudanarwa
na jam’iyyar PDP na qasa, NWC,
a Abeokuta.
Tsohon shugaban qasar ya ce ya
gamsu da zama dattijon shugaban
qasa, inda ya qara da cewa babu
abin da zai sa ya koma siyasar
jam’iyya. “Ina so in jaddada
cewa yanzu ba na cikin siyasar
vangaranci kuma babu wani abu da
zai dawo da ni siyasar vangaranci.
“Zan kasance mai sha’awar abin da
ke da kyau ga Nijeriya kuma duk
wanda ke son samun shawarata,
zan ba shi musamman don amfanin
Nijeriya da kuma maslahar Afirka.
“Wannan shi ne dalilin da ya sa
nake da irin nauyin da nake da shi
a yanzu a cikin Afirka, wanda ba
abu ne mai sauqi ba,” in ji tsohon
shugaban. Sai dai ya ce PDP za ta
ci gaba da kasancewa cikin tarihin
rayuwarsa saboda ya kai matsayin
shugaban qasar a dandalin
jam’iyyar. Obasanjo ya bayyana
cewa, duk da cewa ya yi ritaya daga

siyasar vangaranci, ba zai iya yin
ritaya daga sadaukarwar da yake yi
na kyautata rayuwar jama’a ba. Ya
ce: “Na kasance tare da jam’iyyar
tun farko.
“Duk abin da na yi a rayuwata,
saboda na zama shugaban qasa a
jam’iyyar PDP, jam’iyyar za ta ci
gaba da kasancewa cikin tarihin
rayuwata. “Duk da haka, dole in
qara da cewa ranar da mazauniyata
ta yanke shawarar yaga katin PDP,
ita ce ranar da na daina zama
xan PDP. Kuma a ranar, na sha
alwashin ba zan qara zama dan
wata jam’iyyar siyasa ba.
“Zan ci gaba da zama mai faxa
a ji a Nijeriya, Afirka ta Yamma,
Afirka da ma duniya baki xaya.
“Duk da haka, na yi ritaya daga
siyasar vangaranci, amma ba
zan iya yin ritaya daga jin daxin
jama’a ba, ko a cikin al’ummata, a
cikin jihata, a cikin qasata, ko’ina
a Afirka ko kuma a ko’ina cikin
duniya.” Obasanjo ya ce shugaban
jam’iyyar PDP na qasa, Iyorchia
Ayu, yana da babban nauyi a
wuyansa na dawo da martabar
jam’iyyar da ta rasa, yana mai
addu’ar Allah ya ba shi hikimar
samun nasara.
A cikin jawabinsa, Ayu ya ce
ya ga ya dace ya ziyarci Obasanjo
tare da jiga-jigan jam’iyyar domin
su koyi darasi daga irin abubuwan

da ya samu. Shugaban na PDP ya
ce zamanin Obasanjo a matsayin
shugaban Nijeriya a jam’iyyar
PDP, ya ci gaba da zama zamanin
Zinare na jam’iyyar.
“A wancan lokacin, ba wai kawai
ka bunkasa tattalin arzikin Najeriya
ya zama kasa mafi girma a Afirka
ba, ka iya kwato kasar daga kangin
bauta ta hanyar yin shawarwari
tare da soke dimbin basussukan
kasashen waje. “Kasuwancin saka
hannun jari na kasashen waje, FDI,
a cikin kasar yana karuwa a kullum
tare da mutunta Najeriya daga
kasashen duniya. “Mafi yawan
cibiyoyi da hukumomin da aka
kafa a lokacin mulkinka da suka
hada da Hukumar Yaki da yi wa
Tattalin Arziki Tu’annati, EFCC,
da Hukumar Yaki da Cin Hanci da
Rashawa da sauran Laifukan da ke
da alaka da cin hanci da rashawa,
ICPC, har yanzu suna da amfani a
kasar nan. “Kuna kishin kasar nan
kuma kun yi abubuwa da yawa.
Don haka, muka ga ya kamata mu
zo mu gode muku kan abubuwan
da kuka yi, ba wai ga ‘yan Nijeriya
ba, har ma da jam’iyyarmu da ma
nahiyar Afirka.
“Ina ganin a yau, a cikin duk
wani ladabi, bayan tafiyar marigayi
shugaban Afirka ta Kudu, Nelson
Mandela, mutum xaya ne kawai
ya rage irin wannan qima a

nahiyar Afirka. “Muna alfahari
da cewa mutumin xan Nijeriya ne
a matsayin tsohon shugaban qasa
Olusegun Obasanjo. Ayu, wanda
ya bayyana Obasanjo a matsayin
shugaban da bai san qabilanci ba,
ya tunatar da cewa dattijon ya tava
faxa masa cewa shi (Obasanjo), zai
ji ya ragu, idan wani ya kevance shi
ga wata qabila, maimakon Nijeriya
a matsayin qasa.
Ya bayyana cewa tunanin ya
maqale a kansa cewa shi da duk
wani xan Nijeriya alhakin da ya
rataya a wuyansa ne ganin Nijeriya
ta dunqule tare da kai ta ga wani
yanayi na tsira. “Duk da cewa kun
yi ritaya daga siyasar vangaranci,
siyasar bangaranci ba za ta tava yin
ritaya daga jininku ba. “Kullum
kuna son a yi abin da ya dace kuma
tun da kuna son a yi abin da ya
dace, har tsawon rayuwa, za ku ci
gaba da zama xan jam’iyyar PDP.”
Ba za ku iya gina gida ku bar shi
ya ruguje ba. “Za mu ci gaba da ba
da gudummawar kason mu don ci
gaban jam’iyya da qasa kuma za
mu ci gaba da zuwa gare ku. “Don
haka, ina so in yi muku roqonku,
don Allah kar ku gaji da mu yayin
da muke zuwa muna qwanqwasa
qofa, muna neman shawararku da
hikimarku domin maganar dattawa
magana ce ta hikima,” in ji shi.

Rikici A Tsibirin
Legas: Mun Samu
Nasarar Cafke
Wasu – PPRO
Rundunar ‘yan sanda a Jihar
Legas a ranar Asabar xin da
ta gabata ta bayyana cewa
jami’anta sun kama wasu
mambobin qungiyar ma’aikatan
sufuri ta qasa NURTW a wani
rikici da ya varke tsakaninsu a
tsibirin Legas ranar Juma’a.
Jami’in hulxa da jama’a na
rundunar ‘yan sanda, PPRO,
CSP Adekunle Ajisebutu, ya
bayyana hakan a Legas.
Sai dai Ajisebutu bai bayyana
adadin mutanen da aka kama
da kuma inda ake tsare da su ba.
Ya qara da cewa al’amura sun
dawo daidai a tsibirin yayin da
aka tura qarin jami’ai a wurin.
“’Yan sanda sun kwantar da
rikicin. An baza isassun kayan
aiki a yankin nan da nan mun
sami kiran gaggawa kuma an
dawo da zaman lafiya.
“Ana ci gaba da gudanar
da bincike kan rikicin,” in ji
shi. NAN ta ruwaito cewa
vangarori biyu na NURTW sun
yi arangama kan kula da wasu
tashoshin motoci a tsibirin ranar
Juma’a. Bidiyon arangamar
da aka yi ta yi ta yawo a ranar
Juma’a da ke nuni da yadda ‘yan
qungiyar ke amfani da muggan
makamai a kansu.
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Qwararre Ya
Shawarci ‘Yan
Kasuwa Kan
Shiga SEC Don
Qayyade Rijista

Wani qwarrae a IIADRI, ya
buqaci manyan ‘yan Kasuwa,
CMOs, waxanda ba za su iya
biyan kuxin rajista ba kafin ranar
31 ga Janairu don shiga Hukumar
Kula da Canji, SEC. Shugaban
IADRI, Mista Moses Igbrude, a
Legas, shi ya yi wannan magana.
Igbrude ya yi magana ne a kan
koma bayan wa’adin hukumar
na ranar 31 ga watan Janairu na
shekarar 2022 na sabunta rijistar
CMO a kasuwa. Ya ce dole ne
CMOs da ke aiki a kasuwannin
babban birnin qasar nan su
sabunta kuxaxen rajista a duk
shekara don samun damar yin
aiki a kasuwar.
“Duk wani ma’aikacin da ba
zai iya saduwa da ranar qarshe
ba ya kamata ya shiga SEC don
taimako tare da ingantattun
dalilai. “A cikin kowane yanayi
na kasuwanci, akwai dokoki da ke
jagorantar ayyuka kuma kasuwar
jari ba ta bambanta ba. “Idan
akwai dalilan da za su hana ku
biyan kuxin rajistar da aka sanya,
babu abin da zai hana ku shiga
SEC.

Accord Party Ta Nemi Gwamna SanwoOlu Ya Haramta Qungiyar NURTW
Jam’iyyar Accord Party reshen Jihar
Legas, ta yi kira ga Gwamna Babajide
Sanwo-Olu da ya haramtawa
Qungiyar Ma’aikatan Sufurin Mota
ta Qasa NURTW, sakamakon tashetashen hankula da ‘ya’yan qungiyar
suka yi. Vangaren qungiyar a ranar
Alhamis xin da ta gabata a tsibirin
Legas sun kai wa juna hari, inda
suka jikkata da dama da suka
haxa da ‘yan kasuwa da matafiya.
Rikicin wanda ya kai har zuwa ranar
Juma’a, ya yi sanadin mutuwar wasu
mutane tare da gurgunta harkokin
kasuwanci a yankin. Sakataren Yaxa
Labarai na Jam’iyyar, Mista Dele
Oladeji, ne ya mayar da martani ga
wannan ci gaban a wata sanarwa da
ya fitar ranar Asabar, inda ya yi kira
ga Sanwo-Olu da ya vatawa ‘ya’yan
qungiyar ta NURTW ta hanyar
haramta qungiyar nan take. Oladeji
ya ce: “Haka kuma, ‘ya’yan qungiyar
ta NURTW sun yi kaca-kaca a wani
qazamin faxa da aka yi a tsibirin
Legas wanda aka ce ya yi sanadin

mutuwar wasu matasa huxu.
“Wannan mummunar arangama
ta haifar da fargabar tsaro, inda
mutanen Legas da ba su ji ba ba
su gani ba kuma masu aiki tuquru
suka yi ta kutsawa cikin shaguna,
ramuka, qarqashin teburi da cikin
magudanar ruwa don tsira da
rayukansu. “Da yawa sun garzaya
cikin shaguna kuma an kulle su
tare da masu shagunan, don kawai
a nisanta su daga harsasan da ba a
sani ba ko kuma a same.
“An tilasta wa ’yan kasuwa rufe
kasuwancinsu, wanda hakan ya
janyo tsayawar hada-hadar da
ta kai biliyoyin Naira. “Muna ba
gwamnan Jihar Legas shawara da ya
haramta qungiyar NURTW domin
samun zaman lafiya a birnin Legas.”
Kakakin ya ce rikicin na baya-bayan
nan ya yi yawa a tsakanin ‘ya’yan
qungiyar ta NURTW a jihar Legas.
Oladeji ya ce duk da cewa ’yan
qungiyar sun saba kashe kansu a
irin wannan ta’asa, amma matakin

da suka xauka ya sava wa jami’an
tsaro da aka kafa a Jihar Legas kuma
ya haifar da rashin tsaro a tsakanin
mazauna yankin.
“Tambayi matsakaita mazauna
Legas, za su gaya maka cewa suna
zaune kuma suna tafiya cikin
tsananin firgita da waxannan ’yan
qungiyar a kullum a kan tituna
da tituna. “Gwamna Sanwo-Olu
ya kamata ya tashi tsaye ya yi wa
mazauna jihar hidima tare da
haramta wa waxannan marasa bin
doka da oda a jihar Legas ci gaba da
gudanar da aikin qungiyar.”
Ya qara da cewa, an san
qungiyoyin NURTW suna yawan
yin taho-mu-gama ta hanyar amfani
da wutar lantarki a wurare dabandaban da wuraren shaqatawa. Sai
dai an ruwaito jami’in hulxa da
jama’a na rundunar ‘yan sandan
jihar, CSP Adekunle Ajisebutu,
yana cewa al’amura sun dawo
kamar yadda aka saba a Idumota
da kewayen Jihar Legas.

Oba Oyewumi
Ajagungbade II,
Ya Yi Rayuwa Mai
Inganci – Makinde
Gwamna Seyi Makinde na
Jihar Oyo, ya ce Marigayi Soun
Ogbomoso, Oba Oyewumi
Ajagungbade II, ya yi rayuwa
mai inganci. Makinde ya
bayyana haka ne a ranar Asabar
a Ogbomoso, a wani bikin
liyafar jana’izar da aka shirya wa
marigayin sarkin. Gwamnan ya
ce Ogbomosoland da Jihar Oyo
gaba xaya sun shaida ci gaban
da aka samu a zamanin mulkin
marigayi sarkin na gargajiya.
Ya yi addu’ar Allah ya jiqan
Oba Ajagungbade II, da kuma
Tsohon Gwamna Adebayo
Alao-Akala, wanda shi ma
xan asalin garin Ogbomoso ne.
Da yake godiya ga mutanen
Ogbomoso, gwamnan ya sanar
da su cewa nan ba da daxewa ba
gwamnatinsa za ta qaddamar da
titin Ogbomoso-Iseyin.
Ya kuma tabbatar wa al’ummar
Ogbomoso cewa samar da
ababen more rayuwa na tsohon
garin da ma jihar baki xaya ya
kasance wani muhimmin abu
ga gwamnatinsa. Bikin qarshe
na jana’izar sarkin gargajiya ya
samu halartar Ministan Matasa
da Wasanni Mista Sunday Dare;
Tsohon Shugaban Mulkin Soja
na Jihar Oyo, Maanjo Janar
Oladayo Popoola da Sakatariyar
Gwamnatin Jihar Oyo, Misis
Olubamiwo Adeosun.

Kwamandan Gamayyar Kungiyoyin Farar Hula, Usman Dantudu (M), tare da ‘yan kungiyar hadin guiwar
farar hula sun hada da runduna ta musamman ta runduna ta musamman, a lokacin yaye daliban, a kwalejin
horar da ‘yan sanda da ke Kaduna, jiya. HOTO: IBRAHIM BASHIR/JAU/NAN

An Karvi Masu Shiga Gasar Nigerian
Idol, Season 7 10,000 – Jami’i
Furodusa na Nigerian Idol,
Multichoice Nigeria and Africa
Magic, sun bayyana cewa sun
samu kusan kashi 10,000 a lokacin
da suka buxe gasar karo na bakwai.
Dokta Busola Tejumola, Babban
Jami’in Gudanarwa, na “Content
and West Africa Channels,
Multichoice Nigeria,” a cikin wata
sanarwa a ranar Asabar, ya ce shi ne
mafi yawan shigarwar da suka tava
samu a shirin.
Tejumola ya ce ‘Nigerian Idol’ ya
tabbatar da cewa ya zama ginshikin
mawaqa da ake so a lokutan da
suka gabata. “Don haka, adadin
mutanen da ke qoqarin shiga wasan
ba abin mamaki ba ne. “Duk da
haka, yana da ban sha’awa a lura
cewa kusan mutane 10 cikin 10,000

da suka nema za su halarci shiryeshiryen kai tsaye.
“Wataqila abin da ya fi ban
sha’awa shi ne cewa za a sami
nasara mutum guda xaya kawai
wanda zai xauki duk kyaututtukan,”
in ji ta. A kan tsarin sauraron qarar,
Tejumola ya ce: “A wannan kakar,
mun gudanar da taron ta intanet,
kuma a karon farko bayan dogon
lokaci, mu ma mun yi duban jiki.
“A wannan shekarar, mun sami
qwararrun ’yan Adam waxanda za
su iya ba wa masu sha’awar tsarin
Idol damar shiga da kuma yin suna.
“Muna da adadin tanadi kusan
masu shiga 10,000, qari daga kakar
da ta gabata.”
Ta ce shirin na gaskiya na waqa
na tsawon watanni uku zai bi

mawaqan masu hazaqa ta hanyar
horo mai tsauri don samar da
fitaccen jarumin waqoqin Nijeriya
na gaba. “Za a yi musu shari’a
ne ta hannun mawaqin da ya
lashe kyautar, Oladapo Oyebanjo
‘D’banj’; Mawaqi, Simisola ‘Simi’
Kosoko; kuma xan kasuwar
masana’antar kere kere, Obi Asiga.
“IK Osakioduwa zai dawo a
matsayin mai shirya wasan, wanda
ya lashe gasar bana zai tafi da
kyaututtukan Naira miliyan 100,”
in ji ta. A cewarta, bayan kammala
wasan kwaikwayo ta intanet da
na zahiri a watan Nuwamban da
ya gabata, an fara qidaya quri’u a
hukumance a karo na bakwai na
shirin, wanda za a fara a ranar 6 ga
watan Fabrairu.
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Tashar Jirgin
Ruwan Lekki:
Amaechi Ya
Buqaci Yan
Kwangila
su Hanzarta
Kammala Ayyukan
Ministan Sufuri, Mista Chibuike
Amaechi, ya buqaci ‘yan
kwangilar da ke aikin gina tashar
ruwa ta Lekki Deep Seaport
Project, da su gaggauta yin aiki
don bai wa gwamnati damar
amincewa da dukkan matakan da
suka dace kafin zave mai zuwa.
Amaechi ya bayyana haka ne a
wata sanarwa da ya fitar ranar
Asabar a lokacin da yake duba
aikin gina tashar ruwa mai zurfi
ta Lekki a Legas.
Sai dai ya yabawa ’yan
kwangilar kan yadda ake gudanar
da ayyukan da ya zuwa yanzu,
inda ya ce cikin qasa da watanni
biyar an yi ayyuka da dama.
“Ina so in taya ku murna saboda
babban ci gaban da aka samu, a
lokacin da muka zo nan, babu
ayyuka ga farar hula; Yashi ne
mai tsafta, kun gwada. “Ina ba
da shawarar cewa idan kun yi aiki
dare da rana za ku yi nisa kuma
za ku kammala aikin kafin a ba
da wani aikin. Idan shugaban
qasa ya ga wannan, aka nemi
wani aikin amincewa da su zai
yi cikin sauqi.
“Ya kamata ku gaggauta aikin
domin mu samu amincewa
daga vangaren gwamnati kafin
zave, za a kammala aikin zave
a watan Yuli. “Wannan saboda
a doka watanni shida mutane
su fara siyasa kuma idan kun
jira har zuwa lokacin, ba za ku
samu kowa a ofishin ba,” in ji
shi. Amaechi, ya ce ya kamata
a sarrafa tashar jiragen ruwa ta
atomatik don guje wa duk wani
nau’in hulxar jiki.
Da yake jawabi yayin
rangadin, Babban Jami’in
Fasaha Na Tashar Lekki, Mista
Steven Heukelom, ya bayyana
cewa ana kan aikin gine-gine a
kan aikin kuma kamar yadda aka
tsara. Ya yi nuni da cewa, aikin
toshewa da gyaran ya kai kashi
89.93 bisa 100, Quay Wall kashi
85.65 bisa 100, Breakwater kashi
79.66 bisa 100, ci gaban ababen
more rayuwa na qasa kashi 67.82
cikin 100.
Ya qara da cewa hakan ya
kawo jimlar ayyukan da aka
gudanar a kan aikin zuwa kusan
kashi 80 na kammala aikin.
Heukelom ya kuma shaida wa
ministan cewa an fara aiki a
kan jiragen dakon jiragen ruwa,
wanda NPA za ta yi amfani da
su wajen gudanar da aikinsu
na hidimar ruwa. Ya kuma
yabawa muqaddashin Manajan
Daraktan, Mohammed BelloKoko, bisa goyon baya da haxin
gwiwa wajen shirya tashar
domin fara aiki.
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ﻣﻦ اﻟﯿﺴﺎر :ﻣﺪﯾﺮ إدارة ﺧﻔﺾ اﻟﻄﻠﺐ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺨﺪرات  ،اﻟﻮﻛﺎﻟﺔ اﻟﻮطﻨﯿﺔ ﻹﻧﻔﺎذ ﻗﺎﻧﻮن اﻟﻤﺨﺪرات ) (NDLEAاﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻧﻐﻮزي ﻣﺎدوﺑﻮﯾﻜﻲ ؛ ﻣﺪﯾﺮة ﺑﺤﻮث اﻟﺘﺨﻄﯿﻂ واﻹﺣﺼﺎء  NDLEA ، ،اﻟﺳﯾدة Victoria Unsona Egbase ،
ﺳﻜﺮﺗﯿﺮ ؛  NDLEA Shedrach Harunaورﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﻮﻛﺎﻟﺔ  ،اﻟﻌﻤﯿﺪ اﻟﻤﺘﻘﺎﻋﺪ .ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻣﺮوة  ،ﺧﻼل ﻣﺆﺗﻤﺮ ﺻﺤﻔﻲ ﺑﻤﻨﺎﺳﺒﺔ اﻟﺬﻛﺮى اﻟﺴﻨﻮﯾﺔ اﻷوﻟﻰ ﻟﺘﻮﻟﻲ رﺋﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﻮﻛﺎﻟﺔ  ،ﻓﻲ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ  ،أﻣﺲ

أوﺑﺎ أوﯾﯾووﻣﻲ أﺟﺎ
ﻏوﻧﻐﺑﺎدي  ، ٢ﻋﺎش
ﺣﯾﺎة ﺟﯾدة -ﻣﺎﻛﯾﻧدي
ﻗﺎل ﺣﺎﻛﻢ وﻻﯾﺔ أوﯾﻮ  ،ﺷﯿﯿﻲ ﻣﺎﻛﯿﻨﺪي
 ،اﻟﺮاﺣﻞ ﺷﺎﺋﻮن ﻣﻦ أوﻏﺒﻮﻣﺎﺷﻮ ،أوﺑﺎ
أوﯾﯿﻮوﻣﻲ أﺟﺎﻏﻮﻧﻐﺒﺎدي  ، ٢ﻋﺎش
ﺣﯿﺎة ﻛﺎﻣﻠﺔ.
ﺗﻢ ﺗﻨﻈﯿﻢ ﺣﻔﻞ ﺧﺎص ﺑﺎﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪي
اﻟﺮاﺣﻞ  ،وﻗﺎل اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ إن
أوﻏﺒﻮﻣﻮﺳﻮﻻﻧﺪ ووﻻﯾﺔ أوﯾﻮ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ
ﺗﻄﻮرا ﻓﻲ ﻋﮭﺪ اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ
ﻋﺎم ﺷﮭﺪﺗﺎ
ً
اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪي اﻟﺮاﺣﻞ  ،ﺣﯿﺚ ﺻﻠﻰ ﻣﻦ
أﺟﻞ راﺣﺔ روح أوﺑﺎ أﺟﺎﺟﻮﻧﺠﺒﺎد
اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ  ،وﻛﺬﻟﻚ اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ أدﯾﺒﺎﯾﻮ.
أﯾﻀﺎ ﻣﻦ
أﻻﺋﻮ إﻛﺎﻻ  ،اﻟﺬي ﯾﻨﺤﺪر ً
أوﻏﺒﻮﻣﺎﺷﻮ .وﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ أﻋﺮب اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ ﻋﻦ
ﺗﻘﺪﯾﺮه ﻷھﺎﻟﻲ ﺷﯿﯿﻲ  ،أﺑﻠﻐﮭﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ
ﻗﺮﯾﺒﺎ ﻣﻦ طﺮﯾﻖ
أن إدارﺗﮫ ﺳﺘﻨﻄﻠﻖ ً
ﺷﯿﯿﻲ-إﺳﺎﺋﯿﻦ  ،وأﻛﺪ ﻟﺴﻜﺎن ﺷﯿﯿﻲ أن
ﺗﻄﻮﯾﺮ اﻟﺒﻨﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﺘﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺪﯾﻨﺔ اﻟﻘﺪﯾﻤﺔ و
ظﻠﺖ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ ﺑﺄﻛﻤﻠﮭﺎ أوﻟﻮﯾﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ
ﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺘﮫ.
اﻟﺴﻼم وﻗﺪ ﺣﻀﺮ ﻣﺮاﺳﻢ اﻟﺪﻓﻦ
اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﺎﻛﻢ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪي وزﯾﺮ اﻟﺸﺒﺎب
واﻟﺮﯾﺎﺿﺔ  ،اﻟﺴﯿﺪ س .أوﻧﺪاي داري ؛
اﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮ اﻟﻌﺴﻜﺮي اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ ﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ أوﯾﻮ ،
اﻟﻤﯿﺠﻮر ﺟﻨﺮال أوﻻداﯾﻮ ﺑﻮﺑﻮﻻ ،
وﺳﻜﺮﺗﯿﺮة ﺣﻜﻮﻣﺔ وﻻﯾﺔ أوﯾﻮ  ،اﻟﺴﯿﺪة
أوﻟﻮﺑﺎﻣﯿﻮ أدﯾﻮﺳﻮن  ،وآﺧﺮون ﻛﺎﻧﻮا
رﺋﯿﺲ أرﻛﺎن ﺣﺎﻛﻢ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ ﺳﯿﻐﻮن
أوﺟﻮﻧﻮﯾﻲ ؛ ورﺋﯿﺲ ﺧﺪﻣﺔ وﻻﯾﺔ أوﯾﻮ
 ،أﻟﮭﺎ أوﻟﻮﻟﯿﺪ أﻏﺒﻮﻻ ؛ ﻧﺎﺋﺐ رﺋﯿﺲ
اﻷرﻛﺎن  ،ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻤﺠﯿﺪ ﻣﻘﺒﻮﻧﺠﻮﺑﻮﻻ ؛
اﻟﻤﻔﻮﺿﻮن ؛ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺸﺎرون اﻟﺨﺎﺻﻮن
ورؤﺳﺎء اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﺤﻠﯿﺔ.

ﻻ ﺷﻲء ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن ﯾﺠﻌﻠﻨﻲ أﻋﻮد إﻟﻰ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺤﺰﺑﯿﺔ
ﻛﺮر اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ
أوﻟﻮﺳﯿﺠﻮن أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ ﯾﻮم اﻟﺴﺒﺖ
ﻗﺮاره واﻟﺘﺰاﻣﮫ ﺑﺎﻻﺑﺘﻌﺎد ﻋﻦ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ
اﻟﺤﺰﺑﯿﺔ  ،ﻗﺎﺋﻼً ﻻ ﺷﻲء ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن
ﯾﺠﻌﻠﮫ ﯾﻌﻮد إﻟﻰ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺤﺰﺑﯿﺔ.
أﻋﻠﻦ أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ ﻣﻮﻗﻔﮫ  ،أﺛﻨﺎء
ﻣﺨﺎطﺒﺘﮫ ﻟﻠﺼﺤﻔﯿﯿﻦ ﺑﻌﺪ وﻗﺖ ﻗﺼﯿﺮ
ﻣﻦ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ﻣﻐﻠﻖ ﻣﻊ أﻋﻀﺎء ﻟﺠﻨﺔ
اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﻮطﻨﯿﺔ NWC ، ،ﻣﻦ ﺣﺰب
اﻟﺸﻌﻮب اﻟﺪﯾﻤﻘﺮاطﻲ PDP ، ،ﻓﻲ
أﺑﯿﻮﻛﻮﺗﺎ.
راض ﻋﻦ
ﻗﺎل اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ إﻧﮫ ٍ
ً
ﻣﻀﯿﻔﺎ
اﻟﺒﻘﺎء ﻛﺮﺟﻞ دوﻟﺔ ﻛﺒﯿﺮ اﻟﺴﻦ ،
أﻧﮫ ﻻ ﺷﻲء ﺳﯿﺠﻌﻠﮫ ﯾﻌﻮد إﻟﻰ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ
اﻟﺤﺰﺑﯿﺔ .أرﯾﺪ أن أؤﻛﺪ أﻧﻨﻲ ﻟﻢ أﻋﺪ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺤﺰﺑﯿﺔ وﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ ﺷﻲء
ﯾﻌﯿﺪﻧﻲ إﻟﻰ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺤﺰﺑﯿﺔ.
ﻣﮭﺘﻤﺎ ﺑﻤﺎ ھﻮ ﺟﯿﺪ
داﺋﻤﺎ ً
"ﺳﺄﻛﻮن ً
ﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ وأي ﺷﺨﺺ ﯾﺮﯾﺪ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل
ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﺼﯿﺤﺘﻲ  ،ﺳﺄﻗﺪﻣﮭﺎ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻣﻤﯿﺰ
ﻟﻤﺼﻠﺤﺔ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ وﻟﺼﺎﻟﺢ إﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ .ﻗﺎل
اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ" :ھﺬا ھﻮ اﻟﺴﺒﺐ ﻓﻲ
أﻧﻨﻲ أﺗﺤﻤﻞ ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻮع ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺴﺆوﻟﯿﺔ
اﻟﺘﻲ أﺗﺤﻤﻠﮭﺎ اﻵن ﻓﻲ اﻟﻘﺮن اﻷﻓﺮﯾﻘﻲ
 ،وھﻮ ﻟﯿﺲ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺮ اﻟﺴﮭﻞ".
وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ  ،ﻗﺎل إن ﺣﺰب اﻟﺸﻌﺐ

ﺟﺰءا ﻣﻦ ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ
اﻟﺪﯾﻤﻘﺮاطﻲ ﺳﯿﻈﻞ ً
ﺣﯿﺎﺗﮫ ﻷﻧﮫ وﺻﻞ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻨﺼﺐ رﺋﯿﺲ
اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻨﺼﺔ اﻟﺤﺰب .أوﺿﺢ
أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ أﻧﮫ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻏﻢ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻘﺎﻋﺪه
ﻣﻦ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺤﺰﺑﯿﺔ  ،إﻻ أﻧﮫ ﻻ
ﯾﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ اﻟﺘﻘﺎﻋﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﮫ ﺑﺮﻓﺎھﯿﺔ
اﻟﺸﻌﺐ.
ﻗﺎل :أﻧﺎ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺤﺰب ﻣﻨﺬ اﻟﺒﺪاﯾﺔ" .ﻣﮭﻤﺎ
ﻓﻌﻠﺖ ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻲ  ،ﻷﻧﻨﻲ أﺻﺒﺤﺖ
رﺋﯿﺴﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻨﺼﺔ PDP ،ﺳﯿﺴﺘﻤﺮ
ً
ﺟﺰءا ﻣﻦ ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ
اﻟﺤﺰب ﻓﻲ أن ﯾﻜﻮن ً
ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻲ.
"وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ  ،ﯾﺠﺐ أن أﺿﯿﻒ أن اﻟﯿﻮم
اﻟﺬي ﻗﺮرت ﻓﯿﮫ ﻋﻨﺒﺮ ﺗﻤﺰﯾﻖ ﺑﻄﺎﻗﺔ
PDPاﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ ﺑﻲ  ،ﻛﺎن اﻟﯿﻮم اﻟﺬي
ﻋﻀﻮا ﻓﻲ
ﺗﻮﻗﻔﺖ ﻓﯿﮫ ﻋﻦ أن أﻛﻮن ً
PDP.وﻓﻲ ذﻟﻚ اﻟﯿﻮم  ،ﺗﻌﮭﺪت ﺑﺄﻧﻨﻲ
ﻋﻀﻮا ﺑﻌﺪ اﻵن ﻓﻲ أي
ﻟﻦ أﻛﻮن ً
ﺣﺰب ﺳﯿﺎﺳﻲ.
ﺳﺄﺑﻘﻰ رﺟﻞ دوﻟﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ وﻏﺮب
إﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ وإﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ وﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ ﺑﺄﺳﺮه.
"رﻏﻢ أﻧﻨﻲ ﺗﻘﺎﻋﺪت ﻣﻦ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ
اﻟﺤﺰﺑﯿﺔ  ،ﻟﻜﻦ ﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻨﻲ اﻟﺘﻘﺎﻋﺪ ﻣﻦ
رﻓﺎھﯿﺔ ورﻓﺎھﯿﺔ اﻟﻨﺎس  ،ﺳﻮاء ﻓﻲ
ﻣﺠﺘﻤﻌﻲ  ،أو ﻓﻲ وﻻﯾﺘﻲ  ،أو ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪي

 ،أو ﻓﻲ أي ﻣﻜﺎن ﻓﻲ إﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ أو ﻓﻲ أي
ﻣﻜﺎن ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ.
ﻗﺎل أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ إن اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﻮطﻨﻲ
ﻟﺤﺰب اﻟﺸﻌﺐ اﻟﺪﯾﻤﻘﺮاطﻲ  ،ﯾﻮرﺷﯿﺎ
أﯾﻮ  ،ﯾﺘﺤﻤﻞ ﻣﺴﺆوﻟﯿﺔ ﻛﺒﯿﺮة ﻓﻲ
داﻋﯿﺎ
اﺳﺘﻌﺎدة اﻟﻤﺠﺪ اﻟﻤﻔﻘﻮد ﻟﻠﺤﺰب ً ،
أن ﯾﻤﻨﺤﮫ ﷲ اﻟﺤﻜﻤﺔ ﻟﺘﺤﻘﯿﻖ اﻟﻨﺠﺎح.
ﻓﻲ ﺗﺼﺮﯾﺤﺎﺗﮫ  ،ﻗﺎل أﯾﻮ إﻧﮫ رأى أﻧﮫ
ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ زﯾﺎرة أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ ﻣﻊ
زﻋﻤﺎء اﻟﺤﺰب ﺣﺘﻰ ﯾﺘﻤﻜﻨﻮا ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﻢ
ﻣﻦ ﺛﺮوﺗﮫ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺒﺮات.
ﻗﺎل رﺋﯿﺲ ﺣﺰب اﻟﺸﻌﺐ اﻟﺪﯾﻤﻘﺮاطﻲ
إن ﻓﺘﺮة وﻻﯾﺔ أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ ﻛﺮﺋﯿﺲ
ﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻨﺼﺔ ﺣﺰب اﻟﺸﻌﺐ
اﻟﺪﯾﻤﻘﺮاطﻲ  ،ظﻠﺖ اﻟﻌﺼﺮ اﻟﺬھﺒﻲ
ﻟﻠﺤﺰب" .ﺧﻼل ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﻔﺘﺮة  ،ﻟﻢ ﺗﻨﻤﻲ
اﻗﺘﺼﺎد ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻟﯿﺼﺒﺢ اﻷﻛﺒﺮ ﻓﻲ
أﯾﻀﺎ ﻣﻦ
إﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ ﻓﺤﺴﺐ  ،ﺑﻞ ﺗﻤﻜﻨﺖ ً
إﺧﺮاج اﻟﺒﻼد ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﺒﻮدﯾﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل
اﻟﺘﻔﺎوض وإﻟﻐﺎء اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ دﯾﻮﻧﮭﺎ
اﻟﺨﺎرﺟﯿﺔ.
ﻛﺎن اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎر اﻷﺟﻨﺒﻲ اﻟﻤﺒﺎﺷﺮ ،
اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎر اﻷﺟﻨﺒﻲ اﻟﻤﺒﺎﺷﺮ  ،ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻼد
ﻓﻲ ازدﯾﺎد ﻋﻠﻰ أﺳﺎس ﯾﻮﻣﻲ ﻣﻊ ﻣﺎ
ﯾﺼﺎﺣﺐ ذﻟﻚ ﻣﻦ اﺣﺘﺮام ﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ.

ﻣﻌﻈﻢ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﺎت واﻟﻮﻛﺎﻻت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ
إﻧﺸﺎؤھﺎ ﺧﻼل ﻓﺘﺮة وﻻﯾﺘﻚ  ،ﺑﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ
ذﻟﻚ ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﺠﺮاﺋﻢ اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺔ واﻟﻤﺎﻟﯿﺔ
 ،وﻟﺠﻨﺔ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ اﻟﺠﺮاﺋﻢ اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺔ
واﻟﻤﺎﻟﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﻠﺔ  ،وﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت
اﻟﻔﺎﺳﺪة اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﻠﺔ واﻟﺠﺮاﺋﻢ اﻷﺧﺮى
ذات اﻟﺼﻠﺔ ICPC ، ،ﻻ ﺗﺰال ﻣﻔﯿﺪة
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ.
أﻧﺖ ﻣﺘﺤﻤﺲ ﺟﺪًا ﻟﮭﺬا اﻟﺒﻠﺪ وﻗﺪ ﻓﻌﻠﺖ
اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ .ﻟﺬﻟﻚ  ،اﻋﺘﻘﺪﻧﺎ أﻧﻨﺎ ﯾﺠﺐ أن
ﻧﺄﺗﻲ وﻧﺸﻜﺮك ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺎ ﻗﻤﺖ ﺑﮫ  ،ﻟﯿﺲ
أﯾﻀﺎ ﻟﺤﺰﺑﻨﺎ
ﻓﻘﻂ ﻟﻠﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﯿﻦ  ،وﻟﻜﻦ ً
واﻟﻘﺎرة اﻷﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺔ" .أﻋﺘﻘﺪ اﻟﯿﻮم  ،ﺑﻜﻞ
ﺗﻮاﺿﻊ  ،ﺑﻌﺪ رﺣﯿﻞ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﺮاﺣﻞ
ﻧﯿﻠﺴﻮن ﻣﺎﻧﺪﯾﻼ رﺋﯿﺲ ﺟﻨﻮب إﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ ،
ﻻ ﯾﺰال ھﻨﺎك ﺷﺨﺺ واﺣﺪ ﻓﻘﻂ ﺑﻤﺜﻞ
ھﺬه اﻟﻤﻜﺎﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻘﺎرة اﻷﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺔ.
"ﻧﺤﻦ ﻓﺨﻮرون ﺑﺄن اﻟﺸﺨﺺ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮي
ﻓﻲ ﺷﺨﺺ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ أوﻟﻮﺳﯿﻐﻮن
أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ .ﯾﺘﺬﻛﺮ أﯾﻮ  ،اﻟﺬي وﺻﻒ
أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ ﺑﺄﻧﮫ زﻋﯿﻢ ﻣﻨﺰوع اﻟﻘﺒﯿﻠﺔ ،
أن رﺟﻞ اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ اﻷﻛﺒﺮ أﺧﺒﺮه ذات ﻣﺮة
أﻧﮫ )أوﺑﺎﺳﺎﻧﺠﻮ(  ،ﺳﯿﺸﻌﺮ ﺑﺎﻟﻀﻌﻒ ،
إذا ﻛﺎن أي ﺷﺨﺺ ﯾﻘﺼﺮه ﻋﻠﻰ ﻗﺒﯿﻠﺔ
ﻣﻌﯿﻨﺔ  ،ﺑﺪﻻً ﻣﻦ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻛﺪوﻟﺔ.
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ﺗﺟذب ﺳﯾﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺗﻌﻠﯾم ﻓﻲ
أوﺷون أﻛﺛر ﻣن ﻣﻠﯾﺎري
ﺻﻧدوق ﺧرﯾﺟﻲ ﻧﺎﯾر
ا  ،ﻛﻣﺎ ﯾﻘول أوﯾﺗوﻻ
وﯾﻘﻮل ﺣﺎﻛﻢ أوﺷﻮن أدﯾﻐﻮﯾﻐﺎ أوﯾﺘﻮﻻ
إن إدارﺗﮫ اﺟﺘﺬﺑﺖ أﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ  ٢ﻣﻠﯿﺎر
ﻧﺎﯾﺮا ﻓﻲ ﻣﺴﺎھﻤﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﯾﺠﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ
أﻧﺤﺎء اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ ﻣﻨﺬ ﻣﺮاﺟﻌﺔ ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺔ
اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ .ﻟﻠﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ  ،ﺗﻢ اﻟﻜﺸﻒ ﯾﻮم اﻟﺴﺒﺖ
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺬﻛﺮى اﻟﺴﺘﯿﻦ ﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺳﺎﻧﺖ
ﺟﻮن ﻟﻘﻮاﻋﺪ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ  ،إﯾﻞ إﯾﻒ  ،اﻟﺘﻲ
ﻧﻈﻤﺘﮭﺎ ﺟﻤﻌﯿﺔ اﻟﻄﻼب اﻟﻘﺪاﻣﻰ  ،ﻓﻲ
ﺳﺎﺣﺔ اﻟﻠﻌﺐ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ.
ﻣﻨﺬ إﺻﻼح ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻧﻔﺬﻧﺎھﺎ
 ،ﻟﺪﯾﻨﺎ اﺟﺘﺬﺑﺖ أﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻠﯿﺎر N2
ﺻﻨﺪوق ﺗﺪﺧﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻄﻼب اﻟﻘﺪاﻣﻰ
ﻓﻲ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ أﻧﺤﺎء اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ.
ﻧﺸﻜﺮك ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺪﺧﻠﻚ اﻟﺴﺮﯾﻊ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺘﺠﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﮭﯿﻜﻠﻲ ﻟﻠﺒﻨﻰ اﻟﺘﺤﺘﯿﺔ
ﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺘﻚ ".ﻧﺤﻦ ﻣﻤﺘﻨﻮن ﻟﻠﻐﺎﯾﺔ ﻷﻧﻚ
اﺳﺘﺠﺎﺑﺖ ﻟﺪﻋﻮﺗﻨﺎ ﻟﻠﺸﺮاﻛﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ
اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ وﺟﻤﯿﻊ أﺻﺤﺎب اﻟﻤﺼﻠﺤﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﻗﻄﺎع اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﻟﻨﻘﻞ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ إﻟﻰ
اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ .رؤﯾﺘﻨﺎ ھﻲ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ
ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﻘﺮن اﻟﺤﺎدي واﻟﻌﺸﺮﯾﻦ اﻟﺬي
ﺗﻨﺎﻓﺴﯿﺎ ،
ﺳﯿﺠﻌﻞ طﻼﺑﻨﺎ ﻋﺎﻟﻤﯿﯿﻦ
ً
ﻧﺪرك أن اﻷرﺟﻞ اﻷرﺑﻌﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻘﻒ
ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﻣﺜﻞ اﻟﻄﺎوﻟﺔ ﯾﺠﺐ أن
ﻣﻌﺎ.
ﺗﻌﻤﻞ ً
ﻗﺎل رﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﻠﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﻟﻠﺬﻛﺮى ،
اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﻏﺒﻨﻐﺎ أدﯾﻔﺎي " ،ﻟﻘﺪ أدﺧﻠﻨﺎ
ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺎت ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﺳﺘﺠﺬب
اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻄﺒﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻄﺔ
واﻟﻌﻠﯿﺎ" .ﻟﻢ ﺗﻜﻦ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﯿﺔ راﺿﯿﺔ ﻋﻦ
اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ دﻣﺮت ﺑﮭﺎ اﻹدارة
ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻖ
اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ
ً
اﻟﻼﻣﺮﻛﺰﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﻓﻲ أوﺳﻮن ،
إﻻ أن آدﻓﺎي أﺷﺎد ﺑﺎﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ ﻻﺳﺘﻌﺎدة
اﻻﺳﻢ واﻟﺰي اﻟﺮﺳﻤﻲ وﺗﻌﺎوﻧﮫ ﻣﻊ
أﺻﺤﺎب اﻟﻤﺼﻠﺤﺔ ﻟﺘﻐﯿﯿﺮ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ.
ﻛﻠﻔﺖ اﻟﻜﻨﯿﺴﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﺛﻮﻟﯿﻜﯿﺔ  ،اﻟﻠﻮرد
اﻟﻤﻄﺮان ﺟﻮن أوﯾﺠﻮﻻ  ،اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ
ﺑﺘﻌﺪﯾﻞ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﻌﺎم ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ اﻟﺮﺟﻞ
اﻟﻌﺎدي ﻷن اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﯿﯿﻦ ﻟﻢ ﯾﻌﻮدوا
ﯾﺮﺳﻠﻮن أطﻔﺎﻟﮭﻢ إﻟﻰ اﻟﺠﻤﮭﻮر.
اﻟﻤﺪارس" .ذھﺒﻨﺎ إﻟﻰ ﻣﺪرﺳﺔ ﻋﺎﻣﺔ
وﺣﺼﻠﻨﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﺟﯿﺪ.
اﻟﯿﻮم  ،أوﻟﺌﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻻ ﯾﺮﺳﻠﻮن
أطﻔﺎﻟﮭﻢ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ  ،وﻟﻜﻨﮭﻢ
ﯾﺮﺳﻠﻮن إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﺘﺒﺸﯿﺮﯾﺔ أو
اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ ".ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﻒ أن
اﻷوروﺑﯿﯿﻦ ﺟﺎءوا وﯾﺨﻄﻄﻮن
ﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ ﺟﯿﺪ ﻟﻨﺎ  ،وﻟﻜﻦ ﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻨﺎ
ﺗﻜﺮار ﻧﻔﺲ اﻟﺸﻲء ﻷطﻔﺎﻟﻨﺎ.
ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﻧﻨﮭﺾ ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ اﻟﺸﺒﺎب.
اﻟﻤﺒﻨﻰ اﻟﺬي ﺑﻨﺘﮫ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻣﺘﮭﺪم
ﺑﺎﻟﻔﻌﻞ ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ اﻟﻤﺒﺎﻧﻲ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺑﻨﺎھﺎ
اﻟﻤﺒﺸﺮون ﻻ ﺗﺰال ﻗﺎﺋﻤﺔ .ﯾﺠﺐ أن
ﻧﺘﻌﻠﻢ ﻛﯿﻒ ﻧﺒﺪأ ﻓﻲ ﻓﻌﻞ اﻟﺸﻲء
أﯾﻀﺎ ،
اﻟﺼﺤﯿﺢ ﻟﺼﺎﻟﺢ اﻟﺸﺒﺎب" ﻗﺎل
ً
اﻟﺴﻨﺎﺗﻮر ﺑﺎﺑﺎﺟﯿﺪ أوﻣﻮراري ،
اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﺨﺎص اﻷول ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﯿﺔ
اﻟﻮطﻨﯿﺔ )ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻟﺸﯿﻮخ( ﻟﻠﺮﺋﯿﺲ
ﻣﺤﻤﺪو ﺑﻮھﺎري  ،ﻗﺎل إن SJOBA
ﺣﺪدت اﻟﻮﺗﯿﺮة ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﺴﺎھﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ
اﺳﺘﻌﺎدة اﻟﻤﺠﺪ اﻟﻤﻔﻘﻮد ﻟﻠﻤﺪرﺳﺔ.

ﻣﯾﻧﺎء ﻟﯾﻛﻰ :أﻣﯾﺗﺷﻲ ﯾﺣث
اﻟﻣﻘﺎوﻟﯾن ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺳرﻋﺔ
وﯾﻘﺗرح ﯾوﻟﯾو ﻟﻠﺗﻛﻠﯾف

ﻗﺎﺋﺪ اﺋﺘﻼﻓﺎت اﻟﻤﺪﻧﯿﯿﻦ ﯾﻨﻀﻤﻮن إﻟﻰ ﻗﻮة اﻟﻤﮭﺎم ﻋﺜﻤﺎن داﻧﺘﻮدو )وﺳﻂ(  ،ﻣﻊ أﻋﻀﺎء اﺋﺘﻼﻓﺎت اﻟﻤﺪﻧﯿﯿﻦ ﯾﻨﻀﻤﻮن إﻟﻰ
اﻟﻘﻮات اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺘﺨﺮج  ،ﻓﻲ ﻛﻠﯿﺔ ﺗﺪرﯾﺐ اﻟﺸﺮطﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎدوﻧﺎ  ،أﻣﺲ.

ﯾﻨﺼﺢ اﻟﺨﺒﺮاء ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺎت اﻹدارة اﻟﺠﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ ﺑﺈﺷﺮاك ھﯿﺌﺔ اﻷور
اق اﻟﻤﺎﻟﯿﺔ واﻟﺒﻮرﺻﺎت ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻮﻋﺪ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﺘﺴﺠﯿﻞ
ﺣﺚ اﻟﻤﺼﺪرون واﻟﻤﺴﺘﺜﻤﺮون ،
ﺗﺴﻮﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﺎزﻋﺎت اﻟﺒﺪﯾﻠﺔ IIADRI ،
،ﻣﺸﻐﻠﻲ أﺳﻮاق رأس اﻟﻤﺎل  ،وﻛﺒﺎر
اﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮﯾﻦ اﻟﺘﻨﻔﯿﺬﯾﯿﻦ  ،اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻗﺪ ﻻ
ﯾﻜﻮﻧﻮن ﻗﺎدرﯾﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ دﻓﻊ رﺳﻮم
اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻞ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﻤﻮﻋﺪ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﻲ ﻓﻲ ٣١
ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ ﻹﺷﺮاك ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻷوراق اﻟﻤﺎﻟﯿﺔ
واﻟﺒﻮرﺻﺔ  ،ﺳﯿﻚ .
رﺋﯿﺲ IIADRI ،اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﻣﻮﺳﯿﺲ
إﻏﺒﺮودي  ،ﻓﻲ ﻻﻏﻮس .ﺗﺤﺪث
إﻏﺒﺮودي ﻋﻠﻰ ﺧﻠﻔﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﻮﻋﺪ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﻲ
اﻟﺬي ﺣﺪدﺗﮫ اﻟﻠﺠﻨﺔ ﻓﻲ  ٣١ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ
ﻟﺘﺠﺪﯾﺪ ﺗﺴﺠﯿﻞ ﻣﺪﯾﺮي اﻟﺘﺴﻮﯾﻖ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺴﻮق ﻓﻲ .٢٠٢٢
وﻗﺎل إﻧﮫ ﯾﺘﻌﯿﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺎت اﻹدارة
اﻟﺠﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺳﻮق رأس اﻟﻤﺎل
ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻼد ﺗﺠﺪﯾﺪ رﺳﻮم اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻞ
ً
ﺣﺘﻰ ﺗﺘﻤﻜﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺴﻮق.
"ﯾﺠﺐ ﻋﻠﻰ أي ﻣﺸﻐﻞ ﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﮫ اﻟﻮﻓﺎء
ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻮﻋﺪ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﻲ إﺷﺮاك ﺳﯿﻚ

ﻟﻠﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة ﻷﺳﺒﺎب
وﺟﯿﮭﺔ" .ﻓﻲ أي ﺑﯿﺌﺔ ﻋﻤﻞ  ،ﺗﻮﺟﺪ
ﻗﻮاﻧﯿﻦ ﺗﻮﺟﮫ اﻷﻧﺸﻄﺔ وﻻ ُﯾﻌﺪ ﺳﻮق
اﺳﺘﺜﻨﺎء" .إذا ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ھﻨﺎك
رأس اﻟﻤﺎل
ً
أﺳﺒﺎب ﺗﻤﻨﻌﻚ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻮﻓﺎء ﺑﺮﺳﻮم
اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻞ اﻟﻤﺤﺪدة  ،ﻓﻼ ﺷﻲء ﯾﻤﻨﻌﻚ
ﻣﻦ اﻻﺷﺘﺮاك ﻓﻲ ﺳﯿﻚ.
"ﺗﻈﻞ اﻟﺤﻘﯿﻘﺔ أﻧﮫ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻞ ﺣﺎﻟﺔ  ،ﻛﻤﺎ
ھﻲ  ،ھﻨﺎك ﺑﻌﺾ اﻷﺷﺨﺎص اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻗﺪ
ﻻ ﯾﻜﻮﻧﻮن ﻗﺎدرﯾﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺪﻓﻊ ﻗﺒﻞ
اﻟﻤﻮﻋﺪ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﻲ ﻓﻲ  ٣١ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ  ،وھﻨﺎك
اﻟﺒﻌﺾ ﻣﻤﻦ ﻟﻦ ﯾﺠﺪوا ﺻﻌﻮﺑﺔ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺪﻓﻊ.
ﻟﺬﻟﻚ  ،ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻷوﻟﺌﻚ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻻ
ﯾﺴﺘﻄﯿﻌﻮن اﻟﺪﻓﻊ  ،ﺗﺄﻛﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﻔﺎوض
واﻟﻤﻨﺎﻗﺸﺔ  ،ﻻ ﺗﺼﻤﺖ واﻧﺘﻈﺮ ﺣﺘﻰ
اﻟﻤﻮﻋﺪ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﻲ .ﻗﺎل إﻏﺒﺮود" :ھﻨﺎك
اﻟﻌﺪﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻨﺼﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ ﻣﻦ
ﺧﻼﻟﮭﺎ إﺷﺮاك ﻣﻨﻈﻢ ﺳﻮق رأس
اﻟﻤﺎل".

وﻗﺪ أوﻋﺰ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺎت اﻹدارة
اﻟﺠﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ ﺑﻀﻤﺎن اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺒﺔ
ﻣﻊ اﻟﻠﺠﻨﺔ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﻤﻮﻋﺪ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﺘﻮﺻﻞ
إﻟﻰ ﺣﻞ ﺳﻠﺲ" .ﺑﺼﻔﺘﻲ ﻣﻤﺎرس ﺣﻞ
ﺑﺪﯾﻞ  ،أﻋﺘﻘﺪ أﻧﮫ ﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ ﺷﻲء ﻻ
ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻟﺘﻔﺎوض ﻋﻠﯿﮫ  ،ﻟﺬا ﻻ ﯾﻨﺒﻐﻲ
ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻢ اﻻﻧﺘﻈﺎر ﺣﺘﻰ اﻟﻠﺤﻈﺔ اﻷﺧﯿﺮة
ﻗﺒﻞ ﺗﻤﺮﯾﺮ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت.
ﻛﺮرت اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺔ اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎء
ﻣﺆﺧﺮا ﻗﺮارھﺎ ﺑﻌﺪم ﺗﻤﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﻤﻮﻋﺪ
ً
اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﻲ ﻓﻲ  ٣١ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ ﻟﺘﻤﺮﯾﻦ ﺗﺠﺪﯾﺪ
اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻞ ﻟﻌﺎم  ٢٠٢٢ﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺎت
اﻹدارة اﻟﺠﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ  ،واﻟﺬي ﺑﺪأ ﻓﻲ
اﻷول ﻣﻦ ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ .ودﻋﺖ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ
ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺎت اﻹدارة اﻟﺠﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ إﻟﻰ إﻛﻤﺎل
ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ ﺗﺠﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻞ ﻟﻌﺎم  ٢٠٢٢ﻓﻲ
أو ﻗﺒﻞ  ١ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ ، ٣١ .ﻋﻦ طﺮﯾﻖ
ﺗﺠﺪﯾﺪ ﺑﻮاﺑﺔ اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻞ www. -
eportal.sec.gov.ng.

ﺗم اﺳﺗﻼم  ١٠٠٠٠ﻟﻧﯾﺟﯾرﯾﺎ أﯾدول  ،اﻟﻣوﺳم اﻟﺳﺎﺑﻊ
ﻛﺸﻒ ﻣﻨﺘﺠﻮ اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎن أﯾﺪول و
ﻣﻠﺘﯿﺸﯿﺲ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ و اﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ ﻣﺎﺟﯿﻚ ،
أﻧﮭﻢ ﺗﻠﻘﻮا ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  ١٠٠٠٠إدﺧﺎل
ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﻓﺘﺤﻮا ﻟﻠﺘﺠﺎرب ﻟﻠﻤﻮﺳﻢ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻊ.
ﻗﺎل ﯾﻮم اﻟﺴﺒﺖ إن ھﺬا ﻛﺎن أﻛﺒﺮ ﻋﺪد
ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻠﻘﻮھﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻹطﻼق ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺮض .ﻗﺎل ﺗﯿﺠﻮﻣﻮﻻ
إن اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي أﯾﺪول أﺛﺒﺖ أﻧﮫ ﻧﻘﻄﺔ
اﻧﻄﻼق ﻣﺮﻏﻮﺑﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻮﺳﯿﻘﯿﯿﻦ
اﻟﻄﻤﻮﺣﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻮاﺳﻤﮫ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ .ﻟﯿﺲ
ً
ﻣﻔﺎﺟﺌﺎ.
وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ  ،ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺜﯿﺮ ﻟﻼھﺘﻤﺎم أن
ﻧﻼﺣﻆ أن ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  ١٠ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ
 ١٠٠٠٠ﺷﺨﺺ ﺗﻘﺪﻣﻮا ﺑﻄﻠﺒﺎت
ﺳﻮف ﯾﺤﻀﺮون اﻟﻌﺮوض اﻟﺤﯿﺔ".

ﻗﺎﻟﺖ إن ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ اﻟﻮاﻗﻊ اﻟﻤﻮﺳﯿﻘﻲ اﻟﺬي
ورﺑﻤﺎ ﯾﻜﻮن اﻷﻣﺮ اﻷﻛﺜﺮ إﺛﺎرة ھﻮ
ﺣﻘﯿﻘﺔ أﻧﮫ ﺳﯿﻜﻮن ھﻨﺎك ﻓﺎﺋﺰ واﺣﺪ ﻓﻘﻂ ﯾﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﻟﻤﺪة ﺛﻼﺛﺔ أﺷﮭﺮ ﺳﯿﺘﺒﻊ
ﺳﯿﺤﺼﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ
اﻟﻤﻮﺳﯿﻘﯿﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﻮھﻮﺑﯿﻦ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل
اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎر  ،ﻗﺎﻟﺖ ﺗﯿﺠﻮﻣﻮﻻ" :ﻓﻲ ھﺬا
ﺗﺪرﯾﺐ ﺻﺎرم ﻹﻧﺸﺎء ﻧﺠﻢ اﻟﻤﻮﺳﯿﻘﻰ
اﻟﻤﻮﺳﻢ  ،أﺟﺮﯾﻨﺎ اﺧﺘﺒﺎرات ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي اﻟﻘﺎدم.
ﻓﺘﺮة
اﻹﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ  ،وﻟﻠﻤﺮة اﻷوﻟﻰ ﺑﻌﺪ
"ﺳﯿﺘﻢ اﻟﺘﺤﻜﯿﻢ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻢ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﻔﻨﺎن
أﯾﻀﺎ اﺧﺘﺒﺎرات
طﻮﯾﻠﺔ  ،أﺟﺮﯾﻨﺎ ً
اﻟﺤﺎﺋﺰ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﺎﺋﺰة  ،أوﻻداﺑﻮ
ﺟﺴﺪﯾﺔ.
أوﯾﯿﺒﺎﻧﺠﻲ" دﯾﺒﺎج "؛ اﻟﻤﻐﻨﻲ وﻛﺎﺗﺐ
ھﺬا اﻟﻌﺎم  ،ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻨﺎ ھﺠﯿﻦ ﻓﻘﻂ ﻣﻦ
اﻷﻏﺎﻧﻲ  ،ﺳﯿﻤﯿﺴﻮﻻ ﺳﯿﻤﻲ ﻛﻮﺳﺎﻛﻮ ؛
أﺟﻞ ﺗﻌﻄﻲ اﻟﻤﺰﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻷﻣﻞ sﻣﻦ
وراﺋﺪ اﻷﻋﻤﺎل اﻹﺑﺪاﻋﯿﺔ ،أوﺑﻲ أﺳﯿﻜﺎ.
ﺳﺘﻌﻮد أوﺳﺎﻛﯿﺌﻮدﯾﻮا ﻛﻤﻀﯿﻒ
ﺗﻨﺴﯿﻖ اﻟﻤﻌﺒﻮد اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي ﻓﺮﺻﺔ
ﻟﻠﺪﺧﻮل واﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺷﮭﺮة" .ﻟﺪﯾﻨﺎ ﻟﻠﻌﺮض ،وﺳﯿﺤﺼﻞ اﻟﻔﺎﺋﺰ ﻟﮭﺬا
اﻟﻤﻮﺳﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﻮاﺋﺰ ﺑﻘﯿﻤﺔ  ١٠٠ﻣﻠﯿﻮن
رﻗﻢ ﻗﯿﺎﺳﻲ ﯾﻘﺎرب  ١٠٠٠٠إدﺧﺎل ،
ﻧﯿﺮة.
ﺑﺰﯾﺎدة ﻋﻦ اﻟﻤﻮﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﻲ.

ﺣﺚ وزﯾﺮ اﻟﻨﻘﻞ  ،اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﺗﺸﯿﺒﻮﻛﻲ
أﻣﯿﺘﺸﻲ  ،ﻣﻘﺎوﻟﻲ ﻣﺸﺮوع ﻟﯿﻜﻲ دﯾﺐ
ﺳﻲ ﺑﻮرت ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺴﺮﯾﻊ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻟﺘﻤﻜﯿﻦ
اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ
اﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺎت اﻟﻼزﻣﺔ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻻﻧﺘﺨﺎﺑﺎت
اﻟﻤﻘﺒﻠﺔ.
ﻣﺸﺮوع اﻟﻤﯿﻨﺎء اﻟﺒﺤﺮي ﻓﻲ ﻻﻏﻮس.
وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ  ،أﺛﻨﻰ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎوﻟﯿﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ
ﺗﻘﺪم اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﺬي ﺗﻢ إﻧﺠﺎزه ﺣﺘﻰ اﻵن ،
ﻣﺸﯿﺮا إﻟﻰ أﻧﮫ ﻓﻲ أﻗﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻤﺴﺔ
ً
أﺷﮭﺮ  ،ﺗﻢ إﻧﺠﺎز اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻷﻋﻤﺎل
اﻟﻤﺪﻧﯿﺔ.
"أود أن أھﻨﺌﻜﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻘﺪم اﻟﮭﺎﺋﻞ
ﻟﻠﻐﺎﯾﺔ  ،ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ اﻟﺬي
ﺟﺌﻨﺎ ﻓﯿﮫ إﻟﻰ ھﻨﺎ  ،ﻟﻢ ﺗﻜﻦ ھﻨﺎك أﻋﻤﺎل
ﻣﺪﻧﯿﺔ ؛ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺠﺮد رﻣﺎل ﻧﻘﯿﺔ  ،ﻟﻘﺪ
ﺣﺎوﻟﺖ.
"أﻗﺘﺮح أﻧﮫ إذا ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗﻌﻤﻞ ﻟﯿﻞ ﻧﮭﺎر ،
ﻓﺴﻮف ﺗﺬھﺐ ﺑﻌﯿﺪًا وﺗﺴﺘﻜﻤﻞ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ
ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﺘﻜﻠﯿﻒ .وإذا رأى اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ ذﻟﻚ ،
ﻓﺴﺘﻜﻮن اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ أﺳﮭﻞ" .أﻧﺖ ﺑﺤﺎﺟﺔ
إﻟﻰ ﺗﺴﺮﯾﻊ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﺣﺘﻰ ﻧﺘﻤﻜﻦ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ
اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻻﻧﺘﺨﺎﺑﺎت  ،وﺳﺘﻨﺘﮭﻲ
ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻻﻧﺘﺨﺎﺑﺎت ﻓﻲ ﯾﻮﻟﯿﻮ.
ھﺬا ﻷﻧﮫ ﺑﻤﻮﺟﺐ اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮن  ،ﺳﺘﺔ أﺷﮭﺮ
ﻗﺒﻞ اﻧﺘﺨﺎب اﻷﺷﺨﺎص ﯾﺒﺪأون
اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ وإذا اﻧﺘﻈﺮت ﺣﺘﻰ ذﻟﻚ
اﻟﻮﻗﺖ  ،ﻓﻠﻦ ﺗﻘﺎﺑﻞ أي ﺷﺨﺺ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ " .وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ  ،ﻗﺎل أﻣﯿﺘﺸﻲ إن
آﻟﯿﺎ ﻟﺘﺠﻨﺐ
اﻟﻤﯿﻨﺎء ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﯾﻜﻮن ً
ﺟﻤﯿﻊ أﺷﻜﺎل اﻻﺗﺼﺎل اﻟﺠﺴﺪي.
أوﺿﺢ اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﺳﺘﯿﻔﯿﻦ أﯾﻜﯿﻠﻮم  ،ﻣﯿﻨﺎء
ﻟﯿﻜﻰ  ،أن أﻋﻤﺎل اﻟﺒﻨﺎء ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺸﺮوع
ﺗﺴﯿﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺴﺎرھﺎ اﻟﺼﺤﯿﺢ وﻛﻤﺎ ھﻮ
ﻣﺸﯿﺮا إﻟﻰ أن أﻋﻤﺎل
ﻣﻘﺮر ،
ً
اﻟﺘﺠﺮﯾﻒ واﻻﺳﺘﺼﻼح ﻗﺪ اﻛﺘﻤﻠﺖ
ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ  ٨٩٫٩٣ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ  ،واﻛﺘﻤﺎل
ﺟﺪار اﻟﺮﺻﯿﻒ ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ  ٨٥٫٦٥ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ  ،وﺣﺎﺟﺰ اﻷﻣﻮاج ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ
 ٧٩٫٦٦ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ.
ﺗﻢ اﻻﻧﺘﮭﺎء ﻣﻦ ﺗﻄﻮﯾﺮ اﻟﺒﻨﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﺘﯿﺔ
اﻷرﺿﯿﺔ ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ  ، ٪٦٧٫٨٢وأﺿﺎف
أن ذﻟﻚ ﯾﺮﻓﻊ إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ اﻷﻋﻤﺎل اﻟﻤﻨﻔﺬة
ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺸﺮوع إﻟﻰ ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  ٨٠ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ
ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﺋﯿﺔ  ،ﻛﻤﺎ أﺑﻠﻎ
ھﻮﻛﻠﻮم اﻟﻮزﯾﺮ أن اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻗﺪ ﺑﺪأ ﻓﻲ
رﺻﯿﻒ اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت اﻟﺒﺤﺮﯾﺔ  ،واﻟﺬي
ﺳﺘﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﮫ NPAﻟﺘﻨﻔﯿﺬ وأﺛﻨﻰ ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﺑﺄﻋﻤﺎل اﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮ اﻟﻌﺎم  ،ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﯿﻠﻮ
ﻛﻮﻛﻮ  ،ﻟﻠﺪﻋﻢ واﻟﺸﺮاﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ إﻋﺪاد
اﻟﻤﯿﻨﺎء ﻟﺒﺪء اﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺎت.
اﺳﺘﻌﺪاد ﻟﺘﻘﺪﯾﻢ اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت اﻟﺒﺤﺮﯾﺔ
ﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺎت اﻟﻤﻮاﻧﺊ  ،وﺗﺤﻘﯿﻘﺎ ﻟﮭﺬه اﻟﻐﺎﯾﺔ
 ،ﻛﺸﻒ أن NPAﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﺗﺸﺘﺮي
زوارق اﻟﻘﻄﺮ وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺒﻨﯿﺔ
اﻟﺘﺤﺘﯿﺔ اﻟﻼزﻣﺔ ﻟﻺﻗﻼع اﻟﺴﻠﺲ
ﻟﻠﻤﯿﻨﺎء.
أﻛﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺟﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﺘﺰام اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺔ ﺑﺘﺴﻠﯿﻢ
اﻟﻤﺸﺮوع ﺑﺤﻠﻮل اﻟﺮﺑﻊ اﻟﺮاﺑﻊ ﻣﻦ ﻋﺎم
 .٢٠٢٢وأﺷﺎر إﻟﻰ أن ﻣﻘﺎول EPC
،ﺷﺮﻛﺔ ھﻨﺪﺳﺔ ﻣﯿﻨﺎء اﻟﺼﯿﻦ  ،ﻛﺎن
ﯾﻌﻤﻞ ﻟﯿﻞ ﻧﮭﺎر ﻟﺠﻌﻞ ھﺬا اﻻﻟﺘﺰام
ﺣﻘﯿﻘﺔ واﻗﻌﺔ  ،وأﻋﺮب ﺳﻤﯿﺚ ﻋﻦ
ﺛﻘﺘﮫ ﻓﻲ أن اﻟﻤﯿﻨﺎء  ،ﻋﻨﺪ اﻻﻧﺘﮭﺎء .
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ACCESS BANK PLC Recruitment
for Database Administrator
Full Job Description
•
Access Bank Plc is a financial institution with presence in
9 countries in Africa and the United Kingdom and in all
major cities in Nigeria. Also referred to as Africa’s Bank of
Best Practice, Access Bank operates on a platform of strong
ethics, governance and professionalism.
We are recruiting to fill the position below:
Job Position: Database Administrator
Job Location: Nigeria
Job Type: Full time
Description
•
We are seeking an exceptional Database Administrator
to join our Infrastructure team. This is a highly technical,
hands-on role in a dynamic and fast paced environment.
•
The successful candidate will have a mixture of deep
technical know-how as well as excellent database
administrative fundamentals and robust troubleshooting
skills
•
Functions and Responsibilities
•
Carryout Database Capacity planning, Review complex
SQL codes and provide guidance during deployment of new
applications.
•
Interface effectively with all areas of IT systems and
Infrastructure/Application teams, in order to provide
appropriate support and maintenance for the database
deployments.
•
Put measures in place to ensure integrity of the database is
not compromised
•
Provide support and guidance for other departments on
database-related issues.
•
Design and implement database backup policies and
procedures
•
Monitor database sizes against capacity plan and ensure
regular health check of database infrastructure as well as
performance tuning to ensure continuous availability and
optimal performance.
•
Ensure all databases operate in compliance with the bank’s
security and access policies.
•
Respond to internal and external audit queries and
ensure remediation of observed vulnerabilities and nonconformities.
•
Facilitate root cause analysis on database issues.
•
Perform benchmarking analysis to properly size hardware
platforms, and maintain technical documentation relating
to database management functions.
Requirements
•
A good First Degree in Computer Science/ I.T with sound
proficiency in database management. Relevant Master’s
degree will be an advantage
•
Professional Membership IT certification and other
professional qualification will be an added advantage
Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
•
Good knowledge and proficiency of Oracle Database
•
Good knowledge and proficiency in Microsoft SQL Server
database
•
Ability to use Oracle data dictionary
•
Ability to review and interpret log files, AWR and other
diagnostic reports to resolve performance challenges
•
Good knowledge of UNIX/Linus and other relevant
operating systems
•
Good security knowledge
•
Ability to research, resolve and document unknown
problems.
•
Regulatory knowledge.
•
Benefits
•
Competitive
•
Apply on company site
*************************************************************************
Branch Manager, Buckler Systems
Abuja.
Full Job Description
•
The Branch Manager is responsible for overseeing and
coordinating the day-to-day operations of the branch to
guarantee efficiency. He/She will manage staff, foster a
positive environment, and ensure customer satisfaction
and proper branch operation.
•
The Branch Manager will be committed to the expansion
and success of the business by implementing strategies
that increase productivity and enable sales performance to
achieve the financial targets of the branch.
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KEY RESPONSIBILITIES:
•
Develop forecasts, financial objectives, and business plans
•
Develop annual budgets, sales, and growth plans for the
branch, in alignment with the strategic objectives of the
head office.
•
Develop and implement marketing plans to ensure that the
branch’s targets are met.
•
Address customer and employee satisfaction issues
promptly.
•
Elevate the Buckler Systems brand awareness to increase
market share in existing markets and maximize new
business development opportunities through various
initiatives.
•
Prepare operational reports and recommend procedures to
be used to manage and coordinate various activities.
•
Develop successful, high-performance teams through
effective training, motivation, and communication.
•
Maximize the efficiency of all business procedures as well
as monitor daily operations and address potential issues as
they arise.
•
Ensure compliance with Buckler Systems’ operational
processes at the branch level.
•
Collaborate with the executive management for expansion
into new markets as well as continued expansion among
existing clients.
•
Manage customer’s orders and come up with new sales
ideas.
•
Maintain an efficient system for the preparation of tender
documents and bids.
•
Conduct surveys to understand customer needs and areas
of development in the business.
•
Identify opportunities for campaigns, services, and
distribution channels that will lead to an increase in sales
•
Collaborate with the HR Department to set KPIs for team
members.
•
Ensure smooth operation of the branch and alignment
with Buckler Systems’ quality standards.
•
Maintain business processes that meet the branch’s
objectives and ensure compliance.
•
Monitor financial data of the branch and apply
necessary measures to meet pre-defined targets as set by
management.
•
Ensure that objectives for the branch as set by Executive
Management are met.
•
Liaise with the HR department to ensure the branch’s
manpower plans meet our business needs.
REQUIREMENTS:
•
Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration, Marketing,
or related field. At least 5 years’ experience in a similar role.
•
Demonstrated success in identifying, initiating, and
nurturing new or on-going business opportunities.
•
High analytical capabilities and ability to draw decisions
based on given data.
•
Proven track record as deal maker for opportunities.
•
Ability to work independently in a goal-oriented manner.
•
Ability to prioritize deliverables and meet deadlines.
•
Ability to build and manage customer relations.
•
Meticulous with good attention to details.
•
Exceptional people management skills
•
Application Deadline: 31/01/2022
•
Job Types: Full-time, Permanent.
•
Apply now.
*************************************************************************
Accountant
Alef Recycling Company Limited
Accounting, Auditing & Finance
Abeokuta & Ogun State
Full Time.
Manufacturing & Warehouse
Job Summary
•
An accountant is needed to manage all financial
transactions, from fixed payments, small level auditing,
and various budget forecasting. Responsibilities include
daily postings of financial activities, payables and
receivables management, auditing financial documents and
procedures, reconciling bank statements, and calculating
tax payments and returns. Ultimately, ensure compliance
with all tax regulations.
Minimum Qualification: Degree
Experience Level: Mid level
Experience Length: 2 years
Job Description/Requirements
Responsibilities:

ة

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage all accounting transactions
Prepare budget forecasts
Publish financial statements in time
Handle monthly, quarterly, and annual closings
Reconcile accounts payable and receivable
Ensure timely bank payments
Compute taxes and prepare tax returns
Manage balance sheets and profit/loss statements
Report on the company’s financial health and liquidity
Audit financial transactions and documents
Reinforce financial data confidentiality and conduct
database backups when necessary
•
Comply with financial policies and regulations
•
Provide technical support and advice on management
•
Review and recommend modifications to accounting
systems and procedures
•
Participate in financial standards setting and in the
forecast process
•
Communicate with Manager and/or Director on work
status and client issues that arise
•
Develop and document business processes and accounting
policies to maintain and strengthen internal controls
Requirements:
•
2 - 4 years’ work experience as an Accountant
•
Excellent knowledge of accounting regulations and
procedures, including the Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP)
•
Hands-on experience with accounting software
•
Experience with general ledger functions
•
Strong attention to detail and good analytical skills
•
BSc in Accounting, Finance or relevant degree. The
candidate must possess an ICAN certification
•
Auditing experience
•
Thorough knowledge of basic accounting procedures and
principles
•
Awareness of business trends
•
Experience with creating financial statements
•
Experience with general ledger functions and the monthend/year-end close process
•
Excellent accounting software user and administration
skills.
*************************************************************************
Pharmacist
Anonymous Employer
Medical & Pharmaceutical
Enugu
Full Time.
Job Summary
•
We are looking for a qualified pharmacist to assist
customers by interpreting symptoms and providing
immediate treatment or to successfully refer customers to
a suitable physician. You will also prepare pharmaceuticals
by reviewing and interpreting physicians’ directives and
detect any therapeutic incompatibilities.
Minimum Qualification: Degree
Experience Level: Mid level
Experience Length: 3 years
Job Description/Requirements
Responsibilities:
•
Compounding and dispensing medications, as prescribed
by physicians.
•
Monitoring customers’ drug therapies, advising
interventions, and informing customers of any potential
side effects.
•
Instructing customers on how and when to take prescribed
medications.
•
Conducting health and wellness screenings.
•
Providing immunizations, and other medical services, such
as taking blood pressure, temperature measurements, and
checking blood sugar levels.
•
Keeping accurate customer records.
•
Ensuring a safe and clean working environment.
•
Completing operational requirements of the pharmacy,
including verifying order entries, maintaining records of
controlled substances, charges, and removing expired and/
or damaged drugs from the pharmacy’s inventory.
•
Adhering to applicable legal rules, regulations, and
procedures governing pharmaceutical practice.
•
Performing other administrative tasks when needed.
Requirements:
•
Bachelor’s degree in pharmacy or pharmacology.
•
3 years of working experience as a pharmacist.
•
Proven experience as a pharmacist.
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Soldiers mutiny in Burkina Faso

Wikileaks’ Assange
Can Take Extradition
Appeal To UK’s Top
Court
WikiLeaks founder, Julian
Assange, yesterday was given
the chance to challenge a
decision allowing him to
be extradited to the United
States to face 18 criminal
charges including breaking
a spying law to Britain’s
Supreme Court.
U.S authorities are seeking
Australian-born Assange, 50,
to face trial on 18 counts
relating to WikiLeaks’ release
of vast troves of confidential
U.S. military records and
diplomatic cables which they
said had put lives in danger.
In December, the High
Court in London overturned
a lower court’s ruling that
he should not be extradited
because his mental health
problems meant he would be
at risk of suicide.
While judges refused him
permission for a direct appeal
to the Supreme Court on
their decision, they said his
case raised an issue of legal
importance that he could ask
the United Kingdom’s top
court to rule on.
“The
respondent’s
application to certify a point
of law is granted,” the court
said. “The respondent’s
application for leave to
appeal to the Supreme Court
is refused.”

Protesters Rally In Ouagadougou, Support Troops Mutiny
Protesters
yesterday
gathered in Burkina Faso
capital’s, Ouagadougou.
They rallied in support of
the country’s mutinous
troops who have arrested
President Roch Kabore.
The situation remained
tense in Burkina Faso
one day after soldiers at
several army bases rebelled,
protesters gathered in
Ouagadougou in support
of the country’s mutinous
troops. Marching with
flags and chanting, people

cheered in favour of the
soldiers who arrested
President Roch Kabore on
Monday, January 24 and
detained him in the army
barracks a day after staging
an uprising.
“President Kabore, the
head of parliament and the
ministers are effectively in
the hands of the soldiers”
at Sangoule Lamizana
barracks in Ouagadougou,
a security source said, with
another source confirming
the arrest. Soldiers at

several army bases across
the West African country
rebelled
on
Sunday,
demanding the sacking of
the military top brass and
more resources to fight a
bloody jihadist insurgency.
Later in the day gunshots
were heard near Kabore’s
private residence in the
capital Ouagadougou, and
witnesses reported seeing
a helicopter above it.
Yesterday, hooded troops
were posted in front of the
national broadcaster, RTB,

as the population awaited
official reports. Some
protesters were seen setting
up makeshift roadblocks on
several main streets before
being dispersed by police.
The latest turbulence
coincides with a jihadist
insurgency that swept
in from Mali in 2015,
overwhelming Burkina’s
poorly trained and badly
equipped armed forces.
Despite changes in the
military top brass a growing
insecurity
threatened

civilians. Several protests
took place last year as
demonstrators criticized
the failure of President
Kabore to quell jihadist
violence. The latest of
which was prohibited on
Thursday.
Around 2,000 people
have died, according to a
media tally, while around
1.5 million people are
internally
displaced,
according to the national
emergency
agency
CONASUR.

UNESCO Recognizes Kenya Traditional Cuisine
Following farmers’ campaigns
to improve nutritional
knowledge, Kenya has been
selected for listing in the
Register of Good Safeguarding
Practices.
The listing aims to protect
the intangible cultural heritage
which makes people and
communities distinguishable
in terms of their history,
nationalities,
languages,
ideology and values according
to UNESCO.
It has taken 15 years
of collaboration between
scientists and communities,
including school children to
earn the distinction.
Back in 2007, researchers
became aware of a decline in
the country’s food diversity.
They attributed it to a

change in lifestyles and the
growth of less nutritional
convenience foods, but also
they claimed colonialists
encouraged locals to look down
upon their traditional sources
of food.
Jodeh Kinyanjui, a 61-yearold mixed vegetable farmer,
can remember when farming
practices were different.
“In the olden days we never
sprayed traditional vegetables
with pesticides as they would
grow naturally without it. We
would only add a little fertiliser.
We also depend on rainfall for
water. That is the advantage of
traditional vegetables,” He says.
Meat is seen as prohibitively
expensive for most ordinary
people, although silver fish,
called omena or dagaa, from

Lake Victoria is fairly cheap
and becoming popular.
Chickens are kept but mainly
sold to cover the financial
needs of the household. They
are slaughtered for special
occasions.
Patrick
Maundu,
an
ethnobotanist at National
Museums of Kenya is one of
the researcher involved in the
campaign.
He says during colonial
times people grew to view
traditional vegetables as
inferior to other vegetables
such as potato, cabbage, Swiss
chard and kale.
“Our research has shown
that we have about 220 species
of traditional vegetables
consumed by the 60 or so
communities in the country.

But again during the colonial
period, people were brain
washed into believing that
what was theirs was not good.
So slowly by slowly people
forgot their own traditional
vegetables. They moved into
eating cabbages and the kale
and the Swiss chard and
almost forgot their traditional
vegetables,” says Maundu.
“These traditional vegetables
have as much as ten-fold the
nutrient content that cabbage
has and therefore we have
every reason to promote these
traditional vegetables and
traditional foods.”
According to researchers
like Maundu many of the
indigenous foods were in
most cases more nutritious
than the exotic foods that were

replacing them.
Grains from leafy amaranth
was found to be a better source
of iron and vitamin A than the
cabbage by a factor of ten.
Similarly, the baobab had
nearly 10 times as much
vitamin C as the orange.
According to Maundu, the
1970s and 1980s saw a trend
whereby exotic foods were
promoted over traditional
foods leading to less variety
in terms of food available for
consumption.
For instance, vegetable
varieties shrunk to just kale,
cabbages and Swiss chard.
Over the years two local
groups, the African leafy
vegetables programme and the
Foodways programme worked
with UNESCO.
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Left: Managing Director, Bank of Industry (BOI), Mr Olukoyode Pitan; Chairman Bank of Industry (BOI), Mr Aliyu Abdulrahman Dikko; Vice President Yemi Osinbajo; Minister of Industry, Trade and
Investment, Niyi Adebayo and Executive Director, BOI, Mrs Toyin Adeniji, during inauguration of Aid for Productivity launch in Abuja, yesterday.
Photo: Sumaila Ibrahim/MO/NAN

Cost Of Governance, Recessions, Others Raise FG Spending By 183%
BY YAHAYA UMAR

Rising governance cost, economic
recessions necessitating higher
government spending may have
combined with other factors to raise
Federal Government spending by
183% in seven years.
The
Federal
Government
increased projected expenditure
in its annual budget by about
185% between 2016 and 2022,
according to reports analysed by our
correspondent.
According to data from the Budget
Office, the Federal Government
budgeted to spend N6.06trn for the
2016 fiscal year
However, in the recently passed
2022 budget, the projected
aggregate expenditure was pegged
at N17.12trn, almost thrice the
amount budgeted in 2016.
President Muhammadu Buhari
had, in October 2021, proposed a
budget of N16.39trn for the 2022
fiscal year to the National Assembly.
The N16.39trn proposed budget
was, however, reviewed upward by
the House of Representatives to
N17.12trn, when it was passed in
December 2021.
Despite raising concerns about
“worrisome changes” made by
NASS, the President signed the

2022 budget into law on the last
day of 2021.
This indicates that government
spending rose by N11.1trn or 183%
during the period under review.
A cursory look at the Federal
Government budget reveals that the
expenditure component consists of
three major items, namely recurrent
(non-debt), debt servicing and
capital expenditure.
An analysis by our correspondent
on Sunday showed that government
expenditure recorded significant
increases almost every year during
the period under the review.
It was also observed that recurrent
expenditure got the largest budget
allocations during the period.
In 2016, the Federal Government
passed a budget of N6.06trn
consisting of a recurrent expenditure
of N2.65trn, capital expenditure of
N1.59trn, and debt servicing of
N1.48trn.
Projected revenue for the 2016
fiscal year stood at N5.72trn,
creating a fiscal deficit of N340bn.
In 2017, total expenditure rose
to N7.44trn as against a revenue
projection of N5.08trn resulting in
a deficit of N2.36trn.
Recurrent expenditure in the
2017 budget was N2.99trn; capital
expenditure was N2.18trn while

money budgeted for debt servicing
was N1.66trn.
Total expenditure ballooned
to N9.12trn in the 2018 budget,
comprising recurrent expenditure
of N3.51trn, capital expenditure
of N2.87trn, and debt servicing of
N2.01trn.
With a revenue projection of
N7.16trn, fiscal deficit in 2018 stood
at N1.96trn.
The following year, the
government departed from the
trend by reducing total expenditure
to N8.91trn. This sum was an
aggregate of recurrent expenditure
of N4.05trn, capital expenditure
of N2.09trn and N2.25trn for debt
servicing.
With a revenue projection of
N6.99trn, there was a fiscal deficit
of N1.92trn.
However, in 2020, the government
reverted to reviewing its expenditure
upward. With recurrent expenditure
of N4.84trn, capital expenditure of
N2.47trn, and N2.7trn budgeted
for debt servicing, total expenditure
rose to N10.59trn in 2020.
In 2021, government spending
continued to soar as N13.59trn was
budgeted as total expenditure. Out
of this sum, N5.64trn was set aside
for recurrent expenditure, capital
expenditure stood at N4.13trn;

while money budgeted for debt
servicing was N3.32trn.
With revenue projection of
N7.91trn, there was a fiscal deficit
of N5.68trn.
In the 2022 budget, the
government’s N17.12trn projected
expenditure consists of N6.9trn
recurrent expenditure, N5.9trn
capital expenditure and N3.9trn
earmarked for debt servicing.
With a revenue target of
N10.13trn, the government projects
a budget deficit of N6.99trn in 2022,
which it said would be financed by
new foreign loans.
The government has on several
occasions justified its increasing
expenditure by stating that the
country isn’t spending as much as
other African countries.
Some economic and financial
experts have, however, expressed
concerns over what they described as
significant increase in government
expenditure, saying it is worrisome
because a large chunk of government
revenue has been allocated to
recurrent expenditure instead of
capital projects that drive economic
growth.
A professor of Economics and
Public Policy at the University of
Uyo, Akpan Ekpo narrowed the
reasons for the significant increase

in government spending to rising
cost of governance, increased
expenditure during past recessions
and larger budgets for security and
defence.
He said, “You have to consider
the fact that in 2016 and 2020,
the country was in a recession. So
when a country is in a recession, the
government will have to spend more
to take the country out of recession.
“Like in 2020, the recession was
caused by the COVID-19 and the
crash in the price of oil; so to pull
the country out of this situation,
the government had to implement
a recovery plan which required a lot
of money to execute.
“Also, for some years, we have
been having security challenges
across the country which has cost us
a lot. In a bid to tackle this challenge,
the government has increased its
expenditure on defence”.
Also, a professor of Economics
at the Olabisi Onabanjo University,
Sherrffdeen Tella, expressed
concerns over the country’s
borrowing rate as a result of rising
fiscal deficit.
As such, he advised the
government to ensure that its
expenditure aligns with its revenue
capacity, in order to reduce the
budget deficit.
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CBN Releases
E-invoicing
Guidelines
For Imports,
Exports
FROM COVER PAGE

No
importer/exporter
may effect payment to
the credit of any foreign
supplier
unless
the
electronic invoice has
been authenticated by
authorised dealer banks
presented together with
the relevant document for
payments”, the document
said.
CBN said a yearly
subscription fee of $350
shall be “charged per
authentication of suppliers
on the system”.
The guideline promised
that the system would
operate on a global price
verification mechanism,
which is determined by
benchmark price, a spot
market price obtainable
in the market where the
goods are traded during
the invoicing.
The document listed
the obligations of both
exporters and importers
in the new scheme as well
as possible sanctions for
violating the rules.
The new rules, however,
excluded
individual
invoices with a value
less than $10,000 or its
equivalent in another
currency. But where the
suppliers have a yearly
cumulative
invoicing
value
of
$500,000,
they are required to
submit
e-invoices,
notwithstanding
the
individual value of an
invoice.

Foreign Investments Decline By 40% To Five-Year Low
BY LADI PATRICK

Foreign portfolio investments
in the Nigerian stock market
dropped by 40.4% in 2021 to
its lowest level in five years
as the active participation
of foreign investors in the
Nigerian market declined by
11 percentage points from
about 34% of total market
transactions in 2020 to about
23% in 2021.
The full-year Foreign
Portfolio Investments ,FPI,
report at the weekend showed
a significant deceleration in
FPI transactions and it was
the main reason for the 12.4%
decline in turnover of activities
at the stock market in 2021.
Total foreign transactions
in Nigerian equities declined
to N434.50 billion in
2021 as against N729.20
billion recorded in 2020.
Consequently, the percentage
participation of FPIs in total
market transactions dropped
from 33.63% in 2020 to
22.88% in 2021.

The report, however, showed
admirable improvement in the
overall FPI deficit as the gap
between inflows and outflows
narrowed considerably in 2021
compared with 2020, although
the country remains with
negative FPIs flow.
The FPI report, coordinated
by the Nigerian Exchange
,NGX, included transactions
from nearly all custodians
and capital market operators
and it is widely regarded as
a credible measure of FPI
trend. The report uses two key
indicators-inflow and outflow,
to gauge foreign investors’
mood and participation in
the stock market and the
economy. While inflows and
outflows indicate direction of
portfolio transactions, total
FPI measures the momentum
and level of participation.
FPI inflows and outflows
stood N204.88 billion and
N229.62 billion respectively
in 2021, indicating a deficit of
N24.74 billion. These compared

with inflows and outflows of
N247.27 billion and N481.93
billion respectively in 2020,
and a deficit of N234.66 billion.
FPIs had declined by 22.64%
to a four-year low to close 2020
at N729.20 billion as against
N942.55 billion recorded in
2019. The decline in FPIs in
2020 counteracted the general
increase in momentum of
activities at the Nigerian stock
market, which saw a 12.45%
increase in total turnover value.
FPI reports had shown a
wider gap between foreign
portfolio inflows and outflows,
implying that foreign investors
had divested more than two
kobo for every kobo invested
in 2020, the worst deficit in
recent years.
Total FPIs had increased
from N1.208 trillion in 2017
to N1.219 trillion in 2018,
before dropping by 22.72% to
N942.55 billion in 2019.
FPI reports have shown
a continuing negative trend
in the mix of inflows and

outflows, with more outflows
than inflows, implying that
foreign investors were selling
more of their investments than
buying more investments. This
is known as FPI deficit.
Nigeria recorded a FPI
deficit of N234.66 billion in
2020, about 125% increase
on N104.3 billion recorded in
2019. This implied that foreign
investors divest more than
2kobo for every kobo invested
in 2020. The FPI deficit had
stood at N66.3 billion in 2018.
The reports also showed that
the quantum of transactions
by foreign investors relative
to total transactions at the
Nigerian market decreased
from about 49% of total
activities in 2019 to about
34% in 2020. Foreign portfolio
inflows stood at N247.27
billion as against outflows
of N481.93 billion in 2020.
Inflows and outflows stood at
N419.13 billion and N523.42
billion respectively in 2019.
Nigeria’s FPI had slipped

into negative with a net deficit
of N66.2 billion in 2018 after
a world-leading stock market
rally left the country with a
surplus of N336.94 billion in
2017. Total foreign inflows in
2018 stood at N576.45 billion
compared with outflows of
N642.65 billion. Foreign
inflows had in 2017 outpaced
outflows at N772.25 billion
and N435.31 billion.
Most analysts have blamed
the Central Bank of Nigeria’s
, CBN, management of the
country’s foreign exchange
(forex) for the decline in
foreign investors’ appetite for
the Nigerian stock market.
They said the opaque forex
system amid uncertainties and
threats of devaluation did not
provide the needed stability for
foreign participation.
The Nation had reported
that there were growing
concerns that oil revenue
fluctuation
and
global
monetary tightening would
lead to further devaluation of
the Nigerian currency in the
year.
Analysts at Cordros Capital
said that although the CBN
might have enough supply to
support the foreign exchange
market over the short term,
global and domestic challenges
may force the apex bank to
adjust the Naira exchange rate
further
According to analysts,
foreign inflows, which have
been disrupted by lack of
global investors’ confidence in
Naira rate management, are
paramount for sustained forex
liquidity over the medium term
as accretion to the national
reserves will be weak given
that crude oil production
levels remain quite low. Thus,
FPIs, which have historically
supported supply levels in the
official Investors and Exporters
,I & E, Window will be needed
to sustain forex liquidity levels.
About 53.8% of forex inflows
to the I & E Window in 2019
were from FPIs.

Fed Govt To Spend 94% Of 2022 Revenue On Debt Servicing – Report
BY CHARLES EBI

August&Co, a global research
and credit rating institution,
estimates that Nigeria will
incur N4.7 trillion on debt
serving this year.
The amount is 94% of its N5
trillion revenue projection for
the country. The projection is
18 percentage points above
last year’s 76% debt-torevenue ratio.
The
new
projection
is contained in the
agency’s Nigeria in 2022
Report obtained by our
correspondent
yesterday.
It described the revenue
projection as an “aggressive
estimate”.

The projection says the
Federal Government will
borrow an estimated N8
trillion to fund its budget
as against N6.39 trillion
captured by the signed
appropriation law.
“This means the FGN
,Federal Government of
Nigeria, will need to borrow
about N8 trillion in order to
finance aggregate spending
of N13 trillion. We estimate
that the FGN will borrow
about $5 billion in foreign
currency ,FCY, in 2022
,N2.1 trillion, and the rest
will be local currency ,LCY,
borrowings. This will increase
FCY borrowings to about $44
billion and LCY borrowings

to about N43 trillion”, says
the report.
The report puts the national
capital project spending in
the year at 1.6% of the gross
domestic product , GDP. It
splits the total amount N3.1
trillion to 2.1 trillion, FG, and
N1 trillion states.
It adds: “We estimate that
the cash from all these sources
will add up to about N13
trillion in 2022 compared to
FGN’s planned spending of
N17 trillion. FGN spending,
as in prior years, will be
constrained by the total
amount of cash it can muster
from these sources. Therefore,
the FGN will meet most of her
obligatory spending ,interest

on her loans, statutory
transfers and payroll and
pensions, amounting to about
N10 trillion leaving a balance
of about N3 trillion.
On the external sector, the
agency doubts the Central
Bank of Nigeria , CBN , will
allow significant depreciation
of the naira in an election
year. With a “parallel market
premium of around 40%”, it is
bearish on the outlook of the
country’s capital importation.
“At a production rate of
1.8mbpd and an average
price of US$75 per barrel,
oil and gas export revenues
will be around $50 billion
in 2022 compared to $43
billion in 2021. It is unlikely

that the CBN will change its
exchange rate management
strategy in 2022, therefore a
parallel market premium of
around 40% on the official
exchange rate will continue
to exist. This means that
foreign investors will be wary
of bringing in new money at
the official rate therefore net
foreign investment will not
be a sizable source of dollar
inflow into Nigeria in 2022”.
It estimates the GDP
growth of the country at three
to four per cent. This, it says,
will be “driven largely by the
services, manufacturing ROE
,Return on Earnings, that is
above average inflation of
about 15% in 2022.
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Bakery Operators Lament As Wheat
Production Crashes By 89.4%
BY ALIYU GALADIMA

Local wheat production
has fallen by 89.4%, raising
concerns by bakery operators
over the rising cost of
production.
Wheat production in
Nigeria has crashed by
89.44%, dropping from
about 350,000 metric
tonnes annually to as low
as 36,943.8MT, the Federal
Government has said.
Data from the latest report
of Wheat Production Survey
in Nigeria 2021, which was
obtained from the National
Bureau of Statistics, showed
that the 36,943.8MT was
produced in 13 states.
In November 2021, it was
reported that the national
production of wheat had been
around 350,000MT since
2017, according to a report
from the Federal Ministry
of Agriculture and Rural
Development.
The FMARD had disclosed
this in its report on
Recommended Strategies to
Improve Wheat Value Chain
in Nigeria, presented at the
2021 Wheat Stakeholders
Workshop.
But the NBS in its Wheat
Production
Survey
in
Nigeria 2021, seen in Abuja
on Sunday, put the amount
of wheat produced in 13
states across the country at
36,943.8MT.
Industry operators told
our correspondent that the
rise in the cost of bread and
pastries, triggered by the
hike in flour price, was due to
the low domestic production

Adebayo

and high imports of wheat, a
major raw material for flour
used in baking.
The
NBS,
however,
stated that wheat farming
was experiencing renewed
interest from policymakers
who saw Nigeria’s potential
to be self-sufficient in wheat
production.
“But as vital as wheat is,
we cannot say with certainty
the actual quantity of wheat
produced in the country as
conflicting figures were being
published from different
sources”, the Bureau stated.
It added, “There has
been no recent survey or
study to estimate the wheat
production in Nigeria. The
last official estimate of the
wheat acreage is 60,000
hectares and dates back to
2008.
“Much has changed since
then, and this study provided

an overview of the current
wheat production in Nigeria.
The wheat production survey
was conducted across 13
states in Nigeria covering
2020/2021 farming season
by the NBS”.
The bureau analysed wheat
production in 13 northern
states and concluded that the
crop was cultivated in an area
of about 11,820 hectares with
production of 36,943.8MT
of grain across the identified
states.
It outlined the states to
include Kano, Jigawa, Kebbi,
Bauchi, Kaduna, Gombe,
Yobe, Katsina, Plateau,
Sokoto, Zamfara, Borno and
Adamawa.
It said the maximum area
under wheat cultivation was
in Kano ,19.68%, followed
by Jigawa ,17.69%, while
Zamfara accounted for the
least ,1.62%.

Similarly, state wise
comparison
of
wheat
production for 2021 showed
that Kano was the major
producer of wheat, with a
production of 6,512.8MT;
followed
by
Jigawa,
5,854.8MT; Kebbi, 4,422MT;
while Zamfara ranked last
with 672MT.
However, in terms of
average yield per hectare,
the major wheat-growing
states was low compared to
other states, as Plateau State
recorded the maximum yield
of 3.8 tonnes/hectare.
It was followed by Gombe
,3.7 tonnes/hectare, while
Kaduna had the least ,2.7
tonnes/hectare, followed by
Kano and Jigawa states with
2.8 tonnes per hectare each.
AljazirahNigeria
had
reported in November that
wheat imports into Nigeria
were higher than the local

production of the commodity
by about 1,042.86%, based on
data from the FMARD report.
The report had indicated
that since independence,
Nigeria’s wheat imports
had consistently exceeded
local production, as the
consumption of the product
had also continued to rise.
Reacting
to
the
development, the All Farmers
Association of Nigeria, AFAN,
said many wheat farmers
were no longer going to their
farms due to insecurity, as the
crop was basically cultivated
in the North.
They said the lack of skilled
farmers and climate change
also contributed to the
plunge in wheat production
in Nigeria in 2021.
Speaking on behalf of
farmers, the National VicePresident, AFAN, Chief
Daniel Okafor, told our
correspondent that the
situation might not improve
if insecurity and other
concerns in the sector were
not addressed.
He said, “What happened
last year which affected
wheat production, was a
general issue in Nigeria, as
it also affected other crops.
However, in Nigeria, only a
few states cultivate wheat.
“Climate
change
is
one factor that impacted
adversely on crop production
in 2021. That is the first
thing I know that affected
production and it affected
wheat adversely.
“Another thing is that the
ministry of agriculture is not

Retirees In Dilemma As Niger Constitute Verification C’ttee
BY SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

Screening
Committee
constituted by the Niger
State Governor Abubakar
Sani Bello by November to
verified retired civil servants
is now in dilemma over cut
of pensioner’s entitlement.
AljazirahNigeria
in
Minna report that the
committee is presently
flooded with petitions from
various agrieved retired civil
servants who alleged that
they are shot changed by the
committee.
The committee which
is headed by the Deputy
governor Alh Ahmed Ketso
as Chairman was earlier
given two weeks to submit
their findings only to

request for additional funds
to complete the assignment
even as it’s terms of reference
have elapsed.
AljazirahNigeria gathered
that the committee is
presently in a confused mood
realising their mistakes by
violating what is contained
in the salary adjustment
implemented in 2017.
According to the report,
the committee made a table
payment to retired civil
servants in November and
December based on the salary
scale of 2013 instead of that
of 2017.
The circumstance they
found themselves force
them to have no option than
to request for the extension

and additional funds of over
10 million naira to enable
them adjust to status quo
particularly that of Health,
Education and other agencies
that are mostly affected.
AljazirahNigeria gathered
that there is a great disparity
in the salary scale of 2013
and that of 2017 in which
they were paid 80,000 naira
instead of over 200,000.
It would be recalled that at
a roundtable of stakeholders
discussion forum in Minna in
January 2022, the Niger state
government threatened to
design a pension and salary
platforms to tackle the
irregularities in salaries and
pension of workers.
Governor Abubakar Sani
Bello who was represented

at the forum by the Deputy
governor, Alh Ahmed
mohamed Ketso decried
that local governments in the
state cannot pay salaries thus
the need to design a platform
for both the state and Local
Governments.
Also at the forum, the
Secretary to the Niger
State Government, Alh
Ahmed Ibrahim Matane,
acknowledged
that,
“During the last verification
exercise of pensioners, it
was discovered that some
pensioners are dead but
there pension was still
running even those that
have retired from service
are receiving both salary and
pension to the detriment of
those that retired for many

years without being paid a
pension”.
It would be recalled that
at a round table of stake
holders discussion forum
in Minna in January 2022,
the Niger state government
threatened to design a
pension and salary platforms
to tackle the irregularities
in salaries and pension of
workers.
AljazirahNigeria reports
that since the coming on
board of Governor Abubakar
Sani Bello’s administration
in 2015, retired civil servants
have been paid only twice
but on 30% across board
leaving 70% unpaid since
over four years, while the
retirees continued to wallow
in abject poverty.

helping matters with the way
and manner they promote
the production of crops.
They have to change the way
they deal with various crop
associations and farmers”.
He added, “They should
give farmers the required
training, particularly for
special crops like wheat.
This will ensure that farmers
carry out good agricultural
practices in wheat production
and it will definitely help
in boosting our various
outputs”.
On insecurity, Okafor
said, “Another thing is that
farmers are not going to
their farms again and this
is a problem to the country.
This is because of the spat of
kidnappings and other crimes
across the country”.
He stated that the use of
wheat in confectioneries in
Nigeria was high, adding that
this was why the imports of
the commodity had been on
the rise over the years.
The FMARD report
had shown that in the
1960s, 1970s, 1980s and
1990s, wheat production
domestically were around
5,700MT,
65,000MT,
50,000MT and 170,000MT,
respectively,
while
imports were 148,000MT,
194,000MT, 680,400MT and
1.1 million MT, respectively.
Domestic consumption
during the periods was put
at 144,000MT, 191,000MT,
686,000MT and 1.115
million MT, respectively.
The report had also stated
that in the 2000s and 2010s,
national production levels
dropped to 50,000MT and
70,000MT
respectively,
with consumption levels of
883,000MT and 3.41 million
MT respectively, and imports
were 861,200MT and 3.316
million MT respectively.
The ministry had further
explained
that
wheat
consumption had been on
the rise in Nigeria due to
population growth, changing
food preferences and strong
urbanisation trend.
According to the FMARD,
the challenges to local
production include low level
of mechanisation, biotic
and abiotic stress such as
pests and diseases, low soil
fertility and lack of adequate
technology.
Bread producers have,
however, said the latest crash
in local wheat production
would further mar the
fortunes of their businesses.
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Stock Market
Investors Gain
N840bn In
One Week

Investors in the Nigerian
stock market saw the
worth of their shares rise
by N840bn last week as
47 firms recorded price
appreciation.
The All-Share Index of
the Nigerian Exchange
Limited and market
capitalisation increased
by 3.38 per cent to close
the week at 45,957.35 and
N24.76tn respectively.
All
other
indices
finished higher, with the
exception of the NGX
insurance index, which
depreciated by 0.27 per
cent, while the NGX
ASem, and NGX Sovereign
bond indices closed flat.
A total turnover of
1.86 billion shares worth
N47.49bn in 20,861 deals
was traded last week by
investors on the floor of
the Exchange, in contrast
to a total of 1.60 billion
shares valued at N32.72bn
that exchanged hands last
week in 22,607 deals.
The financial service
industry (measured by
volume) led the activity
chart with 815.36 million
shares valued at N7.07bn
traded in 10,736 deals,
thus contributing 43.89
per cent and 14.88 per
cent to the total equity
turnover volume and
value respectively.
The ICT Industry
followed with 596.58
million shares worth
N845.02m in 1,028
deals, while the third
place was occupied by the
conglomerates industry,
with a turnover of 161.35
million shares worth
N191.19m in 983 deals.
Trading in the top
three equities, namely
Computer
Warehouse
Group Plc, Transnational
Corporation of Nigeria
Plc, FBN Holdings Plc
(measured by volume),
accounted for 810.75
million shares worth
N2.08bn in 1,499 deals,
contributing 43.65% and
4.38% to the total equity
turnover volume and
value respectively.
Forty-seven equities
appreciated in price
during the week as against
33 in the previous week;
23 equities depreciated as
against 35 in the previous
week, while 86 equities
remained unchanged as
against 88 in the previous
week.

Christmas Spending Pushes POS
Transactions To N6.4trn In 2021
BY DICKSON PAT

Nigeria recorded a total
of N6.43 trillion as POS
transactions in 2021, hitting
the highest levels on record.
Nigeria’s acceptance for
digital means of payment has
improved in recent times,
however, the Christmas
festivity
contributed
significantly to the surge in the
review year.
Notably, POS transactions
in December, rose to N699.75
billion, which is the highest
ever recorded in a single
month. This is according to
the recently released data
on payment channels by the
Nigeria Interbank Settlement
System , NIBSS.
Similarly, the volume of POS
transactions in the country
skyrocketed by 50% to 982.8
million in 2021 compared to
655.8 million transactions
recorded in the previous year.
It also represents the highest

number of transactions ever
recorded since the adoption
of Point of Sale transactions in
Nigeria.
A glance at the historic data
from the Central Bank shows
that POS adoption has grown
significantly compared to when
the CBN introduced the agent
banking system in 2012. In the
maiden year, POS transactions
stood at N46.86 billion, which
has now recorded a significant
increase in multiples nine years
down the line.
An analytical perspective
of the data from the NIBSS
shows a significant hike in
POS transactions in the month
of December dating back to
2017. It has been a pattern for
Nigeria’s spending to increase
during the festive period.
The diagram above gives an
indication of the trend usually
at the tail end of the year, where
there is usually a spike in POS
transactions before levelling at

the start of the New Year.
Nigeria’s adoption of
digital financial services has
increased in recent years,
which was further amplified
by the COVID-19 outbreak in
the country, forcing Nigerians
to look for other means of
performing their financial
transactions from the comfort
of their homes.
A development, which
presented an opportunity
for business-savvy Nigerians
mostly youths to create
mobile banks and the POS,
shops across the country.
Helping Nigerians to perform
withdrawals, deposits and
transfer of funds without
the hassle of queuing at the
banking halls.
Meanwhile, the spending
habit of Nigerians during the
Yuletide typically referred to as
“Detty December” has always
been on the high side, with
shopping, travelling and all-

round fun being the prevailing
order during this period.
Nigerians during this period
troop in their numbers to
cinemas to view latest movies,
which has been fully capitalised
on by local movie producers as
they now try to premier their
movies into the festivity.
The high spending during
the Christmas festivity is also
reflected in the consumer price
index, as the NBS reported
a jump in Nigeria’s inflation
rate in December 2021 to
15.63% despite witnessing
8 consecutive months of
moderations.
A major incentive for the
adoption of more digital
means of payment rather
than physical cash payments
is the level of insecurity in the
country. It is easier and safer
to make payments through
your ATM or virtual cards in
Nigeria, especially with the
increased cases of robbery,
bag snatching, kidnapping
amongst others.
On the other hand,
conventional use of payment,
one of which includes the use
of cheques, has witnessed
a consistent decline since
the improved adoption of
POS means of transactions.
According to the data from
the NIBBS, Nigeria recorded
cheque transactions in 2021
valued at N3.22 trillion, a
marginal decline compared to
N3.27 trillion recorded in the
previous year.
Compared to five years ago,
it dropped by 40.2% compared
to N5.38 trillion recorded
in 2017, further indicating
a switch from conventional
methods to digital means. As
much as Nigerians continue to
increase their usage of the POS,
the number of terminals across
the country also has witnessed
improvement in recent times.

W/Bank, AfDB Approved $2.83bn For Nigeria In 2021
BY CHARLES EBI

World Bank and the African
Development Bank approved a
total sum of $2.83bn to Nigeria
in 2021.
However, the financing is
not limited to the Nigerian
government, as it also covers
Nigerian agencies and firms.
This was according to
statements by the international
banks announcing the financing
approvals.
The
statements
were
obtained from the websites of
the banks.
On February 5, 2021, the
World Bank announced the
approval of $500m for the
Nigerian government to
support the improvement of
electricity access and services
to Nigerians.

On May 25, 2021, the
Washington-based
Bank
announced the approval of
$700m credit for the Nigeria
Sustainable Urban and Rural
Water Supply, Sanitation, and
Hygiene Program.
The programme provides
six million people with basic
drinking water services, and 1.4
million people access improved
sanitation services.
On September 30, 2021,
the Washington-based bank
approved a $400m credit in
additional financing from the
International Development
Association to provide upfront
financing for safe and effective
COVID-19 vaccine acquisition
and deployment within the
country.
On December 16, 2021,

the World Bank approved an
$800m credit from the IDA for
the National Social Safety Net
Programme Scale-Up.
In total, the World Bank
approved $2.4bn, offering
Nigeria more financing than
the AfDB.
On March 5, 2021, the
African Development Bank
Group signed a $400,000
grant
agreement
with
Nigeria’s
Securities
and
Exchange Commission to
strengthen securities market
regulation and broaden market
instruments.
On July 7, 2021, the Board of
Directors of the AfDB approved
a loan of $50m to Nigeria’s
First City Monument Bank to
channel to local enterprises.
On October 20, 2021, the

AfDB signed a grant agreement
for $500,000 with Y’ello Digital
Financial Services, a fintech
subsidiary of MTN Nigeria,
to study economic, religious,
and social factors hampering
access to finance for women in
northern Nigeria.
On December 14, 2021, a
$210m loan was approved by
the AfDB’s Board of Directors
to co-finance Phase 1 of the
Nigeria Special Agro-Industrial
Processing Zone Programme.
On December 16, 2021, the
board of directors of the AfDB
approved a loan of $170m to
finance a digital and creative
enterprises program in Nigeria.
In total, the AfDB approved
$431.1m, far less than the
approved financing from the
World Bank.

MTN Dismisses
Reports On Shares
Allotment
BY MARIAM SANNI, ABUJA

Concern Citizen Project,
Nigeria CCP, has cautioned
the Nigerian Labour Congress
,NLC, and the Trade Union
Congress, TUC against the
planned protest on the
intended deregulation or
removal of fuel subsidies by
the Federal Government.
In a press statement
jointly signed by the National
Coordinator, Dr. Bello Musa
Gwani and the National
Secretary, National Secretary,
Sylvester Koni in Abuja,
described the decision of the
congress as misguided, unwise
and self-defeating.
Gwani charged the leaders
of NLC and TUC to rise up
to their duties and stop
playing to the gallery or the
books of some elites who are
benefitting immensely from
the petroleum subsidy.
According to him, the
intended strike and protest
will put a halt on the
operations of government
offices, banks, shopping
centres
and
schools,
transportation
workers
and will also significantly
affect the informal sectors
including markets and local
transportation services.
The CCP head said that
this will also cause untold
hardship on Nigerians and
have a significant damaging
effect on an already struggling
economy.
He added that it might also
paralyze the country of more
than 200 million people; the
majority of the citizens living
on daily wage will be highly
irrational.
‘’The planned protest by
the Nigerian Labour Congress
,NLC, and Trade Union
Congress ,TUC, against the
intended deregulation or
removal of fuel subsidies by
the Federal Government can
be described as misguided,
unwise and self-defeating.
The leaders of NLC and
TUC should rise up to their
duties and stop playing to
the gallery or the books
of some elites who are
benefitting immensely from
the petroleum subsidy. NLC
and TUC need to get their acts
together by putting the future
and survival of Nigeria first.
‘’Moreover, considering the
delicate security situation in
the country, it will be of great
concern that provocateurs
and anarchists can hijack such
protests and demonstrations,
or hide under the cover of
protestors and promote
discord, anarchy and unleash
mayhem to the detriment of
public peace.
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WITH MUYIWA OYINLOLA TEL: 08023647979

From left: National Women Leader, Social Democratic Party (SDP), Hajiya Maggi Batubo; National Publicity Secretary of SDP, Amb. Rufus Ayenigba; and National Youth Leader, SDP, Chukwuma
PHOTO: HOGAN BASSEY/NAN
Uchechuk, during the news conference on the activities of the party, in Abuja, yesterday.

CSOs Write APC, PDP, Others, Demand Power Shift To South
FROM COVER PAGE

The letters read in part: “This letter is one
of those efforts aimed at lobbying for a
southern president in the forthcoming 2023
presidential election.
This, in our opinion, will guarantee
sustainable peace, national unity and
strengthen our democracy.
“Chairman Sir, the Coalition in our last
expanded executive meeting, considered
the current political situation in the country
and the need for the Nation’s unity not to
be threatened because of the 2023 elections,
hence our resolve to get involved and save
the country from possible instability and
crises.
“By this patriotic call, we do not intend
to undermine your right as a political party
or your party’s constitution. We respect the
wishes and aspirations of your party and the
citizens of the Federal Republic of Nigeria;
however, we are persuaded by the state of the
nation as it concerns the unity and stability
of our dear country.
“At this point in our political history, we
deem it a worthy sacrifice and a patriotic
display of love for the country if political
parties can jettison all other interests and
ambition for the peace, unity and stability
of our democracy. It is important to note
that we all desire a safe society, peaceful
atmosphere and harmonious relationship

for development and growth of the nation.
“Sir, it is important to note that, since the
inception of civil rule in 1999 the country
has witnessed a zoning arrangement or
rotational Presidency between north and
south just to keep the polity stable. There is
no doubt that we are one united country and
have the same sense of compromise.
“This call becomes necessary and
obligatory for us as a nation to move forward.
It is also sacrosanct for fairness sake and for

continuous unity of the country. We are
convinced that power should naturally rotate
between the North and Southern region of
the country. We also believe that it is by
avowed commitment to this arrangement
that we can stop the current ethno-religious
division being experienced in the country”.
The letter stressed that “Our visit today
is to lend our voice in support of the call for
power shift to the southern part of Nigeria;
we hereby urge the great men and women

of the PDP and APC to heed to this patriotic
call. The PDP and the APC no doubt have a
great role to play in ensuring that we remain
one united and indivisible nation before and
after the 2023 elections.
“It is on the strength of the above that
we march here today in our thousands to
submit our position on the imperatives of a
presidential candidate of southern Nigeria
extraction come 2023.
“On power rotation we stand!”

Atiku Will Pave Way For South In 2027– Dokpesi
Ahead of the 2023 presidential election,
chieftain of the Peoples Democratic Party, PDP,
Chief Raymond Dokpesi has said, the former
Vice-President, Atiku Abubakar would serve
only one term if elected.
He noted that if Atiku is elected for a single
term of four years, it will pave the way for the
South-East to produce the president in 2027.
Dokpesi, who spoke in Umuahia the Abia
State capital on Monday, maintained that
Atiku, who hails from the North-East geopolitical zone, was the right person to wrestle
power from the All Progressive Congress-led
Federal Government.
According to him, the PDP zoning
arrangement was not honoured during the
2015 presidential election. Consequently, the
party went into the election with a divided

house which it lost.
He stressed that the PDP has to give the
North another chance to complete its four
years in the presidency in order to wrestle
power from the APC in 2023.
“Our party believes in rotation of the office
of president between the North and South for
two-term of eight years.
“Jonathan, also asked for another four years
which was given to him, but when he started
asking for another term in 2015, the North
felt it was against the zoning agreement of
the party.
“So we went into the election with a divided
house and we lost. That is why we have
reasoned that for us to wrestle power from the
APC we need a strong presidential candidate
from the North.

“Since it is believed that the North-East and
South-East are the two geo-political zones that
have not produced a president. We felt that
Atiku, coming from the North-East, is a strong
candidate for the job”, Dokpesi said.

Atiku
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Musa

APC National Chairmanship: I’m The
Candidate To Beat – Senator Musa
Barely a month to the national convention of the ruling All Progressives Congress, APC, frontline National
Chairmanship aspirant and serving senator, Mohammed Sani Musa, Niger East, in this interview told MUYIWA
OYINLOLA about his aspiration, his perception of the President Muhammadu Buhari-led administration and why he
believes the party would be voted back to power come 2023.
After a series of postponement
and indecision, the party has
finally slated February 26, for its
national convention. Do you have
confidence that this convention
will hold this time around as
slated?
You said after a long bla bla of the
convention doubt. I have never doubted
because I believe that whatever you want
to do, you have to be articulate, you have
to scheme, you have to strategise. This is
a political party. I don’t see any reason
why people assume APC is dilly-darling
over its convention; no, it’s not true,
its part of the strategy of the APC and
the strategy of every political party is
to win elections, and that is what the
APC is working on. I have no doubt at all.
Exigency of time in political calculations

calls you to be very strategic and that
is what the APC is doing. So, I believe
that the convention is coming; I have
no doubt about it.
The convention can come in February

“

I have no doubt whatever
the Caretaker committee
comes out with. As an
abiding member of the
APC, I will work with it
and I will support it fully.

but if the scenario is still not very
okay, we have to strategise, we have
to do all the homework before the
convention. But let me remind you
about something, the APC is amending
its constitution; there are days that are
areas to be looked into. The national
committee executive will have to meet
but people from outside that don’t
know how they work things but would
be shouting that the APC does not want
to hold convention, and may still hold
on with serious stake.
I’m aspiring for the national
chairmanship position. If there is
any person that will be over zealous
about convention, I should be part of
it because that will reduce the numbers
of travel, that will reduce the number
of consultations but as far as I’m

concerned, I have no doubt whatever
the Caretaker committee comes out
with. As an abiding member of the APC,
I will work with it and I will support it
fully.
Which form of primary would
you prefer? Direct, indirect,
consensus?
I’m a man that is guided by the
fundamental principle of rule of law.
I so much believe in it. If we have the
constitution, what the constitution
has spelt out is what I will work with.
If we have the guideline that has
stipulated what will be done, that
is what I will be guided with. If the
Caretaker Committee that is given
the responsibility to conduct this, the
CONTINUE ON PAGE 30
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NEC has given them the power to do it.
Whatever the outcome of the guidelines
that will be presented, every member
of the APC is expected to abide by it,
and so be it.
A presidential aspirant, Asiwaju
Bola Tinubu paid you a visit over
the weekend; can we call this an
endorsement of your aspiration?
It is normal. I visited Asiwaju in
London two or three times and when
I came back from a trip he decided to
visit me. And this is the beginning of
the year and we are all in this politics,
he has already shown interest in the
presidency; I have shown interest in
the party chairmanship. What is wrong
with people collaborating in the same
mind and the same party?
All of us that are contesting this
position, I have counted eleven of us.
I don’t know if more are coming out;
we are all one. We are supposed to be
together because we are under the
same umbrella, the same party, we are
bonded as a broom. So, I don’t see any
spectacular issue that should come out
of the visit by Asiwaju.
Eleven of you that are in this race are
all from the North. Asiwaju Bola Tinubu
and Governor Dave Umahi who have
indicated interest in the presidency
are from the South. Can we now say
that the party has zoned the national
chairmanship position to the North and
Presidency to the South?
You don’t pre-determine, in politics.
You don’t work with what they say,
all the time. I will wait until the party
comes up with guidelines. The party has
not officially declared that this is what
it’s going to do.
So, that does not foreclose anybody
from the south to aspire for the national
chairmanship as long as the party is
yet to unfold its zoning arrangement,
if there is any. So, that question I think
we should wait until when you cross
that bridge.
By saying that all of you in the
race are brothers could it mean
that you are ready for a consensus
that in case they ask you to step
down, you’re ready to jettison your
agenda or aspiration?
If that will be in the best interest of the
party, I will do that
Many of you in this race are from
the North Central, you, Almakura,
Akume, Saliu Mustapha and a
number of others. Don’t you think
that if any of you emerges it may
prevent your zone from having
the president come from there?
I will repeat what I said, whatever the
party decision is, I’m an abiding citizen
and member of the APC.I will abide
by it. So, what it means is that if for
any reason I’m asked to jettison my
ambition for the good interest of the
party, I will do it. If it is going to be for
the betterment of Nigerians and for the
interest of the party, I don’t think it is

Musa

too costly for anybody to do.
Why do you want to become the
party chairman?
I want to be the APC Chairman. I have
said it in so many fora that I want to be
the APC Chairman so that this country
will have a qualitative leadership as
much as we are practicing political
democracy which is based on the fact
that political parties, going by our
constitution; political parties are to
present candidates for political offices
and since the political party has become
the platform that will be able to give the
quality of the kind of leadership that
will go into government, I think it will
determine the government that we need
to work with. First, we have to work on
the political party to get the right people
to aspire and to be elected; that will be
able to go and work just as Mr President
is doing based on the manifesto, based
on the guidelines and the constitution
of the party and the constitution of
Nigeria.
We need qualitative leadership. Today,
going by the national leadership we have
under President Muhammadu Buhari,
you cannot fault integrity because it is
there.
So, this is the kind of leadership we
need. We need to put people that would
not just go there for their interest but
for the interest of the country, for the
interest of their constituents. These are
the reasons I felt I should come in. The
whole world is going digital. Should we

“

...going by the national
leadership we have under
President Muhammadu
Buhari, you cannot fault
integrity because it is
there

still think that a political party is enough
to give you food on the table? No, we
have to do some kind of enlightenment
within the political parties, we have
to also transform the political parties
to be fast growing not just to seek for
political office but also a platform that
will give you a new kind of orientation
to believe that governance is a serious
business. It’s not about talking, it’s not
about making noise on television, it’s
not about telling people lies. It’s about
what you will do. We have to change.
We are following this democracy from
advanced democracy, like the United
States, United Kingdom and Canada.
They have their own challenges too but
you cannot compare today, the PDP, as
an opposition. You can’t compare that
with Labour as an opposition in the
United Kingdom; you can’t compare
them as opposition Republicans in the
United States. So also the APC we have
today as a party, as a structure is going
in line with democracy we are talking
about.
So, we need to bring in a party
structure that will be able to carry out
orientation of the whole structure from
the ward level to the national. In this
country, we don’t do anything like party
conferences; we don’t do anything like
political party dialogue, like retreats
from the ward level up. In any civilised
society if you have a right from the
bottom, the top will be very good.
Can you please convince me why
anyone should support the APC in
the 2023 presidential election?
This question is very good. The APC is in
its 7th year, we had a party that lasted
16 years when the economy was very
buoyant and the barrel of crude oil was
going for 130 dollars per barrel. When
this government came on board, how
much was the barrel of crude oil which
is our source of income, in the country
about 27 dollars. In fact, it came down to
a very low of about 22 dollars per barrel.
And you are comparing a government
that had a straight 16 years. One third
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of that period crude oil did not go down
to less than 130 dollars or less than 100
dollars. What can you say about that?
We couldn’t keep anything, we couldn’t
save anything, and we couldn’t even
rehabilitate our infrastructure. So, we
can all see what the APC is doing today.
So, what I’m saying is we have a basis to
tell people to come into the party because
this is the party that is constructing your
roads, fixing the railways. This is the
party that is building a bridge that has
been there for so many decades, the only
thing we hear is that “it is in the plan”
and it is in the budget and they are doing
this and that. Obasanjo came and left,
Jonathan came and left, Niger Bridge
was never executed, it wasn’t complied.
Go and see Niger Bridge today, it’s
almost close to about 70% completion.
Before, can you go to a motor park or
Bannex plaza? You are scared of bomb.
Today, is it the same story? Are you not
safe now? And this insecurity issue is
everywhere, it is global and you can see
what the military are doing. Today, you
can see the successes they are getting
today from Zamfara State.
Over
the weekend, I don’t know if you are
following up, you would have seen what
they have done in the North East. Today,
the epicenter of insecurity is in the
North West and you can see what they
are doing. So, there is no better bright
day in our political sphere than the APC.
I think the difference between
the APC and the PDP is just about
names. It’s the same people that
are moving from one party to the
other. In 2015 when your party
came on board, we had a number
of people who came from other
parties, we had Saraki who came
from the NewPDP, Dino followed
and they became APC leaders.
Today, they are back in the PDP, you
have somebody in the APGA who
also wants to become the national
chairman of the APC. How do you
react to this?
Give me the name of a solid politician
today that has moved out of the APC to
the PDP. You would recall that people,
governors, members of the national
assembly, state executives, state
assemblies left the PDP and joined the
APC. I’m talking about when the PDP was
in government, governors left that party
but today we are approaching elections,
governors are leaving the same PDP
and coming to the APC. Let’s talk about
the institution and forget about the
names you mentioned. Are you talking
about a political party where one single
individual with wide wings grows and he
said this is where I want my convention.
This is the person that will be this or that.
We are watching, you will see what will
happen to the opposition.
If by God grace you emerge
as Chairman; do you have the
confidence that you will pilot
the party to win in the general
elections and what will you do
especially to bring the South
East, where you have one or two
governors, on board?
When we get there, we will cross it. I
don’t want to disclose to you what I
intend to do but my best comes out in
me when I’m challenged.
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Struggling With Public Smoking Law:
Enforcement Seven Years After Passage
BY ABDULKADIR UMORU WITH AGENCY REPORT

Contrary to the stipulations of the Lagos
State anti-smoking law, most public places,
including tertiary institutions and hotels,
do not have designated smoking places.
The Lagos State House of Assembly passed
the ‘Law to Provide for the Regulation of
Smoking in Public Places in Lagos State
and for Connected Purposes’ bill in January
2014 and it was signed into law by the then
governor, Babatunde Fashola, a few weeks
later.
The seven-page law, which comprises
16 sections, outlaws smoking in all public
places such as libraries, museums, public
toilets, schools, hospitals, daycare centres,
schools and public buses, restaurants, hotels,
stadia, among others. Penalties for defaulters
range from N10,000 to N50,000 fines or
imprisonment.
According to Section 3(ii) of the law,
“Without prejudice to the above subsection,
an owner, occupier or a person in charge of
a place listed in Schedule II may designate
a section which shall not be more than ten
per cent (10%) of the premises as a ‘Smoking
Area.’” The facilities listed in Schedule II of
the law include tertiary institutions, bars and
nightclubs, and hotels.
A report by the Centre for the Study of
Economies of Africa, CSEA, titled Health
burden and economic cost of smoking
in Nigeria, revealed that Nigeria records
28,876 preventable deaths related to tobacco
annually and the country “has been leading
tobacco markets in Africa and the absolute
number of active smokers remains one of the
highest on the continent.”
The research found that the Nigerian

health system spends over N500 billion
yearly to treat illnesses caused by smoking
and passive smoking.
A check of public places in Lagos showed
that most of them do not have designated
smoking places within their facilities.
Academic institutions like the Yaba College
of Technology, Lagos State University
(Badagry entrance), St Mary and Alfred,
and some other public secondary schools do
not have the “No Smoking” symbol at their
entrances as provided by the law.
A staff of St Mary and Alfred, who refused
to identify herself, said “I’m not aware. It is
somehow, don’t you think”?
She urged the government to inform
schools in Lagos of the law and their role in
the implementation process.
Section 4 of the law stipulates as follows:

“

Cigarette butts
cause pollution by
being carried as
runoff, to drains
and from there to
rivers, beaches, and
oceans.

“(1) It shall be the duty of any person who
owns, occupies or is in charge of Duty of
the management of a ‘No Smoking Area’ to
Owner/Occupier
i. Ensure that approved ‘No Smoking’ signs
are displayed conspicuously at each entrance
and in prominent locations throughout the
premises;
ii. Ensure that all ‘No Smoking Areas’ are
fixed with smoke detectors;
iii. Ensure that where anyone smokes
outside the premises of a public area, such
is not done within ten (10) from the entrance
of the premises; and
iv. Cause a person smoking in a ‘No
Smoking Area’ to stop smoking.”
Most hotels, schools, banks, restaurants,
shopping malls, and religious centres visited
in Ikeja and Surulere did not fully comply
with the law. For instance, Ikeja City Mall
in Ikeja and Shoprite and Leisure Mall in
Surulere do not have the signage displayed
at their gates or within their facilities.
Some of the workers in the malls who
spoke to this reporter said they had never
seen any of the signage on their premises.
But security guards at the cinemas at the
malls in Surulere and Ikeja said they do not
have the signs but that it is displayed on
their screens for viewers before the start of
movies.
Chinenye Peter, the manager of Palasino
Hotel in Surulere, said although there is no
signage that their lounge is the only place
permitted for smokers, the receptionist
informs every guest at the point of entry of
the hotel regulations.
While some hotels do not have ‘no
smoking’ signs at their gates, they, however,
display it at their reception and outside the
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elevators.
Michael Odogwu, a hotel manager in
Surulere, said they “check out” from their
room any guest found violating the antismoking law.
“We once caught two guys smoking in
their rooms, so when they were discovered
we checked them out. Because they violated
the rule and they had been told not to in the
first place.”
Ms Peter said they also expel defaulting
guests from their facility, but after they had
issued the first warning.
“Once we detect, we issue a warning, and if
it continues we take action. The person is not
entitled to a refund. If it becomes violent we
have the DSS and the police number to take
care of it,” she said.
She added that “in the lounge, we only
allow some types of smoking. Marijuana,
narcotics, are not allowed, the bouncer will
bounce such people out.”
Tosin Agunbiade, an environmentalist,
said tobacco products have a damaging
impact on the environment aside from the
health consequences.
He said cigarette butts are not just a
nuisance but toxic waste and when not
properly disposed of can cause fire outbreaks.
“They contain chemicals that contaminate
our waterways and ground soil and harm our
wildlife. Cigarette butts cause pollution by
being carried as runoff, to drains and from
there to rivers, beaches, and oceans,” he
added.
Mr Agunbiade urged the state government
to install CCTV in “strategic places” to
strengthen the enforcement of the law and
to safeguard lives and properties.
“If possible, designated smoking areas
should be provided and the waste generated
while smoking and after should be properly
managed.
“General public announcement or
awareness should be done periodically.
People need to be educated and informed
about the effect smoking has on the
environment, health safety, and the possible
sanctions.”
Since August 2014 when the anti-smoking
law came into effect in Lagos, there has been
no reported case of arrest or prosecution by
the authorities.
The Lagos State government has not
demonstrated any willingness to implement
the law, said Akinbode Oluwafemi, a tobaccocontrol advocate.
“We are yet to see what they are doing,”
said Mr Oluwafemi, whose organisation,
the Environmental Rights Action/Friends
of the Earth Nigeria, was instrumental in
the passing of the law.
“There is the National Tobacco Control Act
of 2015 and the National Tobacco Control
Regulations 2019 that have comprehensive
provisions on the use of tobacco products.
We had expected Lagos State to be at the
forefront of enforcing those laws, but the
opposite is the case.”
When this reporter visited the information
unit of the Lagos State Environment
Protection Agency, LASEPA, to enquire
about the compliance to the law and
prosecution rate, she was given a phone
number by a staff identified as Ms Tolu to
send questions via text message. She said her
boss was unavailable.
Messages and phone calls to the number
were not responded to.
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Guest
Columnist
Africa And The Menace Of Resurgent Terrorism

A

stubborn commitment to a
conventional military approach
to solving an asymmetric
security challenge is unwise,
especially with an Army that is
already stretched thin by involvement in
roughly 30 Nigerian states. Abuja must
restrategise. Localised policing and wellthought-out community engagement must
be a key factor in the choices made for the
future and the 900-kilometre boundary that
the Nigerian North West shares with the
Niger Republic must be properly secured.
Terror attacks have been recently staged
in in Burkina Faso and Uganda, both within
the ambit of the Sahel. These attacks add to
a chain of events that increasingly suggest
Africa is now a central theatre of global
terrorism. In the 2020 Global Terrorism
Index, there are 10 African countries ranked
in the top 20, and Nigeria received the
bronze medal with its third place ranking
on the basis of its total number of fatalities,
incidents, and the severity of property
damage caused by terrorist-related activities
within its larger territory.
As countries in the Middle East and
North Africa consider the slightly terrifying
prospect of a post-oil economy and are
retooling their social and economic models
to prepare for the future, Jihadists are
redirecting their efforts to sub-Saharan
Africa and particularly the Sahel, where the
political and social commitment to stability
and economic development is much less of
a priority, making it an incubator for more
terrorism.
In failing to be proactive and productive
about its regional interests, Nigeria, and
the North in particular, has found itself
suffering significant damage from the
outcome of these. Insecurity has done great

Yahaya

economic damage to Nigeria. In 2019, $24
billion worth of capital inflow was recorded
in the country but 2020 saw only $9.7
billion received, in what was a four-year low
and a 59 per cent drop from the previous
year. Adamawa, for example, got foreign
investment worth an eye-watering $20,000.
Reduced investment leads to reduced
economic growth and development, which,
in turn, leads to more poverty, also further
fuelling insecurity, as more people turn to
demagogic leaders for inspiration. This is a
cycle as vicious as any.
Nigeria’s agricultural sector has also been
severely affected by the insecurity-fuelled
displacement of more than 2.6 million
people, mostly in the largely agrarian North.
The impact of this violence on agricultural
output means that as the supply of foodstuff
dipped, prices have gone up, with staples
like beans and tomatoes having a 253
per cent and a 123 per cent hike in prices,
respectively. The rise in hunger and poverty
has created a self-reinforcing cycle that has
an increasing number of people finding the

option of being employed by bandits to earn
a living more attractive.
Terror groups expanding on the continent
will take advantage of the underdeveloped
nature of much of the poorer parts of the
Sahelian region and close-by areas, with
three of its progeny also making territorial
gains. Nigeria is struggling to contain one
offshoot, the Islamic State West Africa
Province (ISWAP). Africa has three ISIS
offshoots, namely ISWAP, the Islamic State
Central Africa Province (ISCAP) – which
also claims to operate in Southern Africa
(Cabo Delgado, Mozambique), and Islamic
State in the Greater Sahara (ISGS). Having
these organisations being seen as sources of
socio-economic upliftment by poor locals is
one of the results of appalling governance
in the past more than half a century. These
organisations have grown quicker than they
should have by acquiring existing Jihadist
cell networks that were already in place in
Sahelian countries, due to the irresponsible
behaviour of politicians and clerics who use
religion as a tool for getting and keeping
political power.
It is quite problematic that at a time when
sub-Saharan African countries should be
focused on socio-economic development to
wipe out poverty and help Africa catch up
with the rest of the world, in terms of human
development, the continent is instead having
to deal with existential threats that drive
budget expenditure that should go to boost
education, healthcare, and industrialisation,
to security and defence needs.
Solving these issues require an African
solution. But that African solution starts
with leadership, the like of which has been
sorely lacking for centuries.
Cheta Nwanze is a partner at SBM
Intelligence.

To Super
Eagles of Nigeria
for allowing best
loser Carthage
Eagles of Tunisia to
send them packing
from the ongoing
AFCON in Cameroon.
Be warned!
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